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Phnning Amidst Divenity: The ChaiIenges of Multiculhiralism 
in Urban and Suburban Greater Toronto 

This dissertation explores the varied ways in which demographic changes from 

immigration are chdenging traditional planning practice in Canada. The research is tied 

together around three themes: diversity, planning and citizenship. These themes provide 

the means to examine the impact of ethnodtural diversity on participation and belonging 

as seen through local decision makuig. Focusing on the experience of the Toronto area, 

the redevelopment of George Brown Coliege in the urban cornmunity of Kensington, and 

the developmeat of retail condominiums (or Asian malls) in the suburban community of 

Markhm are used as case studies. 
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CHAPTER ONE: Setting the Context 

A Locd Look at Immigration 

Immigration has been a familiar source of debate and poiitical discussion in 

Canada. To date, this debate has taken place almost exclusively at the national level. It is 

the fded govemment's ~IlStitutional responsibility to detenaine who wiil enter Canada 

as an immigrant each year and under what terms. Aithough immigration is an area of 

shared jurisdiction, most provinces have not pursued a strong role in immigrant settlement 

leaving this also to the federal goverment.' Immigration is linked to a national debate 

over multiculturaiîsm and the vahie piaced on diversity in both practice and poiicy. As 

well, Uidividuals and groups debate the economic and social impacts of federal 

immigration policy and programs from a national perspeaive. 

Despite legislative control at the federd levei, immigration is an increasingly 

important local issue in Canada. Upon entry to the country, immigrants impact upon local 

cornmunifies as they establish themselves within Canadian society. Furthemore, this local 

impact is overwhehingiy an urbm one. Newcomers to Canada have long ben attracted 

to &es and their promise of employment opportwiities7 community and hmily ties, and a 

range of dement savices. Accordiug to the 1996 census, 85 per cent of ai l  immigrants 

to Canada live in a census metropoh area (CMA). Compared to jus& over one-quarter 

of the Canridian-born population, 62 per cent of all immigrants are LMng in Toronto, 

Montreal and Vancouver7 the t h e  largest metropob anas (Statistics Canada, 1997; 



CitXzenship and fmmiption Canada, 1997). Although immigrants represent 17.4 per cent 

of the mtion's population, many d a n  centres located aaoss Canada (especially those in 

Ontano, Alberta, and British Columbia) have a proportion of immigrants bigher than this 

nationai average (see Figure 1.1). 

FIGURE 1.1: Percentage of Immigrant Population 
in Selected Canrdian Cities (CMAs), 1996. 

Source: Statistics canada (19%). Ptofltes. Pmt 2.19% Cénsus af Canada. 

This immigration has fostered an etbnocuiturauy diverse society, especidy in 

Canada's urban and suburban centres. A tegtimony to the diwersity of Caaada's 

immigration, projecti011~ for the next century suggest that the proportion of visible 



minorities2 in Canadian cities d l  continue to increase steadily across the country 

(Vincent, 1995). Diversity, however, challenges the ways in which people participate and 

belong in communities. This is the primary focus of this dissertation. More specifically, it 

addresses the following question: How dws ethnomirutai &ers@ challenge the way we 

participate and belortg in our commnities, as seen though wban and subwban 

pbningprocesses? This research question is based on three inter-related themes: 

diversity, planning and citizensiiip. Taken together, these three themes provide the means 

by which to examine the links between immigration and cities in general, and the impact of 

ethnodtural diversity on participation and belonging as seen through local decisiofi- 

making within heterogeneous communities. 

This dissertation explores the challenges that ethnocuitural diversity poses for 

urban and suburban planning, and what this in tuni says about the way in which we iive 

togher as citizens in such heterogeneous environments. While tensions baween 

Canadian-hm citizens, past immigrants and remnt newwrners certainly contribute to how 

Canadians participate in local decision-making md the degree to which they fa1 they 

belong in ethndturaiiy diverse comrnunities, this dissertation is not specifically about 

race relations. Using one land use planning example fiom both an urban and a subuhan 

community in the Toronto metroplitan ana as case studies, this research explores the 

varied ways in whidi demographic changes fiom immigration are both challenging 

traditional planning p d c e ,  and forcing adjustments among new and old members alike. 



In both case shidy areas used in this research, immigrants make up a sizable 

proportion of the total population, yet immigrant groups are not the focus of the research. 

Immigration is an important force of demographic change for Canadian cities and is 

discussed at length in the dissertation. Uitiniately, howwer, this dissertation aims to 

explore the impact of etlmoailtural diversity on urban and suburban planning, and in so 

doing refine our understanding of how we participate and belong amidst such diversity. In 

looking for evidence of what will later be describeci as "local citizenship", the research is 

inforrned by a vatiety of perspectives and points of participation within the case study 

communities. PIace of birth or pdod of immigration therefore does not forrn the 

boundaries of the perspecfives used, but rather intersects various positions ofpower and 

interest withlli the local planning processes explored. 

Immigration in Toronto: Setting the Demographic Coatext 

As the largest City in Canada and home to the largest immigrant 

Toronto provides an excellent backdrop against which to examine the impact of 

immigration on local decision-making. Wall Canadian chies, Toronto has been the most 

affkted by immigration, both in tenns of overall nwnbers and diversity. Accordllig to the 

1996 Census, Toronto attracts nearly onethird of Canada's immigrants (Citizenship and 

Immigration Canada, 1997). An urban region home to nearly four million people, 42 per 



cent of Toronto's population are immigrants (Statistics Canada, 1997). Just under two- 

thirds (5  8 per cent) of these immigrants are recent arrivals (1 98 1 - 1 996) (see Figure 1 2). 

FIGURE 13: Immigrant Populrition by Period of Immigration, 
Toronto CM& 19%. 

1991 -1996 
25% 

Before 196 1 
15% 

1981-1991 
3 3 %  

Source: Statistics canada (1%). Profiles, Pm 2. 19% Census of Canada. 

Table 1.1: Top 10 Plices of Birth for Total Immigranb 
and m e n t  Immigmnts,* Toronto CMA, 19%. 

Totai Immiprrru 
1. United Kingdom 
2. Italy 
3. Hong Kong 
4. India 
5. People's Rep. of China 
6. Jamaica 
7. Portugal 
8. Philippines 
9. P o l d  
10. Guyana I 

1. Hong Kong 
2, Sri Lanka 
3.  People's Rep . of China 
4. Philippines 
5 .  India 
6. Poland 
7. Jamaica 
8. Guyana 
9. Vlet Nam 
1 O. Trinidad and Tobago 

u 

Recent Immigrants 
I L  

Reccm Immigrants refas to those who immigrated to Canada between 1991 and 19%. 
Source: Staa'istics Canads (1996). Ar,/iIes, Pmt 2.1996 Census ofCanada. 

Toronto's diversity is evident in the varied source counîries of its immigration. As 

Table 1.1 indicates, all of the top tm places of bnth represent less than 10 percent of the 



total immigrant population. Wheu recent immigrants are isolated from the total immigrant 

population and cornpared, a pattem similar to that of Canada as a whole emerges. Asian 

immigration has outpaced European immigration since the 1970s7 and arnoag Toronto's 

recent immigrants Poland is the only European country in the top ten places of birth. 

Ahhough not as numerically large as their Asian counterparts, immigrants fiorn the 

Cmkhean also make a sigmficant showing among Toronto's recent immigrant population. 

Toronto's diversity is p h p s  rnost vividly represented in the visible rninority data that is 

avdable for the first time in the 1996 Census. The Toronto CMA is home to 42 per cent 

of Canada's visible minorities; representing 32 per cent of the Toronto CMA total 

population (Statistics Canada, 1998). 

Absent Voices? Raeireb on Immigration and Citia 

Immigration and the resuiting ethnocuitural diversity are most acuteiy felt at the 

local level. Yet, despite attracting recent national attention and rrsearch fùnding, the LUik 

between &es and immigration has failed to capture the attention and Vnagination of a 

majority of C d a n  plmers - both d e m i c  and professionai. 

Working on the front lines of Canada's changing urban landscape, plamers are 

well-placed to understand the muitiCUIfUf81 impact of Unrnigration. A review of the 

planning litmture, howwer, reveals that very M e  has been written on issues of 

immigration and local planning. ' Despite the related history ofurban development and 



immigration,' the ethnocdturai divessity of North American cities is rarely a topic for 

contemporary planning debates. Citing a very short Iist of exceptions within American 

literature, Laws laments that "despite the obvious links between cities and immigrants, 

surpris'igiy little appears in the recent planning literature, and in urban studies more 

broadiy, on the urban dimensions of immigration and the consequences for urban 

planning" (Laws, 1994: 92-93). Unfominatly, the sarne cm be said for Canadian 

planning literature (Wallace, 1997). Wbere ethndturai diversity is mentioned, it tends 

to be in passing as a future concern, and not addressed as part of the basic elements or 

context of planning practice (Hodge, 1998: 439-40). 

in an effort to overcome the lack of C d a n  research on immigration and cities, 

the federal government has established the Metropolis Project,6 a joint venture between 

eight federal deparîments and the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Cound of 

Canada, worth $8 d i o n  over six yean (Metropolis C a d q  1997: 4). Four Centres of 

Exce~ence' wae established across the country for research on immigration and 

integration in Canadian &es. This long temi research initiative amis to encourage 



research that moves away from the traditional preoccupation of immigration as a national 

issue and towards a recognition of the urban reaby of Canadian immigration. Of the 

research projects Metropolis has fbndeù, however, very few have addressed the link 

between ethnodtud diversity and urban planning. 

Urban Immigration and Loul Pianning 

Divenity fiom immigration promises to be an important source of change for the 

fùture of Canadian cities, and there is a place for plannllig - a profession where 

demographic d y s i s  is a valuable tool in dealing With issues of physical and econornic 

growth - to take a lead role in understanding the impact of that divetsity (Knack, 1997: 

10). As Canadian &es experience sigdcant demographic shifîs through immigration, 

urban and suburban p l d g  practice is fâcing challemges to its traditional tools and 

assumptioas. Multicuituratism is entering the conta of plarming decisions in ways it 

never did before. Whether changuig house n u m k s  to be sensitive to Asian cultural 

practices, addressing neighbourtiood disputes over in-6l.i housing in older areas 

(sometimes d e d  morister homes), or adj~ssting parking requirem- for places of 

worship with a regional catchment ana and a capacity not defineci by pew seats, the reality 

of multicuîtutalism is coliidmg with established assumptions in the everyday p d c e  of 

p-g. 

One example of this collision is in the realm of public participation. Social noms, 

language barriers, and a mistrust of the process on the part of newwmers c m  conspire to 

make the traditional forum of the public meeting an h&&e plamMg twl.  Traoslation 

senrices and mutti-lingui doamientation are a f h t  step toward accommodating an 



ethnocultudly diverse community. Adopting more conwunity-based planning and 

searching for alternative means of kvolving the public in l o d  decision-making may also 

be necessary ifresident participation amidst such diversity is to be ensured. A second step 

is more substantive in nature, requiring structurai changes. As Sandercock points out: 

We codd look around the room when we are in planning meetings and ask 

whether the fàces prexmt represent the diversity of the population.. . We could 

deconstruct our plans (planning documents, regulations, legislation) to see who is 

the subject; who is the object; who is the knower, the author; and what interaction 

there ha9 been between the author and the community (Sandercock, 1995: 86). 

In many ways, these challenges to planning practice are not new, echoing the 

efforts of actîvists and concerned citizens in the 1960s and 1970s to have an increased role 

in the process of local decision-making (Arastein, 1969). Out of this legacy has corne a 

pater cornmitment to public participation within both planning theory and practice. 

Planning legislation, however, has rernained rooted in laaguage which refers to people and 

the public as gmdc and undifferentiated (Wallace and Moore Milroy, forthcoming). 

Within this traditional fiamework, e t b n e  diversity is deait with in plannuig practice 

ody on a case-by-case bais as ' Y o d  policies runain 'blind' to the ethMc and culhual 

characteristics of a proposal" (Qadeer, 1994: 192). 

Divtnity, Plrnning and Citknship 

This dissertation addresses the following question: How d w s  ethnoculfutal 

rfrversiîy challenge the way we pticipole and belong in our wmmtcmmmtcmties, as asm 

through u r h  and s u h h  plamnngprucems? To m e r  this quesiioq the 



econornic, social, political and cultural implications of land use planning are explored in 

two case studies, both ethnoculturaliy diverse comunities located in the Greater Toronto 

Area. 

MAP 1.1: Locating the Case Studies: Markham and Toronto 

The first case study is the redevelopment of the George Brown College site in the 

inner-city community of Kensington in downtown Toronto. The second case study is the 

development of retail condominiums (or so-calleci Asian theme d s )  in the suburban 

Town of Markharn located just north of Toronto (see Map 1.1). While ethnodtural 



diversity is the major focus in these case studies, ciifferences based on class, gender, place 

of birth, or citizenship wiU also be addressed where they intersect with ethnoculhiral 

difiFerences. 

While i d a r  in terms of ttieir ethnodtural diversity, the two case studies 

illustrate some key Mereaces in how cities are planneci. Kensington occupies a 

downtown urban location, and planning in the Kensington case is necessarily M u e n d  by 

the community's density. Land use occurs in a mixed environment, with commercial, 

residential, institutional and even some former industriai uses occming adjacent to one 

another. The George Brown redwelopment case shidy is an example of the typical fonn 

for new development initiatives within such a dense7 urban environment. 

By contrast, the Markham case study offers a look h o  planning within a suburban 

context. Markharn is locaîed just north of  Toronto, where plamers have been 

preoccupied with rnanaging growth h what has been primarily undeveloped, rurai lands. 

Along with a rapid inciease in popdation, Markhm is experiencirig a boom in residentid, 

commemal, and industrial dwelopment within its borders. The retail condominiums 

involve " ~ e l d s  development," a typical form for development initiatives within such 

an open, suburban environment. 

C d a n  &es are not d o d y  impacted by immigration, and the two case 

studies also address this reality. h fàct, the source of the ethnoculturai divmity found in 

each case study refiects the evoMon of f e d d  immigration policies. TditionaUy, 

Canada's immigration program lufmitted mostiy people with a skül thst was needed in the 

Canadian econorny, and the rehibes of mlier immigrants. Inner-aty comiminities iike 



Kensington have been the traditional receiving areas for these immigrants for many 

decades, offering close prodty to a network of govenunent and non-profit sector 

swices, as weli as opportunities to meet basic needs such as afEordable housing and 

employment. This settiement pattern is o h  perpetuated as newcomers seek out 

locations where fkmily, fnends, or others fiom their M c  or dturaf  group have settled 

and can provide additionai support.' 

Since the 1990~~ Canadian immigration policy has been shifting toward economic 

inunigrants. Immigrants admitted largely on the basis of economic criteria do not fit the 

now stereotypical image of immigrants who enter Canada at the bottom of the socio- 

economic hierarchy and work their way up through Society (Porter, 1965). Business 

immigrants in particular can af5ord suburban Lifestyles, and are often in a position to aeate 

employrnent for themselves and others. These suburban newcomers mark a change in 

traditional Unmigration settlement patterns and illustrate the varied ways in which 

Canada's urban centres are behg impacted by immigration. Thus, while similariy 

multicuitural, the respective urban and suburban context of Kensington and Markham 

mean the two comm~ties represent very differmt planning environments in Toronto's 

metropolitan area and are being impacted by immigration in very Werent ways. 

As d i sa id  in the final chapter of this dissertaton, care must be taken when 

tryiag to appiy the lessons of the two case shidies to other urban and suburban 

communitiies. It is me, for example, that ahnoculhval dBrersity has a dMsive impact in 



some Canadian commUIlities; indeed some multicultural communities fùnction very poorly 

socially andfor cconomically as a resuh. The case studies chosen here, by cuntrast, have 

to be seen as relative succes stories. It was important for this research, however7 that the 

case study areas chosen did hction relatively wd and in rnany respects held together as 

communifies. Along with diversity and pianning, citizenship is the third key component of 

this research. The elements of citizenship, defhed by local participation and belonging, 

are arguably only evident in communities that hction successfdly. This does not mean 

the research could not be rwised to look at 'iuisuccessfiil" cases7 but this would be a 

diffcrent dissertation, and is not the objective here. 

A Guide to the Structure of the Dissertation 

This dissertation is or@ed into nine chapters. Foilowing this chapter's 

introduction to the connection between cities and W p t i o n ,  Chapter Two explains the 

methodoiogy of the dissertafion, hcluding the criteria used to waluate participation and 

belonging in the two case studies, the comparative case study approach used, and how the 

data were collecteci and analyzeâ. 

Chapter Three provides a fricnial basis for understanding the source of 

ethnocultural dBrersity found in Canadian cities today. In îhis chepter an historieal 

overview of federal W @ o n  poticy is presented, with emphasis on how federal policy 

has structureci the demographic cbaracter of Caasdian society over the last eentwy. This 

overview helps to expiain the dinering immigrant d e m e n t  patterns found in the two 

case shidy areas used m this research. 



Chapters Four and Five focus on the urban case midy in Kensington. Chapter 

Four offers a wlitext for the planning case to be examitled, presenting a detailed 

description of the Kensington comunity, inchiding a briefhistory and an empical 

portrait of its ethocultural diversity. Chapter Five moves to the particulars of the case 

study, providing a detailed understanding of the ways in which people participated in the 

planning process. Stnictured by the criteria introduced in Chapter Two, information is 

drawn fiom both document and interview data. 

Chapters Six and Seven focus on the suburban case study in Markham, and foliow 

the format of the previous two chapters. Chapter Six provides a historid and empirical 

context for the planning case study examineci in this research. Chapter Seven explores the 

case study in light of the criteria fiom Chapter Two, using both document and i n t e ~ e w  

data. 

Chapter Eight compares and wntrasts the two case studies. Based on the criteria 

iatroduced in Chapter Two, pariicipation and belonging in the two communities are 

evaluated with an aim to identifjhg the impact of ethnoculhrral diversity. The chapter 

closes with a discussion of ethnoCUIturaj diversity within the context of urban and 

suburban planning, and the currency of what seems to be a burgeoning concept: 

''multi- planning". Specifically, the changes needed in the planning process to 

address the impact of dtidtura,üsm on local participation and belonging are explored. 

In Chapter Nine, a summary of the m o n  is o f f d  witbin the hmework of 

its tbree interrelated themes: diversiry, planning and citizenship. It is argued thst 

conoepuiay. tbis research speaks to our serw of citiIensbip - a notion that is relevant 



beyond f o n d  rights and obligations and can be seen in the active pradces of decision- 

making that we engage in within local c o e t i e s  - and that the planning process offers 

a venue to explore the ways in which people exercise their local citizenship within local 

decision-making structures. The chapter closes with some suggested directions for fimire 

research. 



CHAPTER TWO: Citizenship in Canadian Communities 

The planning process provides a context in which to understand how we 

participate and beloag in our comunities. In this dissertation, a comparative case study 

approach is employed to examine particular land use planning examples and understand 

better participation and belonging in cultudIy diverse urban and suburban centres. This 

chapter begins by introducing the comparison being made, and in particula. the sale of 

that comparison. nie methodology of the study is explained, both in t e m  of research 

design and implementation. The remahder of the chapter outhes the concept of 

citizenship as it is used in this research; specificaily its utility at the local level. The 

chapter concludes by identifjhg the criteria, developed within a cornmunitanan context, 

that are used to evaluate the two case studies in subsequent chapters. 

Community is counter to the rugged individuai so worshipped today. It draws 

âom our naturai thmst toward association, and it is dificuit to define because 

there k a certain mystical quality to it, and there is such absence of community 

today. Community is a wiliing association which embraces consensus with much 

ciifference, the encouragement of individualim with no outcasts. It is a safe place 

that is always growing, learning fiom conflict with weryone a leader, and lastiy it 

is a spirit - of peace, of the group itseif, of wisdom beyond the individu81 

(Gerecke, 1988: 34). 



To some, the above sentiment is utopian and naive. To others, it describes the very ideal 

Our society should be working towards. In this study, cornmunity is the level of analysis. 

The term bccommunity", however, is not without its own epistemological baggage. 

Comrnunities have a spatial element, as areas within cities or urban regions that have 

particular characteristics that set them aparf fkom the rest of the city (Davies and Herbert, 

1993: 6). More than the place where people routinely interad with neighbours, 

community also evokes sociological meaning. In fact, community is often seen as "an 

ambiguous and ovenised concept," ref&ng broadly to social bonds forged by a range of 

cornmon expenences, interests, and stniggles (Horton, 1995: 36). CommUNty is the 

social domain of our lives, a place of local level associations - f d y ,  fnends, and 

neighbours, clubs and civic groups, local unions, goverment, and media. In the context 

of this research, where the ways in which people participate in local decision-making and 

share a sense of belonging with their neighbours is of key interest, "community" is also the 

environment where citizenship can be practiced. "Cornrnwiity" is thus used here as both a 

geographical and sociological concept, with reference to a physical area in addition to 

comrnoa ties and social interaction (Knox, 1995: 2 13). 

Gnrpaiing Apples and Apples: "Gmmunify* in thàs Dissertation 

Given the clifferences in spatial extent and population between the two case 

studies, then wuld be some wncem as to whether or not the cornparison being made in 

this research is of the same scale. Although the suburbaaized collection ofvillages 

(Markham) and the ianer-aty meighbourhood of a few square blocks (Kensington) being 

compared here are ofunqd size, both represent a similar m d  and physical bomdary 



of belonging that residents withh the two case studies identify with. That is, there is a 

shared quality of We that exists within these c o W t i e s  that can be readily identifiai and 

compared. It is this apparent, yet hard to define, sense of community that is being 

explored under the rubric of local citizenship. The dissertation seeks to evaluate what, if 

anything, exists in the two cormnunities beyond shared boundaries. While Markham couid 

be used as a higher level of analysis than Kensington - i.e. municipality vs. neighbourhood 

(Andranovich and Riposa, 1993), the focus of this rescarch is not aimed at Markhm as a 

centre of goverment and administration, but rather as a community from which the 

underiying urban social and politicai processes can be explored. nius Markham and 

Kensington are not used in the research as a "municipaiiîf' and a "neighbourhood", but 

rather as "communities". 

The boundaries chosen also serve a very practicai purpose, given that the 

dissertation explores the arena of land use planning decisions in suburban and urbm 

environmems. Planning is done on the d e  of the entire mmicipality in Markham under 

the Ofncial Plan. For Kensington Market residents, planning is nested within the City of 

Toronto's Otficiai Plan, but th& primary contact with h a n  planning is through the 

cornrnunity planner assigned to the locai area, guided by the Part II Ofncial Plan, the 

seconâary plan for Kensington. 

This does not mean that the existing political boundaries of this pmticular 

municipaiity and neighbourhood represent the ody relevant boundaries for Markharn and 

Kensington &dents. As an intensely personal concept, "community" may indeed be 



defined within larger boundaries (the Greater Toronto Area, or the City of ~oronto' for 

example) or even s d e r  boundaries (the old village of Unionville in Markham or Augusta 

Street within Kensington) than those used here. in fact, "community" was not consistently 

denned by the interview participants in either case study. Some gave the label a social 

meaning, describing their community as the basis of their identity. Others described their 

cornmunity as a place where goods and senrices could be collectively shared, gwing the 

concept a political and econornic meanhg. StU others rejected the term altogether when 

descnbing the events that took place in the case studies. It was out of the interview 

portion of this research that the understanding and use of the word "community" in the 

dissertation significantly wolveâ, through a recognition that a comrnunity undoubtedly is a 

product of what its inhabitants thuik it is, and that classifications and definitions of 

cornmunities "mus depend on the geographic scales of reference used by people" (Knox, 

1995: 214). 

This study was not designed with a preconception of what community means for 

individuais or groups, nor did it seek to fom such a definition. Community therefore 

shodd be understood here only as a means of defining the scale or level of analysis. As 

the dissertation explores participation in local decisionmaking, however, the degree to 

which people fa1 a sense of belonging in their community is an important factor in 

achieviug m&Bful participation. The potential for a collective sense of belonging, and 

thus the extent to which "comrnunity" descnies more than a geographic and social 



boundary, is sornething specuiated upon within the final chapter's discussion of local 

citizenship (C hapter Nine). 

Planning, Community and the 'Public Interest' 

In the planning Literature, issues of participation and belonging in communities 

have been adâressed under the nibnc of the 'public interest'. Encompassing notions of 

technicd optimsitity and etbical good (Ma- 1996: 397)' planning is deemed to be in the 

'public interest' when it produces "sound, amenable development for the community as a 

whole" (Hodge, 1998: 197). Detemiining what that looks like in practice, however, is 

unavoidably tarigled in the political nature of local decision-making, a process fkagmented 

by the various interests hoping to exert influence. What the 'public interest' means, 

therefore, is related to who defines the 'public interest'. But as Hodge explains: 

"Qutte simpiy, there is no ready mechanism for doing this. Pohticians will argue 

that voters have sanctioned their views; citizen groups will argue that their grass- 

roots views t d y  reflect the public interest; and plmers may argue that their 

comprehensive view of the community provides the basis for such a definition. 

Cleady, there is ample room for conflict among participants in whichever definition 

the planner adopts" (Hodge, 1998: 402). 

In the first half of the mentieth cefltury, urbm planners were preoccupied with the 

goal of efficiency, d a e d  within a context of rational comprehensive planning. The views 

ofthose affècted by planning proposais and decisions were said to be represented by 

p h e r s  themselves. That 4 though citiza did not participate directly in decision- 

making, a major tenet of the planning profdon was that p h e r s  were to act in the 



'public interest'. Not only was it assumed that there was such a thing as a comrnon 

'public interest' , but it was also taken for granted that due to their education and position, 

planners (and other political adrninisîrators) were deemed capable of defining that 'public 

interest'. Rational comprehensive planning, then, was ". . .premised on the idea thai there is 

a collective 'public interest' that can be ident5ed through the planning process, and 

becomes the criterion for evaiuating alternative planning proposals" (Alexander, 1992: 

129). 

The first challenge to this dominant perspective in planning came in the 1960s as 

both practtioners and theorists began to question why what was in the interest of the poor 

and the rnarginalized was often not part of what was defined as the 'public interest'. This 

critique coalesced around a seminal article by Paul Davidoff (1965) and his idea of 

"advocacy planning". Almed  that planners were too concernecl with the process of 

planning and had lost si& of the outcornes, Davidoff argued that planning was not a 

value neutral activiîy, and that plamers should not only iden* the values underlying their 

prescriptions, but importantly afnnn thmi and take a political stand as an advocate for 

what they deemed right. Davidoff presented a fùndarnental challenge to the assumeci 

neutrality of planning, and the ability of plmers to equitably define the public interest. 

While advocacy planning has been widely attniuted with broadening the scop of 

what are coasidered the roles and responsiiilities of planners, some of the mostly white, 

middle class profdonals who went into poor neighbourhoods to act as advocates for the 

marginaüzed found the experience soberîng (Sandercock, 1998: 89). In cases where a 

jack of decision-making power was the problem, technical skilis of advocacy proved to be 



of limited utility. Moreover, as Sandercock argues, the planners came to these 

communities with an agenda, conceptualized the problem and defined the ternis of a 

solution: 

Under this mode1 [advocacy planning] some planners would now explicitly think 

about and represent the poor in the planning process - without, however, actualiy 

giving the poor a voice in that process.. . Advocacy planning expanded the role of 

professionals and left the structure of power intact (Sandercock, 1998: 89-90). 

Despite its limitations advocacy planning ope& up the concept of a single 'public 

interest' for scrutiny. In the decades that foilowed, other groups in society came forward 

arguing that their interests were not behg met by the planning process and its reiiance on a 

plannerdefined 'public interest'. Feminist activists within planning were analyzbg gender 

inequalities (Moore Milroy, 1990). People of colour were drawing attention to racist 

practices in planning (Thomas and Ritzdorf; 1997). Gay and lesbian activists were 

addressing oppression ~~g their lives in cities (Forsyth, 1997; Valenthe, 1993). 

Today, multicultural merence is also becoming a category of analysis in planning 

(Sandercock, 1998). Combineù, these various critiques; 

"...have left this particdm historical notion of 'the public interest' in tatters, as 

have the lived realities of late twentieth-century existence. A defining 

characteristic of this era is a multiplicity of culturat commUNties and social groups 

dweîiing in any one city or region, often alongside and yet aot comecthg with 

each other, sometimes incapable or barely capable of peacefd co4stence 

(Sandercock, 1998: 197). 



As the range of interests affkcted by the planning process tilters out into various 

groups, the concept of a single 'public interest' is severely undermined. For those who do 

not wish to abandon the idea entirely, how one defines the 'public interest' must be 

a d d r d .  There have been a few attempts to do just that (Alexander, 1992: 130-3 1). 

One is to see the public interest in a normative framework, a concept based on explicit 

values as in advocaçy planning (Davidoff, 1965). In this case, planning might be deemed 

in the public interest ifit is equitable, or ifit improves the situation for those worst off in 

the community. Another alternative is to interpret the 'public interest' in terms of the 

'relevant public' (Klosterman, 1980: 326). Here planning wouid be considered in the 

public interest if it benefits the group of individuals that are relevant to the issue at hand. 

Aithough this approach requires that the planner decide who is 'relevant', arguably the 

pluratity of interests that exkt cm be more readily acknowledged for a single policy or 

decision than for planning practice in general. Perhaps the most enduring approach to 

redefining the 'public interest' has been calls for dernomtic public participation. From 

this perspective, planning is in the public interest when everyone participates, with the 

legitimasr of the process directly related to the level of participation (Amstein, 1969). 

This too has its drawbacks, however, articulatecl in the debate over the efnciency and 

effectiveness of public participation strategies (Wallace, Woo and Boudreau, 1997). 

Rather than bolsteruig a discredited concept, Sandercock opts for the creation of a 

new, hgmented definition of the 'public interest'. Discussed as part of a Iarger critique 

of the p i h  of the traditional approach to planning, Sander& maka the case for 

diverse or multiple publics. Plamers under the traditod p8f8digm operate in the 'public 



interest' and present a public image of neutrality; planning policies are expected to be 

gender- and race-neutral. Sandercock argues that the concept of the 'public interest' must 

be deconstmcted: "We must acknowledge that there are mültipIe publicfl (Sandercock, 

1998: 30; italics in original). 

Such a "multiple publics" perspective, however, should not be equated with 

planning without any concem for the public, but rather planning in a way that diversity in 

behavior, opinion and experiences is asmed to be the nom. Planning fiom this 

perspective must recognke the complexities in decisionmaking within any community. 

The research for this dissertation is idonneci by this "multiple publics" perspective. The 

ethnoculturally diverse communities of Kensington and Markhm are not assumed to 

have a collective pwpose, nor is it expected that planners in those communities will be 

able to articulate a single 'public interest'. In fa& the focus of this research was the 

challenges that diversity presents for the planning process. 

A Note on Methodology: Comparative Case Study Research 

This dissertation is exploratory in nature; it seeks insights and asks questions as 

opposed to strictly describing events or attempting to explain actions.* As such, it does 

not seek to find a causal retationship between citizenship, planning and ethnodturai 

ckwersity, but rather makes a case for rwgniPng the interrelationship between these three 

themes. "Rich description", using a varie@ of data sources and data collection techniques, 

is used to describe the wntext of the communities and the background and context of the 

pîanning situations in Chapters Fie and Seven. "Reflection" is employed in Chapter 



Eight, to evaluate and understand the decisîons made within the particular planning 

process that occurred in each case study. This reflection is based on the cornparison of 

diBering perspectives articufated in the combination of i n t e ~ e w  and document data, and 

helps to draw the connections between planning and participation in each commUNty and 

the broader concept of local citizenship (found in Chapter Seven). 

The data were obtained nom two major sources. Newspapers, planning 

documents, as weïi as various municipal, consultant and community studies and reports 

were used to define the scope of the research, and fiame the case studies. Key informant 

interviews provided a "reality-check" on the secondary data coliected, and created a more 

complete picture of events and the interaction of various acton. The interviews offered 

insight into why particular decisions were made and by whom, and provided additional 

wntext for the decisions made within the fonnal and informal planning processes. 

However, they are meant to be neither exhaustive nor representative of the case shidy 

cornrnunitieq but rather used as a technique to augment what is documenteci about a 

particular situation. This combination of secondq and primary research was used in 

order to arrive at a more complete understanding of the case study c o d e s  and the 

planning processes that occuned around the particular situations explored in this 

dissertation. 

The case shidy method allows the inclusion of such a variety of data sources. 

Through the use of case studies, the subjects of the reseatch (planning and citizenship) are 

investigated within a rd-Me contart (ethaocultud dive*) ( Y i  1984; Fe@, Onua 

and Sjoberg, 1991). Belon& to the "contexi of discoverf' rather than the "wntext of 



validation" (Ragin, 1991), case study research does not provide the means to prove ideas 

or test hypotheses so much as it dows for exploration of "one or two issues or processes 

that are ftndamental to understanding the system being shidied" (Feagin, Orum and 

Sjoberg, 199 1 : 1 53). The focus of this study is on the decision-making process 

surrounding a particular planning example in each case study cornmunity. The comparison 

of two case studies allows for the relationship between the variables planning and 

citizenship to be exsMned within a common context - in this case cultural diversity. 

While the two case studies chosen are similm in that they both have ethnoculturaily 

diverse populations, the history of this diversity, the impact it has on each community, and 

the implications it presents for local decision-making are quite Werent for Markham and 

Kensington. It is these diniences that the dissertaiion attempts to draw out through the 

comparison of the two case studies. In partidar, a comparative case study approach is 

usefbi to understand the impact of federal immigration policy over the last twenty years - 
with the very different local histones in the two cornmunities offering concrete examples 

of the impacts of changing federal immigration policy agendas. As weli, the urban and 

suburban merences between the two comnrunities not only ailow for a comparison of 

dEering planning prionties, but also present an opporhinity to con- differing senses of 

cornmunity membership or local citizenship. To reiterate the three themes of the 

dissertation presented in Chapter One - aiversity, planning and citizenship - the 

comparative case study approach used in this dissertation provides a more detailed and 

potenthiiy more accunite understanding of both the challenges ethnoculniral diversity 



poses for h a n  and suburban communities, as weii as the options and meam used to 

address these challenges. 

Defining citizenship3 

Citizenship describes one's participation, or membership, in a common community, 

with cornmunity typicaliy understood as a political cornmunity (Barbalef 1988: 2). 

F o d y ,  citizenship is a legal status within a set of political institutions or practices. 

Given certain rights and responsibiiities of government, people are equal in their status as 

"citizens" (Flathman, 1995: 1 12). 

By extension, "designating membership in a national community, citizenship also 

defines non-membership" (Barbalet, 1988: 97). With different types of potiticai 

cornmunities corne different types of citizenship, and Merent conditions put on the means 

to acqwe citizenship. As Brubaker explains: 

. . .citizenship is locdy exclusive. Every state limits access to its citizenship. It 

limits the circ1e of persons to whom it ascnies its citizenship at birth, and specifies 

the t m s  and conditions on which it will permit others to aquire its citizenship 

(Bmbaker, 1992: 3 1). 

Moreover, citizeriship is the pmiew of nation-states and not inûividuals: "Citizenship is 

not as many other memberships voluntary," Hammar explains. "The state decides whether 

a citizen shaU be aliowed to renounce his citizenship, and whether a foreigner shall be 

p t e d  citizeaship." (Ehnmar, 1986: 740-41; see a h  Baubock, 1991: 9-10). This has 

Citaaiship has a popPlu topic in rccmt scadcimc sch~larship~ Efforts m (re)&fine cithe&@ 
have becn the subject d a  number af stinatlating essay coiiections by a range of schoIars (e.g. Adrews, 
199 1; Bmy, 1994; Bekr, 1995; Clarke, 1994; Turner, 1993; Vogel and Moran, 1991). For rannrfien 
ci-, m particuiar* see: Kapian, 1993. 



proved to be a point of tension in many Western European countries as definitions of 

citizenship separate immigrants, and sometimes subsequent generations of immigrants, 

fiom the rest of society (Hhtjens, 1992). Even in Canada, a country knom for its liberal 

immigration reception, concern over infiows of immigrants has spawned discriminatory 

and intolerant attitudes among some who view Unmigrants as outsiders regardless of their 

legal statusm4 

The distinction between membership and non-mernbership - what some describe 

as the "politics of citizemhip" (Hall and Held, 1989) - is especially relevant when the 

relationship between immigration and citkenship is considered. unmigrants are dependent 

upon host states for some rights of citizetlship they once possessed in their home country. 

As Baubock explains: 

Any right to immigrate which might be concedeû, is dependent on a decision by 

the authorities or on rights held by members of the country of immigration that 

c m o t  be seen as acting on behalf of the immigrant.. . [those] who have not held an 

autonomous right of immigration when entering the receiving &te, generally fhd 

themselves affemards in a reduced statu of citizenship witlnn the legal and 

politicai system of this country @aub6ck, 199 1 : 27). 

Thus, the exclusionary aspects of defining citizenship can becorne an instrument of "social 

closure" for a society (Garcia, 1996: 12). 



In bestowing the status of "citizen", states also offer a variety of citizenship rights, 

including civil, political and social rights (Marshall, 1992: 8-9). Civil rights include the 

right to own property, and are the oldest form of citizenship nghts in modem democracies. 

Political rights, such as the nght to vote, were the aext to evolve. Social rights anived 

with the advent of the welfare state, and include rights to hedth care or education. 

Today the concept of citizenship is most commonly associated with nation-states, as they 

are empowered to grmt the status and rights of citizenship. 

The benefits of membership in a national community, or national citizenship, has 

been chdenged in this centwy by socio-economic pressures as social rights have proven 

to be diffcuît to guarantee. Though aspired to by some, social rights have failed to be 

universaiiy applied to all citizens in many modem democratic states in the sarne way as 

civil and political rights. It is here that the challenges of delivering the benefits of national 

citizenship have undermined an exclusively national definition of citizenship. That is, as 

locai communities increasingiy take on the responsibilities of b d i n g  and delivering the 

goods of the modem w e k e  m e ,  the comprehensiveness of a naîional citizenship beyond 

legal status is eroded. 

C i h s h i p  in the Canadian Context 

Canadian citizenship has evolved primarily as a fod-legal concept within the 

coatext of the expansion of rights (Williams, 1985: 99). A term absent fiom the 1867 

C ~ ~ h r t i o n ,  Canadian "citizensbip" did not exist until 1947 with the passage of the 



C d u n  Citizenship Act. This m81ked a significant SM away f?om Canada's role as a 

British colony and was meant to be a positive expression of Canadian nationalism. As the 

rninister responsible for the Citizemhip Act, Secretary of State Paul Miutin, explains: 

"Canada ... was becoming more outward-looking and would be better fitted to play its fûll 

part in the world if Canadiam had a sense of community expressed by appropriate 

symbols" (Martin, 1993: 7 1). The Citizenship Act was to give Canadians "a 

consciousness of cammon purpose and comrnon interests as Canadians" (Canada, 1946: 

502). 

Canadian citizenship, as it was envisioned by its architects, was never intended as a 

solely legal notion. Citizenship was seen as a legal -tus whose active elements were 

expressed in the people and the hfktructure of the nation. As Martin explainecl in the 

House of Commons at the time the Citizenship Act was debated: 

Citizenship means more than the ri@ to vote; more than the right to hold and 

transfer property; more than the right to move âeely under the protection of the 

state: citizenship is the right to full partnership in the fortunes and £hure of this 

nation. 

With this bill we are linkiag our p s t  with our fbture. We are saying to history and 

to our p o s t e .  Here is the definition of Carrsldilinism. Here is the cornmon status 

in Canada, a common siake in the wekre of this country, a comrnon Canadian 

citizenship (Canada, 1946: 5 10). 



This sentiment was ftrther strengthened in the 1960s as concern over hurnan rights 

became an important milestone for the concept of Canadian citizenship, moving it away 

from its exclusively rights-based understanding. As Williams explains: 

Interest groups had mobilized around various human rights issues, fitting the 

language ofrights to the special interests of their mernbers. A sociologtical rather 

than ~egahtic approach to citizen rights was increasingiy apparent. And there was 

a new concem with equaiity rights and with the socioeconornic prerequisites of 

equaiity (emphasis added) (Williams, 1985: 107). 

By 1982 the Canadian citizen was guaranteed some cid, political and social rights with 

the introduction of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. This was a most significant point 

in the development of Canadian citizenship, yet even as Canada was redefining itself as a 

country separate from British tradition the concept of citizenship remaineci elusive. In 

fact, compareci with most European nationsy the citizenship which has developed in 

Canada is "easy and undem8nd. i  (Morton, 1993 : 59), a ''minllnalist citizenship, ill- 

defined and thedore unthreatening" (Fulford, 1993: 1 1). 

Citizenship, understood as more than a legai statuq includes a range of poiitical, 

civil and social rights (Marshall, 1992) - the provision of which is something that ail 

national govenimenfs are hdmg harder to do. In Canada, in particuiar, economic and 

politicai pressures to d e c a t d h  governmest are inaeasingiy shiftiog the responsibii of 

easuring citizenship rights through fiinding and service delivery to provincial, regiod and 

local Iweis. Debt reduction and restnicauing ef50rts in areas of social prognuns (hedth 



care and unemployment innuance, for example) are eroduig the infhtmcture that 

national citizenship rquires. The Canadian government has less fiscal capacity to support 

the universal social rights envisioned when the C d m  Citizemhip Act was first 

introduced. Furthermore, the f d e d  government is no longer the only instrument for 

realizing citizenship rights and is unable to guarantee equal or universal application of nich 

rights, as the provinces and municipaiities take on policy-making roles. 

Given this fiscal strain, many argue that Canada must rnove beyond social rights as 

a basis for (national) citizenship (Fulford, 1993 : 107). In an economic and politicai 

clirnate where social rights c m o t  promise to hold us together as Canadians, one obvious 

direction in which the federal govemrnent has moved has been the promotion and 

recognition of Canada's multidturaîism. It has proved very dinicult, however, to 

incorporate that diversity hto an understanding of citizenship. As Paquet points out: 

There has been a recognition that citizenship in a polyethnic and bi-national society 

is not easy to develop. Besides simplistic ministeriai references to "linking 

ciîizemhip to dtwal diversity," little has been doae to determine what this sort of 

cithnship might be (Paquet, 1994: 73). 

Bissoondath goes fùrther, wggestuig that it has been fàiled attempts to incorporate 

mdtidturaüsm h o  citizenship ("the creation of hyphenated Canadi~uls'') that has 

ciinMished the value of Canadian citizenship itself(Bissoondath, 1994). Despite 

legislation and targeted spendhg, a national citizmship based on Canada's multidtural 

reality has fiiiled to effectiveiy replace social ri- as a basis for citizetlship in p d c e .  



Beyond a Forrai-Legai Approach: Substantive Citizenship 

Citizenship, concepnialized fiom a national perspective, is dehed by legal rights 

and obligations. It is a legal constnict, essentiaily a passive understanding of citizenship. 

It assumes that people become citizens and acquire the identity of citizenship out of legal 

means and not out of experientid or social relations. 

If; however, the argument is accepted that national govements are Iess capable of 

providing that "collective project", and that the job of providing the [social] benefits of 

citizenship are increasingiy decentralized to lower levels of government, then there 

becomes room for alternative conceptualizations of citi~enshi~.~ 

More than a statu bestowed by the state, citizenship involves membership in a 

(poiiticai) community, the legitimacy of which is offen judged by the degree of 

participation in that community. According to Kymlicka and Nonnan, it is these two 

concepts of cibnship which are mistakenly wnflated: 

. . .citizensIUp-as-legai-statu, that is, as fidi membership in a particdm political 

community; and citizenship-adesirable-actMty, whae the extent and q d t y  of 

one's citizerrship is a hction of one's participation in that wmmunity (Kymlicka 

and Norman, 1995: 284). 

Another way to understaad this duality in the concept of citizenship is to recognize a 

distinction between formai and substantive citizenship (Brubaker, 1992; Bottomore, 19%; 

Baubock, 1 Wl).' Font142 citizenhip allows a person to claim the status of citizen and 



any rights and obligations granted f?om political membership in a community. Substmitiw 

citizenship, on the other hand, is much harder to secure, reguiring equal participation in a 

community. Substantive citizen@ moves beyond a legal stahis and Uicludes a 

universality or equality in the practice of citizenship. 

For Marshall, substantive citizenship was the end goal of the evolution of citizenship 

rights in modem democratic States. He described this joumey to substantive citizenship as 

the movement forward by society on a path "toward a Wer measure of equahy" 

(Marshall, 1992: 18). From this perspective, substantive citizenship was ultimately a 

sociocconomic matter because citizenship for Marshall was about the welfare state's 

abüity to provide a minimum socio-economic equality for ail classes through the promise 

of social rights. The provision of extended welfare rights, however, proved diflicult to 

sustain, and therdore raises questions as to whether or not social rights should be 

considered rights of citizenship. As Parry points out, substantive citizmhip, if based on 

Marshall's criteria of rights, is unattainable for rnost m e s  (Pany, 199 1 : 196). It is the 

ability of the state to guarantee such rights of citizemhip that is problematic. 

Substantive Citizenship at the Local Level? 

The iimitatons of a legaiiy constructeci definition of citizenship have been widely 

argueci by those who, w q  of citizenship king understood merely as a collection ofrights 

and obligations, recognhe the sociological elment of citizeaship (Barbaiet, 1988; Turner, 

1993). Acknowledging t h  citizensbip is more than a legal status but also an aciivity, 

citizenship is seen to origiaate out ofnot only rnernbership but also participation in a 

Cumrmmity. AsTurnere?cplains: 



Citizenship is the set of social practices which define social membership in a society 

which is highiy differentiated both in its culture and social institutions, and where 

social solidanty cm only be based upon general and universalistic standards (Turner, 

1993: 5). 

The benefit of such a conceptualizaîion of citizenship, accordhg to Turner, is that it places 

the concept squarely in the debate over inequality and the problem of unequal distribution 

of resources in society (Turner, 1993). Citizenship as a set of practices8 is therefore an 

active idea Unbedded in the local level of social relations. As Alejandro describes it, 

citizens are the subjects, not the objects of citizenship. Citizenship, he argues, is: 

. . .a space of memories and stniggles where collective identities are played out.. . a 

space where citizens decode languages and practices. As a space of memories, 

citizenship requires symbols ... si m... rites ... myths... and even instances of 

forgeîfidness (Alejandro, 1993: 36). 

Participation then, as the practice of one's shared membership or citizenship, is not passive 

but active in the associations and relations encountered at the local lewel. Participating is 

more than voting in elections to be servecl by those eiected, it is "in the associational 

networks of civil society, unions, parties, rnovements, interest groups and so on. ." 

(Waizer, 1995: 164). 

RecogniPng the local elements of citizenship need not be a rejection of the nationai 

elernents of citizenship. Citizemhip is a legal coIlStrtlct, a status bestowed by the state, 

and the state plays a unique role in both framing society and occupying a space within it 

8~miurtrnstbeword~&toref),edrtic~csoaal~onafdtizmsbipwhich 
changes h h r i d y  as a amsqmce of politicai sîrugeler;..* (Turner, 1993: 2-3). 



(Waîzer, 1995: 169). The argument made here, however, is that citizenship is more than a 

legal construct, and is present in the actions and pradces of social relations at the local 

Iwel. Shiffing focus 60m the national to the local level does not necessady offer a more 

legitimate practice of citizenship. Care shodd be taken not to romanticize the concept of 

the "local community" - it is important to recognize the inequities that are present in local 

practices as weli. A local understanding of citizewhip, where citizenship is seen as active, 

as a set of practices, assumes that some degree of common membership is possible. The 

basis of this common membership, or the ability of citizens to participate in a common 

community equally, however, is by no means ensureci. 

Divemi@ and the Chdlenges of Substunîbe Local Crti~nship 

&en the heterogaieous nature of cornmunifies, perhaps the most significant 

obstacle to achieving substantive local citizenship is assuming univeTS8fity in the practice 

of citizenship. When citizenship is undastood as legal status, people are said to be equal, 

regardles of social or group inequities among than, by Wtue of their shared status as 

citlens. Those who do not share in this status are not promiseci equality by the state; a 

pohî that was made esrlier with the codation of immigration and citizenship. Diversity, 

however, challenges the legitimacy of this BSSUrned equaüty in practice. Social or group 

inequities can prweat individuai citizens from obtaining the fidl benas of citizenship in 

the (politicai) CO&, evm if they may be legally equaiiy entitled to them. 

Although the distinction between f o n d  and substantive utmmhip was originaUy 

conceiveci with ciass dBèmces in min4 the inequalities that are hevifably bound up with 

citizenship can d t d v e l y  be tmderstood based on ethnodtirral diversity. Where formai 



citizenship exists, the substantive rights of citizenship may not be acquired in practice, or 

only to an unequa1 degree, by particular ethnodtural groups (Bottomore, 1992: 69). 

Despite the assertion that citizenship requires "a direct sense of community membership 

based on loyalty to a civilization which is a common possession," (Marshall, 1992: 24) the 

sense of belonging in a common community is not guaranteed witb the s h e d  experience 

of citizenship any more than it is with the shared status of citizen. 

Evduating Substantive L o d  Citizenship 

Planning as a structure and process for locai decision-maloig provides a usefil 

context in which to observe c o m m ~ t y  membersbip, or the ways in which people 

participate and belong in their communities. While the land use planning examples used in 

this research provide a us& lm through which to explore these ideas, planning in itself 

does not provide a means of aialuating the nature of community membership. For 

example, is belonging and membersbip in a community manifestexi in a formal right to 

attend public meetings? To what degree does membership go beyond this basic 

participation and involve power and influence over locai decision-making? How equitably 

is this power and influence s h e d  within the cornmunity? In what Vaned and complex 

ways do groups and individuais fhction within the community? 

In order to evaluate participation and belongiag as seen in local planning 

. . .  
processes, cntaia have been taken Rom the c o d a r i a n  tradition. Commumtananism 

is one side of a long standing debate witlM poiitical thought over whether it is the 

i n d ~ d u d  or the connmmity that is the most appropriate unit o f ~ s ,  politid 

orpktion and social action (Avineri and deshalit, 1992). In recent years, there has 



been a revival of cornmunitarian ideas by those unwiiling to accept the status quo of 

contemporary urban society: "..the longing for community has arisen fiom many voices.. . 

Scholars in different fields, with different perspectives seem to share a weariness with the 

politics of interest" (Hirsch, 1986: 423). 

While cornmunitarianism has a wide band of supporters in both philosophical and 

practical circles, its critics are also abundant. One of the stroogest criticisms of 

communitarianism is that it reqUes homogeneity to fhnction - ifnot homogeneity in 

membership, then homogeneity in terms of a comrnonly held vision of the fbture and the 

importance of c o m m ~ t y  membership. Critics point out that such a homogeneous 

environment is seldom possible: 

Because they off en do not look at.. . 'hard cases' - these critics of iiieralism or 

liberal institutions spare thernselves the palliful task of examinhg the ways in 

which 'community' may conflict with other values; hard cases are where the 

dmrgers of community become apparent (emphasis in original) (Hirsch, 1986: 

424). 

These so-calleci "dangers" of wmmunity &se out of the cummon historical, cultural or 

social experience that binds a wmmUNty together, but in no way must meet universal or 

independent standards about whaî is "right" or "good". Although most commody 

describeci within the confines of a mord end consensual association of individuah, critics 

argue that communitaraniism ideafs could likewise be used to foster a closed cornmunity 

stnichued, for e~8mpIe, around a raQst or inequaüty. The danger of 

wmmunitarianism, therefore, is in the poteritial to r o d c i z e  the concept of 



"comrnunity" by putting it beyond reproach simply because it is a local-level association. 

As Hirsch sternly concludes: 

The cry for communïty is, to be sure, heart-felt; the language is ofken elegant and 

the sentiments noble. In the end, however, it is a cry for a medicine that cannot 

cure the pain, and that can produce a disastrous pathology of its own (Hirsch, 

1986: 426). 

Although the "oornmunity" is a justifiable level of d y s i s  for research based on 

local decision-making as seen in planning practice, the ideals of communitariaaisrn do not 

dciently aiiow for the challenges ethnoculw diversity poses witlnn Canada's urban 

comrnunities. In order to evaîuate the substantive nature of community membership 

within Kensington and Markham, criteria evolving out of what may be called a "modifieci 

cornmunitarian approach" are used. This approach is baseci on the ideas of civic 

membership and community found in the communitarian tradition summarized in Robert 

Putnam's Makintz DernoCram Work (1993). It is tempereû, however, by liberal and post- 

modern critiques of the civic commdty ideai relateci to diversity and inequaüty, as raised 

by Wfi Kymiicka (Mdticuitural Citizenshp, 1995) and Iris Marion Young (Justice and the 

Politics of DÏSerence, 1990) respectively. 

Putaam i d m e s  four elements as the central themes of the corn- * *  ideai of 

a ‘%vit cornmunity? (1) civk engagement; (2) politid e q e y  (3) solidarityy trust and 

tolemce; and (4) associetions (Ritnaii5 1993 : 87-9 1). CMc engagement refers to 

participation in public affairs. Accordhg to Putnam, w i t h  a civic wnmnimty people's 



citizenship is marked by theu active participation in public affaus. Citizens are not 

motivated to participate out of altrwsm, however one's self-intetest is de- in the 

con ta  of broader public needs in the civic cormnunity. Political equality is a second 

theme of the commuaitarim ideal of civic community as described by Ritnam, and refers 

to the democratic relations of cooperation that exkt within the community. The structure 

of the ideal civic community is reidorced by a series of horizontal relatious of reciprocity 

and cooperation, within a general clunate of qua1 rights and obligations. Putnam does 

not go so far as to suggest there is an absence of power within the cornmunitarian ideal, 

althougb he does admit that in the cMc  community leaders must be responsible to their 

citizens (the democratic comastone), resisthg relatiomhips of authority and dependency. 

Solidarity, tmst und rolerance is the îhird theme of the civic wtnmunity. While the civic 

c o m m e  ideal is not expected to be wnflict fkee (in fact, Putnam argues it is filled with 

healthy conflicts), tolerance is a necessity for the commumty to function. Amidst the 

diversity of the community, isolation, distnist and opportunism are dispelled with the 

solidariîy of the cornmunitarian ideal citizais share. Associa?iom is the nnel theme of the 

civic wmmunity, and 8ccording to Putnam the most important. Associations are the 

social structures and pracîices that reinforce the civic c o m m ~  on a daily basis. These 

assogations wiii be l& participatory, and indigenous in that they embody the n o m  aad 

values of the conmnmity. 

CMC community, brokken down into these four elements, offers a usefiil base fkom 

which to examine the meanhg and p h c e  of local citizenship - or as it is articulateci in 

this dissertation, the participation and belonging that is evident within local decision- 



making. These elemems of civic community, however, offer no assistance in addressing 

the thomy questions associated with divefsity and inequality necessarily found in a 

heterogeneous commiiliity, and arguably found in every commUIîity outside the 

cornmunitarian ideal. For th& attention must be paid to liberal and post-modem writers 

that acknowledge the cornplex reaiity of heterogeneous communities. 

Although aimed at the level of the m u l t i a  state, Kymlicka (1995) sheds some 

light upon the inequalities that inevitably exist withh a heterogeneous community at any 

spatial lwel of analysis. Kymlicka argues that although society needs universal rights 

assignecl to all Uidividuals regardes of group membership, certain differentiated rights or 

"special status" must also be to niinority groups if equality is to exist in practice 

(Kymlicka, 1995: 27-33). As Kymlicka explains, group differentiated rights "are based on 

the idea that justice between groups requires that the members of differentiated groups be 

accordeci Merent rights" (Kymiicka, 1995: 47). 

Coming from a liberal tradition, Kymiicka is not articulating a justification for 

collective rights out of intaest in the character or traditions of a minority group in the 

commUnif8flm sense. Rather, the protection of group rights for cultural mhorities is 

wnsidered necessary to presave a context for individuai choice (Kymiicka, 1995: 34). 

Minority groups are said to med this protection because without it, the nghts of 

citizenship that are held in cornmon would be interpretd by the majority. In fàct, beyond 

this adjustment to create equality in the p d c e  of wrnmonly heid rights of c i h m b i p  

(such as the nght to participation in decision-making), Kymiicka severely questions the 

ability ofa common c i th-dip ,  a sease of belongbg, to exkt at ail withui a differentiated 



society that lacks SfI2LTed values and a shared identity. As he points out, heterogeneous 

societies lack the means for "membership in shared possession" (Kyrnlicka, 1995: 180- 

181) such as a commonality in Iristory, language or culture that homogenous communities 

c m  build a cormon citizenship upon. 

Post-modem theonas likewise cnticize the "civic community" ideal as summarized 

in Putnam's work above, although on differextt grounds. As Young (1990) argues, there is 

no such thing as the common good. Cofiectivities do exist, but only in that strangen share 

public space and are coUeaively impacted by sociai, econornic, political andor culturai 

concems (the domain of p l d g  decisions). Accordhg to Young, an aitemative to the 

ideal of community is "a normative ideal of city W7 wwhereby social relations are defined 

as the being together of strangers. As she explains: 

In the City persons and groups intemct within spaces and institutions thq. ail 

expenence themseives as belongirig to, but without those intedons dissolving 

into unity or commonness ... City dwellers are thus together, bound to one another, 

ia what should be and sometimes is a single polity. Their being togder entails 

some common problems and common interests, but they do not create a 

CO& of shared final ends, of mutual identification and reciprocity (Young, 

1990: 237-38). 

Just as the liibaal criticism of the cornmunit~ian ideal suggests that the rnajority 

d define common cithnship rights, Young argues that the privileged in a cornmunity 

wiii articulate what is d e s c n i  as the "common good". Accordmg to Young, citizenship 

is dictateci by the power relationships and inequaiities which structure how and to what 



degree we participate within our communities, 'Yhe virtues of citizenship are best 

ailtivated through the exercise of citizenship7' (Young, 1990: 92). Civic community, 

thdore, is not a desirable goal because it assumes that people will leave b e h d  their 

particulanty and ciifference in favour of the common good (Young, 1990: 118). As 

Young explains: 

The most serious political consequence of the desire for comwiity.. . is that it 

o h  operates to srclude or oppress those experienced as different. Cornmitment 

to an ideal of community tends to value and enforce homogeneity (Young, 1990: 

234). 

One consequence of intersdng the ideas of cornmunitarian, liberal and post- 

modem perspectives is that the definition of community becornes very important. For 

example, while Putmm articulates a community of association, and Kymlicka describes a 

differentiateâ politicai cornmunity of miwrity and rnajority groups, Young challenges the 

legitirnacy of the community ideal itself, considering instead a city ideal. As was descnbed 

eariier in this chapter, community in this dissertation is used as both a sociological and 

spatial concept. Wrthout assumiag a coiiective ' k i t y  or commomess" (to use Young's 

words), and wMe acknowledging the heterogeneity in the two cornmunities, Kensington 

and Markham are used with the understanding that the boundaries of the two case study 

commmities chosen represent boundaries that have rneaning for those who live and work 

withinthem 

The distinction between d a t i o n s  and groups is another usetiil collsequence of 

the intersection of these three theoretical paspectives. This distinction is best articuiated 



in Young, as she uses "social groups7' to represent individuals who share some sense of 

identity and "associations" to represent where individuals voluntarily corne together out of 

a shared set of aîtributes (e.g. ratepayers). Using this distinction, we can d e t e d e  that 

Putnam's "associations" are voluntary linkages between citizens that structure and 

reinforce civic community. By contrast, Kymlicka makes a case for coliective rights for 

social groups; in this sense "groups" are coilectivities we belong to by Whie of who we 

are, such as ethnocultural groups. As Young notes, however, groups and associations 

intersect in practice, as individuals develop their sense of identity. Given the related 

themes of diversity and planning explored in this research, both groups (e.g. ethnocultural) 

and associations (e.g. of residentq of ratepayen, of businesses) are important, and 

therefore will be distinguished fiom one another in the chapters to foilow. 

C&&a for Evaluating Substantive Citizenship 

In order to judge the practice of citizenship in Kensington and Markham - that is, 

to look for evidence of substantive citizenship in local decision-makllig processes - 
criteria are necessuy. Drawing fiom the modifieci cornmunitarian approach explained 

above, each case study was evaluated on four grounds: 

i. partrpartrcrpafirpafion in public &cision-making - w ho is i 
involved? 

ii. cienmotlè eqwJip - how democratic are the cummunities in pradce? what 

inftuence do individuah have? what inaumce do social groups have? to what 

degree is powa distnbuted? 

iii. socid structures md ~ u c z O C T ~ o ~  - how are citkens impacted by planning 

decisions? in what way(s) is the community organized? 



iv. solidm.y c d  tolmmice - to what degree is diversity tolerated? what do 

citizem share, if anything? 

Before participation and belonging, or substantive citizenship, in the case study 

communities can be evaluated and before the impact of ethnocuitural diversity on the 

planning processes involved can be assessed, it is important to understand how these 

comrnunities came to be multidtural. Chapter Thrree provides an historical background 

to Canada's immigration poiicy and the infiuence of policy-making on the structure of 

C d a n  society that helps explain the similarities and difikences in the ethnocuiturally 

diverse populations of Kensington and Markham. 



CHAPTER THREE: A Short History of Canadien Immigration 

The ethnodtural diversity that characterizes Canada's cities, especially the larger 

ones, is a product of the evolution of Canadian immigration policy. There are two ways to 

understand the multicdtural impact successive waves of newcomers have had on Canada's 

urban landscape: one approach stresses the role of the state in dictating who wodd enter 

Canada, wMe the other approach stresses social, economic, and cultural forces outside the 

state as the motivation for immigration policy (Simmons and Keohane, 1992). From a 

state-centred perspective, one cm point to senior goverment decision-rnakers and their 

efforts to change the Immigration Act and its related regdations (Hawkins, 1988), or 

immigration bureaucrats acting as gatekeepers andlor facilitaton in the immigration 

process (Dirks, 1995). Alternativelly, fiom a societal perspective, some argue that it was 

the attitude of the general public which permitted the perpetuation of racial stereotypes in 

immigration policy (Satzewich, 1989), or that economic forces have dictated the infiow of 

immigrants into C d  (Anderson and Mm, 1987; Hiebert, 1994). Both state-centreci 

and societal approaches offer valuable insights h o  the application of Canadian 

immigration policy. 

This chapter begins with an historical oveMew of Canadian immigration poücy, 

using a combination of state and societal approaches to that policy. An understanding o f  

past and present immigration policy helps to identify the points of cornparison between the 

two case studies used in this dissemion. Traditional immigration policy over most of this 

century produceci d i v a ,  urban c o m m d e s  like Kensington. By wntrasf as the chapter 



concludes, immigration policy over the past two decades and its emphasis on economic 

considerations is fostering sububan, ethnodturaily diverse communities like Markham. 

The History of Canada's Muiticdturaiism and Immigration 

Unlike countries in Europe, where immigration can o h  be identified with a single 

country, region, or ethmc group, ethnocultural diversity is a defining characteristic of 

Canadian immigration. Moreover, statistics show that among newcomers, the once 

majority European immigraiion has been steadily replaceci since the 1970s by immigrants 

fiom Asia, the Middle East, Mca, and the Caribbean. These new immigrants have 

introduced a spectmm of ethnodtural diversity previously unknown to Canadian 

The diverse character of Canadian immigration shodd be understood, however, 

within the historical context of what has ben a series of severely racist immigration 

policies over the last cenhiry (see Table 3.1). In an mempt to control the development of 

a burgeoning Canadian society, Canada's immigration policy restricted entry for certain 

groups deemed "less desirabte7' by policymakers. Perhaps the starkest examples of 

restrictive legislation are the Chinese Act@) 1885, 1923 which required a sizable head tax 

from al potential immigrants of Chinese ongin, and used other hurdles in the immigration 

process as disin~eatives.~ Immigration was also f o d y  discourageci fiom other Asian 

countnes such as India through what was known as the Continuous Joumey ~egdation.' 

' Wkcas  th originai Chinese Act, 1885 restricted Chincsc immigration wiîh a head tax, the Chinese 
Act, 1923 plaocd finiha M e n  to Chinese enûy. Entraact c d d  only be made through îhe Victoria and 
Vanun~~er ports, and was limited to diploxmb, merchants (wiîh a minimmn mvestment) , snidems, and 
children born in Canada to Chinest parents. The CIiinese Act, 1923 dsted imtil1946. 

T b e ~ J ~ t n y R e g P l a t i o o ( 1 W 8 ) s a p i l a t e d t h a t ~ i m m i g r a n t s t o C a n a d a w a e ~ t o  
come~ftomtbeir~~On~orcitiaenshipbyacontiminnfijosrmq.onati~prn:Win 



In fact, for the fht halfof this century, entrance critena were clearly based on race and 

ethnicity, allowing Canadian policymakers to influence what Canadian society would look 

Ue. 

Table 3.1: Timeline of Important Dates in Canadiaa Immigration Policy 

1869 1 Canada's first Immi.utiun Act. 1 

4 

Immigration Act rev id ,  giving cabinet Whially uniimiteci discretionary 
DoWeiS. 

1885 
1908 

onginal Chinese Acq restricted Chinese immigration with a head t a .  
Continuous Jouniey Regulation; discouraged Asian immigration by 
demding immigrants travel to Canada on a ticket purchased in country of 
origin, thereby eliminating the option of securing passage fiom a third 
counm. 

1 1 give preference to British, American and white Commonwealth immigrants. 1 

1923 
1952 

1956 

-- 1 1962 [ ~ m n t i ~ o n  A C ~  regdations amended; preferdal tr-ent removed and 1 

Chinese Act; M e r  resüicted Chinese immigration. Existed until 1946. 
new Immigration Acr, empowered the goverriment to prohibit entry of 
Unmigrants on various grounds hcludllig: nationaiity, citizenship, ethic 
group, occupatioq class or geograpbicai area of origin. 
Immigration Act regdations amended; created 'Yavooured nations" iist to 

1 1 replaced with focus on economic qualifications (education, training, skills). 1 
1966 
1967 

1 1 immigration policy. Business unmigration Program implmented aationally. 1 

White Papa on Immigration. 
Immigration Act regdations amended; points system introduced. Education 
rmlaced race as maior selection criterion. 

1975 

1 978 

Inrrnigmtiion Act reguiations mended; changes focused on Unmigration 
management, including: setting limits on immigration; allowing govenunent 
to change prionties between classes; and tighteaiag illegal immigration. 
Five year plan introduced; put greater emphasis on attracting econornic 
Unmigrants and looked at settlement costs of imnrigmion in Canadian &es. 
Codtation to look at d t d v e  rneaas of the federal goverment 
flllfinuig deaient semices obligations. Finai report entitled T o t  Just the 
Numbers: A Canridian Framework for Future unmigration''. 

Green Paper: Canridian Immigration and Population Study. Business 
immigration introduced as a pilot project in Ontario. 
Immigrafion Act. 1976 becornes law; estabiished cornerstones of m e n t  

that country. This Regplasion was challeaged in 1914 wbm Indlln Sikhs Pboard the Hong Kong ship 
Komagufu M m  landed in Vancoum. Two months lain (wïth no one dlowed offthebai) tbe Sopnmt 
CoririafBritishColambiaiipbeldtbeo~torrsbiacntiyimdtbesbipwassntbrktosea~l~ 
1992: 88). 



By the end of World War II, Canada still had an ethnicdy and raciaiiy restrictive 

immigration policy, supported by the general public and poiiticians alike. As Prime 

Minister Mackenzie King stated before the House of Comrnons in 1947, "the people of 

Canada do not wish, as a result of mass Unmigration, to make a fundamental dteration in 

the character of our population" (Satzewich, 1989: 78). This view was codified in the 

Imigrution Act, 1952 as the govemment, through the Minister of the Department of 

Citizenship and Immigration, was empowered to prohibit entry of immigrants for reasons 

rmging fiom thek nationality, ethnic group and geographical area of origin, to their 

"peculiar customs. .. [andor] unsuitability having regard to the ciimatic, economic, social, 

industrial, education, labour, health or other conditions" (Satzewich, 1989: 78-79). The 

objeztive of these restrictions was apparently to prohiiit entry of people deemed unable to 

adapt to Canada's harsh climate (and therefore be a drain on the health and labour 

system), or those unable to assimilate into the dture and capitalist economy. h 1956 the 

regdations to the Immigraiion Act were again amended, this time forrnally categorking 

source countnes for immigration as being either "prefiied", "non-prefemd" or 

"restricted" (Anderson and Marr, 1987: 94). 

Aiongside these legislative means of structuting immigration poiicy and restricting 

access to ''undesirable" groups, other more "nivourable" groups were encoumged through 

the diwetionary means avaiiable to immigration policymakers. hiring Prime Minister 

Laurier7 s govenunent (1 896-19 1 l), Minister of the Merior Clifford Saon aggressively 

used immigration policy to settie the West. Immigrants fiom M c  groups deemed good 

M e r s  were given priority over others. In particulart the promise ofcheap Iand was 



offered to Northem Europeans, and then later Southern and Eastern Europeans to 

increase the numbers of what was deerned settlers of "good quaiity". Sifton is 

remembered for saying, "a stalwart puisant in a sheepskin coat, bom to the soil, whose 

fordthers have been fmers  for ten generations, with a stout wife and a haiGdozen 

chitdren is good quality7 (Knowles7 19%: 64). By 19 10, revisions to the Immigration Act 

enbancd such a discretionary role for policymakers and "conferred on the cabinet 

v i r t d y  unlimited discretionary power allowing it to issue orders-in-council to regdate 

the volume, ethnic origin, or occupational composition of immigrants destined for 

Canada" (Knowles, 1992: 80). Later, under Prime Minster Mackenzie King's est 

goverment (1 92 1 - 1 926), discretion in immigration policy was agah used, as the 

administration of immigration was heavily idiuenced by the Canadian Pacific and 

Canadian National railways and their vested interest in attracting unskilled labour. A 

number of immigrants ia officidy "non-preferred" or "resüicted" categories were granted 

entry at this t h e  (Thompson and WeinfieId, 1995: 1 88). 

me First Ses  ta Non-Raid  Iltlllllimon Pdcy  

Using such legislative and discretionary tools, Canada's eady immigration policy 

was structurecl around a hierarchy of favoured nations airneci at attracting those 

immigrants least "socially distantd fkom the British. ûvertiy ncist yet supporteci by 

successive layers of legislation, change to this status quo in immigration policy was slow 

to corne. In fiict, immigration polis, was based on ethaic and racial deria until the early 



1960s, when a poor international reputation contributed to a radical change in policy 

(Troper, 1993 : 226). By removing regulations dictating "preferred" countries of origin 

ffom the Immigration Act, in 1962 the federal government took the first step towards the 

visible and diverse immigration we see in Canada today . Four years later, a White Paper 

on Immigration was released by the govenunent to facilitate public consuhation. 

Folowing the debate it spawned, the regulations of the Immigration Act were amended 

again in 1967. 

Considered by many as the landmark for when Canada's immigration policy was 

offici* de-raciaiized, the 1967 changes have been d e s m i  as putting into place "a 

wmplete universal, non-discriminatory immigration policy and a unique and semi1e 

seldon system" (Hawkins, 1988: 342). Introduced at this tirne was the "points syste&' 

whereby prospective immigrants score points in a nurnber of criteria including education, 

experience, manged ernployment and language abiiity. These criteria form the basis of 

Canadian immigration poiicy today, although not all categories of immigrants are assesseci 

with the points system. 

Critics of the 1967 amendmmts suggest that these changes were not so hi& 

minded as supporters proclaim. As some argue7 "Canada backed into a non-racist 

immigration policy. The motivation was less to court non-white immiwon than it was 

to improve Canada's international image and b ~ g  immigration legislation into Sine with 

domestic humaa rigbts policy more geneta~y'~ (Troper, 1993: 266). Others maintam that 

despite a change in rhetoric during this period, the process remaineci stnictured by racist 



stereotypes. While officiaily immigration was not racially restrictive, an ideological 

climate against visible minority immigration within govenunent and the public at large 

meant that immigration was not encourageci equatly at all overseas offices, and in sorne 

cases there was a reluctance to establish offices that would encourage increased 

immigration fkom undesirable locations, such as the Cariibem (Satzewich, 1989: 93). 

In 1975, immigration entered a new era of public debate with the release of the 

infimous "Green Paper" - a four volume Canadian Immigration and Population study? 

The Green Paper ofered background informafion designed to initiate wide public 

discussion about the costs and benefits of immigration, and included policy alternatives 

fiamed by the assumption that immigration shouid fiIl Canada's economic needs. Out of 

this discussion, the Immigration Act itself underwent major revisions in 1976; establishg 

the cornerstones of Canada's ment  immigration policy. The 1976 revisions included a 

preamble which cementeci the principle of u n i v d t y  (admission without regard to 

natiodity, race, colour or aeed). On a procedural level, the new Immigtution Act, 1976 

created a new system for the planning and management of Canadian immigration 

(Uiciuding the introduction of mandatory consultation with provinces to set inflow 

For a u&ùî discrission of the Green Paper as it was hkqmted at the time, see: Richmond (1975) and 
fIawkins (1975). 

Although the 1-grdon Act had -one sigdicant changes in 1%2 and 1%7, the 1976 changes 
adci ôe considered a tremmdoris step in the evoItxtion of Canadan immigration policy. In 1976 îhe Act 
itselfanscbangcè.acwîegislatio11aa~enadcd~thecntinicsutwssopntoparliamczitsryondpiblic 
m. Previous changes were only changes to îhe regtiiations and thedore an area of miniarial 
discretion (H9wkins, 198%: 10546). As Troper expia& "ministers and officiais gemdiy bave had a 
~~msrtimgandinterprnmgp~,cwtothe~of~sfytiongngplicgonitsheed 
withora enacting new legisiatimn flroper, 1993: 258). 



targets); established three classes of immigrants: Family, Economic, and Refugees; and 

substantialiy reduced the excesses of ministerial discretion (Hawkins, 1988: 377-78). 

Whether motivated by concem over Canada's intemational reputation or more 

genuine concem about the racist policies that dominated Canadian immigration policy 

over the century, the changes to immigration regdations in the late 1960s and then to the 

Act itself in the mid- 1970s hdamentaliy changed the character of Canadian immigration. 

Since then, Canadian commwilîies have becorne more ethnoculturaüy diverse, and in 

larger urban centres this diversity is magnified by the amival of large numbers of 

unmigrants belonging to visible niinority groups. This is not to suggest, however, that the 

diversity in immigration has erased the racism inherent in Canadian society. in fact the 

opening up of immigration policy and the diversity it has brought into Canada's cities is 

forcing a controversiai debate on the value of immigration and on what basis we are all 

Cruianians. 

Tbe Gcography of Canadian Immigration 

An important characteristic of Canada's geography of imrniption is its urban 

nature - the context for this dissertation. As mentioned in Chapter One, not ody have 

immigrants historically settled in Canadian cities, but today nedy two-thirds (62 per cent) 

live in the three largest metroplitan anas - Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver 

(Citizenship and Immigration Canada, 1997). As a r d t  of this attraction to urban 

centres, almost 90 per cent of all Canadian immigrants live in just three provinces: Chtario 

(53 pa cent), British C o l d i  (23 per cent) and Quebec (13 per ant) (Citizenship and 

Immigration Canada, 1997). 



To a limited degree, the geography of Canadian immigration is the product of the 

federal goverment's efforts to distrriute the benefits and impacts of immigration policy 

throughout the country. One of the eariiest, and perhaps most striking, examples of 

efforts on the part of the federal govemment to control the geography of Canadian 

immigration was with the settlement of the Western prairies. At the tum of the century, 

federal policymkers were able to encourage suitable immigrants to settie and form secure 

communities in what they saw as unprotected and largely unsettled land with the promise 

of cheap land (Dnedger, 1989: 73). As a result of this targaed campaign, diverse 

European Unmigration began to shape Western communities. 

This cornmitment to regional distribution is even spelled out in the Immigration 

Act itself. One of the objectives of immigration is, as S. 3@) of the Act states: "to foster 

the development of a strong and viable economy and the property of d regions in 

Canada" (Immigration Act, 1985: S. 3h). Yet as current statistics confirm, ''there is a 

profound gap beîween the rhetoric of the Immigration Act (which portrays immigration as 

an instrument of regional equity) and achial demen t  patterns (which exacerbate 

disparities across the country)n (Hiebert, 1994: 256). 

Beyond the formal cornmitment in the Act, regional distributive principles have 

been institutionalized in the mandatory co&tio11~ the f e d d  governent must have 

with provinces wery year bâore sening immigration inflow targets, and in the srnattering 

of fedd-provingal agreements on immigration that arist. This intejurisdictioDal 

contact provides a limiteci meims for regional d i s t n i o n  in immigration policy, in that ail 

provinces have in theory the poterithi to structure policy in ways that may be favoudIe 



to their unique regionai needs. Yet in contrast to other policy areas, immigration has been 

one place where most provinces have been reluctant to push for an active role. As Dalon 

explains, while the Constitution "provides the provinces with a legal justincation for 

entaing the field of immigration, it does not by i t se i fco~tute  a compelling reason for 

such action @alon, 1976: 79). Quebec, of course, is the obvious exception. Seeing the 

attraction and integration of especially French-speaking immigrants into a province with a 

nahirally dechhg population as a political benefit, Quebec has defined the potentiai for a 

provincial role in immigration in Canada. In generai, however, with the movement 

towards business class Mgration and the large numbers of visible minority immigrants 

settliag in major receiving cities, aü provinces are expressing a greater interest in 

immigration policy. (Dirks, 1995: 1 1 1) 

Integratioa of Immigrants: An Area of Overiapping Jurisdictioa 

Despite provincial interests in immigration, this is a policy ara of f e d d  

responsibdity as d&ed by the C d m  Comtilution. Responsibility is separated by the 

federal governrnent into two areas of immigration policy and planning: 1) Unmigration 

flows, and 2) the settlement of immigrants. In managing immigration inaows, the 

Immigration Act demands the governrnent make y* decisions about the number of 

immigrants to enter Canada (to be released in an anaual report to Parliament), and engage 

in f i e  year plans that detail their immigration strategy. With the revisions of 1976, the 

Act also assigns a minor role to provinces in sethg targets for immigration flows through 

the msndated need for th& consuitation. 



In contrast to this rather straightfomard jurisdiction over mnaging imrrigration 

flows, the settlement and adaptation of immigrants is an area of complex jurisdictional 

overlap and is by no means centraiized. The federal government's role in immigrant 

sdement is primarily one of bding ,  and currently involves four programs: the 

Transportation, Assistance and Adrnissibüity b a n s  Program; the Adjustment Assistance 

Program (AAP); Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada (LINC); and the 

Immigrant Settlement and Adaptation Program (ISAP). One area where immigration 

policy and social policy converge, however, is the provision of settlement services which 

involves areas of provincial jurisdiction such as education and social assistance, and 

therefore necessitates a provincial role.' In Ontano, for example, the Ministry of 

Citizenship, Culture and Recreation, the Ministry of Housing, the Ministry of Education 

and the Ministry of Community and Social S e ~ c e s  ali provide programs and services 

either directed at immigrants or used by immigrants as part of the settlement process. 

Moreover, amida curent consultation over altemative means for the federal government 

to meet its immigrant settlernent obligations, there is widespread specdation over the 

potential for an i n c r d  provincial role. One option could be the downioading of 

federai responsibüities for settiernent savices to the provinces, accompanied by block 

bding.  Under this scedo ,  it would be up to provincial discretion as to how the 

sesvices were deiivered, and to what degree govemment agencies or existing non-profit 

organizations would be involved. 



unmigration settlement is an area whkh illuminates the local dimension of 

immigration policy, as the vast majority of Canada's immigrants have chosen to settle 

within major urban areas. In addition to the federal and provincial govemments, local 

d o r  regionai municipalities play a role in immigrant settlement, aibeit a l e s  defined one 

than higher levels of govemment. Although limited in b d s 7  some larger municipalities do 

offer g a n t s  to local human service providers including immigrant settlement 

orgmhations. As well, many municipalities with diverse populations are recognizing the 

need for rnulti-lingual access and translation savices so that the public can better use the 

range of generai municipal services offered. Race relations or commun@ relations 

coIIunittees have become increashgly standard in municipalities, and in some cases equity 

and race relations initiatives have infiltrateci the daily activities of the local bufesulcracy, as 

in the former City of Toronto and Metropolitaa Toronto govements.8 

Added to these layers of governent jurisdiction are the nonprofit sector se* 

providers found within many of the urban centres where Canadian immigrants have 

settled. Through a myriad of community? dti-semice, ethnodtural, and religious 

organizations, the practicai, day-to-day delivery of immigrant sewices such as English-as- 

a-Second-Language (ESL), counseIling, employrnent training, aud housing assistance are 

for the most part done by the nonprofit sector. Arguably better able to reach irnmigmt 

populations than large govemment bureaucraties, this often informal network of services 

and programs attempts to meet a wide range of needs for newcomers. Most of these 

nonprofit organhtions depend on government f'unding, and some even carry out spedic 



federal govemment d e m e n t  programs through contract h d i n g  arrangements (e.g. 

LTNC or ISAP). This sector of service provision for newcomers has a long history in 

Canada, although today the continued existence of many organizations is in jeopardy as aIi 

three levels of government engage in defïcit reduction and cut back b d i n g  to nonprofit 

organizations. 

Accessittg Immigmîion Services: Ine Toronto Context 

The Toronto area has various layers of immigrant settlement services that can be 

accessed by newcomers. The federal govemment funds the national programs mentioned 

above (loans, AAP, L W  and ISAP) either directly or through contracts with nonprofit 

sector agencies. The Ontano government also Muences immigrant senlement in areas 

where the work of provincial departments intersects with immigration. The Province also 

engages in some direct funding to nonprofit organizations, although this has d a r d  

with widespread efforts to decrease government spending. 

At the core of the Greater Toronto Area is the old City of Toronto, where the 

majority of immigrant dernent services are avaiiable (see Map 3.1). Setdement services 

are concentrated in this area because of th& pro- to traditional Unmigrant 

communities such as Kensington, an original immigrant reception area or "port of entry" 

in Toronto. This clustering of seNices and programs, however, is not ody for the benefit 

of the population in the urban core. Acting as a hub for the new City of Toronto 

(formdy Metroplitan Toronto) and to some extent the wider Grester Toronto Am,  

many organizations delivering immigrant services beyond the boundaties of the urban core 

have chosen to locate th& offices centrally and yet serve the larger region. OAen this is 



the result of organizations expaading beyond th& original clientele as immigration 

patterns have shifted and immigrants have increasingly settled beyond the City of Toronto 

and in the surrounding regions of Peel and York. There are very few settlement s e ~ c e  

organizations within these outlying communities, in part because of the recency of 

unmigration settlement in these areas. As is the case in Markham, the need for htegration 

and settlement seMces is only now becorning obvious to the wider subuhan population. 

MAP 3.1: New City of Toronto in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA)' 

The Gmter Tomnto Area (GTA) is a Iarger service and planning ana w h .  inclucies four soknban 
regional municipaüties (Halton, York, M and Durham) and the new City of Toronto (formeriy 
Metroplitan Toronto). The GTA contains 25 l d  municipaiities within these boundarie~. 



Immigration as an Economic Tool 

Officially Canadian immigration is separated into three classes: Family, Economic, 

and Refiigee; and each class is subdivided into various categories (see Table 3.2). These 

classes reflect the motivation behind Canadian immigration policy, ofien characterized as a 

historical balance between the value of immigrant M y  reunification and the benefit of 

immigration for the Canadian econorny. 

Today it seems that balance is cleariy being tipped in favour of economic 

immigration, and is expected to continue to be so into the next century. Amendments to 

the Immigration Act regdations in 1992 allowed the govment  to SM priorities 

between entrance classes, which has meant that family reunification is no longer 

guaranteed a dominant position in Canadian immigration policy. According to the federal 

govemment's most ment five year plan for immigration (1995-2000), economic 

immigration is expected to slowly, but steadily, outweigh f d y  immigration (see Figure 

3.1). 

Figure 3.1: 19%- 2000 Immigration Pian, Plinned Percentages 

* In these data, *other" is a category that indudies those who tntcr rinder qxd goverment agreements 
indiiding:the~inCarrGiwRogram(~dDmesticwilcrs);tbeDcsnedRmiwalûderClass(a 
tempomry holding for hikd raUga claimrints); and Rerirra (those @cants w b  wwe in the system 
pior to the program's c a n ~ c m  in 1991). 
Soarçe: Citizenship and immigration Canada, 1994a: 13. 



Table 3.2: Structure of Caoadian Immigration, Entrance Classes and Citegories 

S'ored Relatives Immecii'ate Famil'y 
FAMILY CLASS - not assessed by the - spouse, depenQnt children, Uancé(e). 

ECONOMIC CLASS 
IMMIGRATION 

REFLJGEES 

ieir needs will be met by 
ie sponsor and not the 
dfke systcm. 

lssisted Relatives 
relatives that do not fit sponsorship category (e-g. sister, uncle); 
ssessed in part by the points system. 

Skiiled Workers 
- people who score high on the points 

Live-in Cme Giver Program 
- program to admit domestic workers into 
Canada on a temporary work visa 
Imestors 
- have successively operated controiled or 
directed a business or commercial 
andertaking, have minimum net worth of 
$500,000 and agree to invest in a busines 
venture, privately- or government- 
administered venture capital b d  
Investment must receive government 
appxwai and k under Canadian control. 
Enirepreneurs 
- experienœd business people who wish h 
buy or establish a business thqi will have 
an active manageriai role in. Business 
must create jobs for one or more 
Canadians and make a signdicant 
contri'birtion to the economy (mail to 

- have intention and abMy to estabiish oi 
btry a business in Cana& that creates 
employment for them&es. Business 
must signincantiy contribute to the 

or the 

Convention Refugees - as *PA utirler the 195 1 G e m  convention; peapie persecuted for 
reasons of race, religion, nationaiity or membershrp in a SOciaYpOlitid 



While sorne see this rnove towards economic immigration as a recent shift, the 

emphasis on economic concenis cm also be intérpreted as the entrenchment of something 

that has long been important in Canadian immigration policy. Early in the century, for 

example, immigration was viewed as a valuable means of meeting labour market needs. 

Moreover, the various amendments to the Immigraton Ac? and its regdations that took 

place in the 1960s and 1970s steadily replaced entrance cnteria based on country of ongin 

with economic considerations of education, training and language sküls. Moreover, the 

federd govenunent's actions in the area of immigration have been descn'bed as 'bp-on, 

tapsff' - a reference to the influence of intemal economic demands on immigration 

policy (Anderson and Marr, 1987). 'O 

The most signifiant change to ment immigration policy in tems of economic 

considerations, however, has been the creation of a new category for business immigrants. 

Supporteci by unmigration policy that clearly favours immigrants that are seen to be an 

econornic benefit to the country, the potential of business immigration has captured the 

interest of the federal as weiI as provincial govemments. 

Business immigration M s  within Carutda's economic class of immigration (see 

Table 3.2). Iwnigrants who enter through the economic class are seen to fil1 a specinc 

economic need in the country or are expestecl to contribute positively to the economy in 

some way. These economic immigrants are categorized as either: 

'O This "tapon, t a p d '  policymakbg is wi&nt in the müain!~ piaœd on immigration dming p a i e  
ofeconomic mssion ( m g  the Depréssion uf the 193ûs, or the recession of the 1970s), ami the e&rts 
to encourage immigraiim dming times ofpiosperity (satling the West in the eariy 1900s, or the 
rehdding after World War LI) (Andersan and Man, 1987: 97-98; Hiebert, 1994: 254). 



(1) assisted relatives: people who have some f d y  support, but do not fit the 

definition of the farnily class; 

(2) incZepedn~s: people who score high on the points system by having needed 

job skills, language ability, or arranged employment; or 

(3) business immigrmts: investor s, entrepreneurs and ~e~employed. 

First introduced as a pilot program in Ontario in 1975, business immigration has 

been a category within Canadian immigration policy since 1978. The objective of the 

pro- is to encourage the immigration of experienced business persons who will make a 

positive contriiution to the country's economic development, through k i r  capital and 

business howledge while creating jobs for Canadians. In the fht years after its 

introduction, the business unmigration program attracted a mail nurnber of applicants, 

mostly from the United States, West Germany, the United Kingdom, the Netheriands and 

France. By 1983, business immigration to Canada increased sharply as Hong Kong 

became the top source country for entrepreneur immigrants (Smart, 1994: 101). Hong 

Kong continues to dominate the business immigration category today, and represaits the 

top source country for Canada's total immigration (di classes combhed) (Citizenship and 

Immigration, 1 998). 

Ongiaally a program made up of "business migrants" and "entrepreneurs" (Smart, 

1994: 99), the business immigration category was fùrther expanded in 1986 with the 

introduction of the Immigrant hvestor Program. Under this program, qualified business 

people were admitteci to Canada on the condition they investeû capital in pre-approved 

Cansuiim business ventures. The program was designed to mate jobs and ben& smaiier 



businesses that were typicaüy having trouble raising h d s  (Employment and Immigration, 

1993). The minimum investment required by a prospective immigrant to quai@ for the 

program ($250,000, $350,000 or $500,000) was linked to the province in which they 

wished to settle and invest. In an effort to redistriiute the benefits of this foreign capital 

across the country, the largest investment was required of those immigrants who intended 

to settle in the provinces with the highest proportion of business immigrants. These 

investor requirements have since increased, with the minimum investment required for 

immigrants settlllig in British Columbia, Alberta, Quebec or Ontario now set at $450,000. 

For those iiivesting in the other provinces, the minimum investment is $350,000 (Peirol, 

1997). 

The economic impact the business category of immigration has had on Canada is 

staggering, especially given that it represents a relatively s m d  proportion of ail Canadian 

immigration (only about 8 percent of aii immigration between 1985 and 1991). Between 

1987 and 1990, nearly 1 1,000 entrepreneurid mimigrants had an estimated collective net 

worth of $14.3 billion; their investments were to create about 48,000 jobs1' (Li 1993: 

232). During the same penod, nearly 2,000 ''investor immigrants were estimatecl to have a 

net worth of about $3.2 billion, of which $753 million was estimated to have been] 

direCyr invested in various Canadian imresbnent funds" ('Li, 1993: 235). These economic 

ben& are not equaliy spread across the country, however, as some provinces and cities 



are considered more attractive than others. Simiiar to Canadian immigration trends in 

general, business immigrants are most attracted to Vancouver, followed by Toronto and 

Montreal (Citizenship and Immigration, 1994b). 

A Cn'rical h k  ai Business Im9graîion 

Despite these d i i g  figures, business immigration has been cnticized for not 

providing the economic benefit it promises. Predictably, the gains made fiom business 

immigration are not equitably distributed among the provinces (Hiebert, 1994). Beyond 

the issue of regional equity, it is questionable whether business immigrants have met their 

promised obligations regarding job creation and investment. Moreover, there is concem 

over the long term cornmitment of those immigrants whose investment is only a small 

portion of their net wealth - cornmitment that is likely needed to make the investment 

succeed. 

Within an Unmigration program that some argue facilitates the selhg of Canadian 

visas to wealthy newcomers, the impression exists that business immigrants are given an 

easy entry into the country and are not as rîgorously smtinized as immigrants in other 

categories. Describlng the federal governent ' s attitude as "laisrez-jaire", some argue 

that "instead of reforming the business migration pro- to require greater accountability 

and to ensure that these migrants are of maximum economic benefît to Canada, the 

govenunent has been content to make it even easier for entrepreneur immigrants to enter 

Canada" (Nash, 1994: 261). 

Interestingly, the business immigration program is also criticized for the hardship it 

presents to the business immigrants themselves. Despite the obvious attractions some 



immigrants may have to the program, ambiguity over the criteria by which investment 

opportunities are judged to meet program requirements, as weil as provincial variations in 

the program's administration, raise questions as to the level of risk these investments 

present for immigrants. L2 Moreover, the program presents structural challenges for 

immigrants through such tbhgs as the exclusive power given to fund oianagen for those 

who enter as investors, or the hurdles for entrepreneur immigrants of setting up a new 

business in a largely unknown market andor buying an existing business that is having 

difficulîies (Srnart, 1994). 

Fidiy, business immigration has been severety criticized for creating a two-tier 

system for immigration. With the goal of providing economicaîîy prosperous immigration, 

some suggest the federal govemment has created a mechanism whereby Canadian 

citizenship can be "bought" by the wealthy (Malarek, 1987: 227). Historicdy Canadian 

immigrants have entered Canadian society at the bottom of the socio-economic hierarchy 

(Porter, 1965). With business immigration programs, and an increased emphasis on the 

economic contniution of immigrants through criteria that favour education and skiiis, the 

stereotype of the "poor imsni-" has given way to "a more cornplex class and ethnic 

hierafchy in Canada" (Abu-Laban, 1997: 79). 

Changing the Patterns of Immigration Settlement 

Wtthout question, business immigrants have a very Werent impact upon d a n  

communities than previous immigrants. For these wedthy newwmers, suburban lMng is 



not something that cornes with integration into the host society, but is instead a point of 

entry. This is changing the typical patterns of immigrant settlement, and creating 

ethnodturally diverse suburban communities such as Markham. 

Hirdorically urban core communities like Kensington have been the reception areas 

for immigrants, with mobility beyond those communities often achieved with the next 

generation. Business immigrants, however, are on average much wealthier than rnany 

previous immigrants to Canada and are more likely to buy a suburban home upon entry 

into a local community. in many respects, they are more Like their new rniddle-class 

suburban neighbours than the stereotypical newcomer needing a range of basic senlement 

and integmtion services. This does not mean, however, that these immigrants do not need 

help integrating into C d a n  society. Obvious tensions are created by this new pattern 

of immigration settlement, quiring an adjustment on the part of both newcomers and 

existiug residents. 

Factors such as period of immigration, country of ongin, and immigrant entrance 

class dl potentially shape Canadian &es in different ways. In the next four chapters, 

specific examples of urban and suburban immigration settlement patterns will be explored. 

Chapter Four intmduces the inner-city coxnmunity of Kensington, which is a prime 

example of the kind of traditional "port of- for immigrams that exists in many of 

Canada's largest cities, similar to St. Lawrence Boulevard in Montreal, or the downtown 

Eastside in Vancouver. Chapta Five examines a particular p l d g  case study in 

Kensington - the redevelopment of a former College campus site. Chapter Five shifts to 

the suburban Town of MarLham, a community that is currently dealing with the impacts of 



federal immigration policy changes aimed at attracting wealthier economic immigrants to 

Canada. Chapter Six examines the p l d g  case of retail condominium developments, or 

Asim malls as they are known. 



CHAPTER FOUR: Diversity and Planning in Kensington 

Kensington, located in downtown Toronto, is a dynamic and culturally diverse 

community. The result of years of successive waves of immigration, the community also 

boasts a mixture of residemial, commercial and institutional land uses. The redevelopment 

of the George Brown College site in the hart of the market a r a  provides an excellent 

example of how Kensington citizens participate in local planning decisions, and the 

challenges and obstacles ethnocultwal diversity pose to that process. The redevelopment 

of George Brown College, and the Kensington community, are the subjects of this 

c hapter . 

Kensington 

Defining Kensington is in some ways a very personal task. Kensington is like a 

smd, old-country village within the City of Toronto. It is prirnarily a low- income 

neighbourhood that has long been an immigrant settlernent reception area. The 

comrnunity is also a popular tourist destination for Msitors to Toronto, as well as 

Torontonians themselves. It is a handy market area for people in the surrounding 

neighbourhoods. It is dso a trendy, bohemian, urban enclave that attracts artists and 

professionals. At the same the7 Kensington is "just" a neighbourhood set against other 

neighbourhoods within Toronto's urban cote (see Map 4.1). The definition of what 

Kensington is7 therefore, dtimately depends on your perspective. 



MAP 4.1: Kensington in the former City of Toronto 

= Main Streets 

Physidy9 Kensington is bounded by Bathurst Street, Coîlege Street, Spa& 

Avenue, and Dundas Street West (see Map 4.2). The community's interior is dorninated 

by a shopping artery that has evolved along Kensington Avenue, througb Baldwin Street 

and along Augusta Avenue. Here the shopper cm h d  everytbing fiom buk beans, whole 



fish, fkesh cheese, fniit and vegetables, to vintage clothes and fine tailored men's suits. 

Like many older downtown cornmunities, parking is at a premium on the narrow streets. 

This closeness is M e r  accentuated by the canopies and displays of goods firom the 

various shops that spill into the sidewalks. The result is a jostiing, dense and lively 

community. 

MAP 4.2: Kensington 



The diversity and life of the Kensington market neighbourhood are owed in large 

part to its muIticu1turai mk. This multiculturalism evolved with the changing immigration 

patterns Canada as a whole has undergone over the last centuiy, and today is seen in the 

juxtaposition of cultures in the local shops, housing and street He found in Kensington. 

With each wave of immigration came new businesses and new neighbours, while at the 

same time evidence of previous groups lingered in the community. What has evolved is a 

layered muitidturaiism that can be peeled back and discovered with an understanding of 

Kensington's history as a diverse community. 

The Kensington neighbourhood, as its British name suggests, started out as an 

Anglo-saxon residential community on what was then the western edge of the City of 

Toronto. Rows of middle class homes were built in the 1870s dong streets with typically 

British names: Oxford, Kensington, St. Andrews, ~aldwin.' "For thirty years streets were 

kept tidy, iawns kept manicufed, and the eventual conversion of the neighbourhood into a 

Street market could not have seemed les likely" (Markson and Clarke, 1977: 50). 

The cornmunity underwent a major transformation in the early IgOOs, as Jewish 

immigrants fiom Central and Southern Europe moved westward fiom an earlier immigrant 

receiving area2 into Kensington. British residents were moving to more ailiuent parts of 



the city, and this made room for newcomers and what became a very & ethnic shift in 

the community. To provide but one example: in 190 1 Kensington Place (a dense, narrow 

lane of row houses that formed the core of Kensington's residential area), was 80 per cent 

Anglo-saxon. By 19 1 1, it was 100 per cent Jewish (Hamey and Troper, 1975: 26). Why 

large numbers of Jewish immigrants were attracted to the area is wrapped up in the 

complex causes of intenial immigrant settlement patterns. Prejudice fiorn the Anglo- 

Saxon business cornrnunity (Markson and Clarke, 1977) and changes in commercial and 

street railway patterns (Harney and Troper, 1975) were ükely contributhg factors. 

The most notable legacy this Jewish migration into Kensington left was the 

creation of what has becorne Kensington Market. "The Market was bom, having its 

beginnings in the hand carts pushed through the streets of the area by Jewish merchants. 

Eventually the hand carts came to rest on the postage starnp lawns of the homes on 

Kensington Avenuen (St. Stephen's, 1980: 4). This cart-style market wolved into shops, 

often created out of the existllig iiving rooms and parlon of the old British row houses, 

with the store ownen living behind or abve theif businesses. The market quickly became 

known as the Jewish Market, and indeed some older residents and patrons still rdér to it 

as such. 

By the 1 9 2 0 ~ ~  80 per cent of the city's Jewish population (35,000 at the time) lïved 

in or around Kensington (Mymo1d, 1993), and Jews wntinued to dominate the 

Kensington neighbourhood until &a Wodd War II. Postwar immigration brought large 

numbers of Ukrainians, Hungariaiis, Italiens and Portuguese into Kensington. Aside fiom 

the Portuguese, though, the majority within these new groups lived on streets surrouding 



Kensington, and therefore had a more limiteci infiuence on the community's developrnent. 

By the 1960s, many of these post-war immigrants had moved north and west, leaving 

Portuguese from the Azores as the major ethnic group in Kensington (Myrvold, 1993 : 7). 

The Portuguese influence on the comrnunity had a lasting effkct on the area, characterizai 

by the shops and restaurants they opened as weli as their settlement in the surrounding 

residential area (St. Stephen' s, 1 980). During this period, the Portuguese newcomers 

repaired many houses and repainted thern bright primary colors of blue, red, green, and 

yetlow. Evidence of this infusion of cotor can still be seen on some of the houses in the 

neighbourhood. 

By the 1970s, Chinatown was expancihg westward. Aithough Chinatown itseîf 

centres around Spadina Avenue and Dunâas Street today (an area adjacent to 

Kensington), this migration imroduced another layer of divefsity into the Kensington 

community. ûver the years, the proximity to Chinatown, dong with the presence of high 

density housing populated by Chinese seniors, has meant that Chinese have becorne a 

dominant group in Kensington. 

Kensington continued to be an immigrant reception area for Toronto throughout 

the 1970s and 1980s, adding further to the diversity of the community. As was explained 

in Chapter Three, f e d d  immigration policy had sigdicantly changed by 1975, ailowing 

the eatry of immigrants from a wide range of countries prwiously wnsidered undesirable. 

New immigrants fiom the Caribbean, Ma, southeast Asia and Latin America settled in 

Keasington at this time. Diverse immigration into the community continues today, with 

newcorners mostiy âom a c a  and h i a .  



Kensington Today: An Empiricai Portrait 

Pmbd and Source of Intrmœgratr*on 

The community that has evolved over the last cenniry in Kensington is noteworthy 

for its ethnocultural diversity. In Kensington, the immigrant population outaumbers the 

Canadian-bom by nearly a ratio of 2: 1 - 60 per cent are immigrants, 33 pet cent are 

Canadian-bom and 6 per cent are non-permanent residents (Staûstics Canada, 1998). Of 

that immigrant population, half (50 per cent) are newcomers arriving after 198 1 (see 

Figure 4.1 ). 

FIGURE 4.1: Immigrant Popuiation by Period of Immigration, Kensington, 1996. 

Saurce: Statistics Canada (19%). Profiles. Part 2. 19% Ccnsus of C-axuxk Tract 038. 

Consistent with the increased diversity that more open federal immigration policies 

fostered after the 1970% the imniigrant population that mides in Kensington cornes fiom 

a variety of c o d e s .  As Table 4.1 illustrates, the kgest group of immigrants in 

Kensington cornes fiom China. With the exception of Portugai, Asian comtnes dominate 

the top halfof the ht of places of birth among immigrants in KenSitlgton This 



corresponds with immigration data for Canada in general, where European immigration 

has been steadily declining in favour 0fAsia.n Unmigration. When recent immigrants are 

isolated fkom the immigrant population in Kensington, immigration patterns are even more 

concentrated - over 70 per cent of recent immigrants are fiom China or Viet Nam. 

Table 4.1: Top 10 Plam of Bkth for Total Immigrants 
and Recent Immigrants,* Kensington, 19%. 

Totai immipm 
1. People's Rep. of China 
2. Portugal 
3 .  Viet Nam 
4. Hong Kong 
5 .  Sn Lanka 
6.  Trinidad and Tobago 
7. United Kingdom 
8. United States 
9. Jamaica 
1 O. Taiwan 

~ e c e n t  Immigran 
1. People's Rep. of China 
2. Viet Nam 
3. Sri Lanka 
4. Trinidad and Tobago 
5. Hong Kong 
6. Jamaica 
7. Pomigal 
8. United States 
9. Iran 

* Reœnt immigrants &es to those who irnmigrated io Canada between 199 1 and 19%. 
** Kensington's recent immigration originates h m  oniy nine countries. 
Source: Statistics Canada (19%). Profiles, Port 2.19% Census of Canada. 

Ethniciry, Vbibte Minoriba and Language 

Three other important indiators of Kensington's ethnodtural diversity are 

ethmcity, visible minorities and language. In Kensington, over haif of the residents 

clallning a single ethnic origin3 were Chinese (63 p a  cmt), with Portuguese a distant 

second (15 per cent), followed by Vietnamese (4 per cent). The balance of the population 

is scattered in small proportions among a range of M c  groups. Data on ethaicity is 

wmplemented in the most recent 1996 Census with daîa on visible niinorities. In 



Kensington, 63 per cent of the total population is a member of  a visible rninority group 

(Statistics Canada, 1996). 

With respect to Ianguage, 40 per cent of residents primarily speak English in the 

home. Of the remaining residents, a large proportion speak Chinese - as might be 

expected given the large proportion clairning Chinese ethnicity in the cornrnunity. 

Correspondhg to the data on ethnicity, Portuguese is the next most common language 

spoken at home (see Figure 4.2). 

FIGURE 4.2: Language Spoken at Home*, Kensington, 19%. 

Hungarian 
Portuguese 

Data taken h m  single langctage tesponses O*. 

Saruce: Statistics Canadrt (19%). Profiles, Part 3.19% Cknsus of Canada. Tract 038. 

Kensington has long b a n  an immigrant reception ana, in part because of the 

adabiiity of rentai housing in the mmmunity and the range of goods offered w i t h  the 

Market. Although Kensington's eariiest b m  wae as a rniddle c h  suburb, 



Kensington today is largely a working class neighbourhood. In 1995, the average 

household incorne among Kensington residents was $28,684 - $30,000 les  than the 

average for the Toronto CMA (Statistics Canada, 1996).~ While household income is 

frürly evenly distributed in the middle to upper income levels in Kensington, there is a 

norable peak in the Iow income range. Half(50 per cent) of aii households daim an 

income under $20,000 (see Figure 4.3). Accordhg to Statistics Canada's calculations, the 

incidence of low income among the population in private households is 54.8 pa cent in 

Kensington (Statistics Canada, 1 996).' 

These income figures are M e r  illuminateci when data on education are examineci. 

Within Kensington, airnost half(47 per cent) of the population in 1996 over the age of 15 

did not have a high school certificate (Statistics Canada, 1996), and 57 per cent of the 

population over the age of 15 had not obtained any education beyond the secondary level 

(see Figure 4.4). By cornparison, 3 1 pa cent of the Toronto CMA population over the 

age of 15 did not have a high school certificate, and 44 pet- cent had not obtained post- 

secondary education (Statistics Canada, 1996). In Kensington, University educated 

residents 8ccounted for 28 per cent of the population, likely accounting for the scattering 

of household incorne levels in the middle to upper ranges of Figure 4.3. This mWng of 

hcome and edudon levels is not surprising: although the community is primarily an 

immigrant and working class neighbourhood, the urbanity and diversity of the Kensingîon 

area is something that has also attracted middle class professionals. 



FIGURE 4.3: Populntion by Household Income, Kensington, 1996. 

3m T 

Source: Statistics Caaada (19%). Prr,jles, Part 8. 19% Census of Canada Tract 038. 

FIGURE 4.4: Popuiation (15 y e m  and over) by Highest Level of Schooüng, 
Kensington, 1996. 

Trade school 

Grades 9 - 13 

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 3OYo 

Somee: Statistics Canada (19%). Profiles, Part 7.1996 Census of Canada. Tract 038. 



Kensington was origllially built in the 1870s, populated by middle class Anglo- 

Saxons. Despite redevelopment since then, the majority of dwellings (54 per cent) were 

built prior to 1946 (Statistics Canada, 1996). Kensington Market grew out of what was 

an exclusively residentid area, so the combination of narrow streets, shops, restaurants 

and older residential housing stock has created a dense (9500 people/ km2), mixed-use 

area. As is cornmon in older urban communities, the Kensington residential 

neighbourhood is dominated (93 per cent) by attached housing f o m  and low-rise 

apartment buildings (Statistics Canada, 1996). h o s t  three quarters (73 per cent) of 

Kensington residents rent th& dwelling. (Statistics Canada, 1996). 

Rcdevdopment in an Urban Community 

The redevelopment of the George Brown CoUege site captured the attention of the 

Kensington community in the mid-1990s. Physidy, the three buildings that made up the 

Kensington campus occupied 1.29 acres of land, coatained 200,000 sq. fi. of space and 

had a gross floor are8 of 3.5 tirnes the ana of the lot (City of Toronto Planning Board, 

1978a: 49). Due to the density of the site, the building cornplex was a visual bankr, 

creating a very dïflèrent environment on each Street the property bordered (interestecl 

party A & ~  1997). On the south side, or Baldwin Street, the Coiiege is located on an 

important commercial artery for the active Kensington Market. On the north side, or 



Nassau Street, the Coiiege shared a relatively quiet residential street with mostly 

Portuguese residents (resident A-K, 1996). 

MAP 4.3: The George Brown College Site, 1995 

OXFORD STREET= 

In some ways, the potentid redevelopment of the site was typical of urban 

planning in wel developed areas. The planning process rquired an application for 

rezonhg, and the dernohion andor retroMg of the existing buildings was necessary 

before alternative uses could be applied to the site. What made this particular 

redevelopment opportunity so iateresting h m  a planning perspective, however, was that 



it was located in a community with a long history of activism, and some strong ideas about 

what they coliectively wanted to see replace the Coilege. 

Urban Plmning and the Kensington Market A r a  

Kensington's ethnodturai diversity and dense mix of commercial and residential 

uses attract visiton and shoppers to the area on a daily basis. From the City of Toronto's 

perspective, the unique chcter  of the Kensington market area is somethhg to be 

preserved, so as to benefit both the surrounding neighbourhood and the City as a whole. 

Although plamers in the past have refmed to Kensington as "a somewhat unstable mixed 

use area7' (City of Toronto Planning Board, 1973a: 2), the neighbourhd has long been 

recognized as having sornething unique and worîh preserving amongst Toronto's other 

downtown communities. 

Kensington has retained its Low DenSity Residential zoning designation, but in 

acknowledgment of the commercial uses that have evohed dong select streets some 

industrial and commercial uses have also been permitted (see Map 4.2). Lands designated 

Institutional are ocaipied by the Toronto Western Hospital (to the west) and the George 

Brown Coliege (to the east). According to the neighbourhood Ofncial Plan for 

Kensington, the Market area is designateci a Low De* Mixed Commercial-Residentid 

area 

The Market is dso designeci an Area of S'jxciuZ I&niity accordhg to the P h .  

With tbis designetion, the C i  of Toronto aims to conserve and strengthen the area, in 

recognition of its s p d  i d e  and character. In such Areas, "Council wiU employ its 

aV8i18bIe powers to enact regulationg, rwiew plans and drawings, and malce requkments 



so as to ensure that new development is consistent. .." (City of Toronto Planning and 

Development, 1991). 

MAP 4.4: Kensington, Recomrnended Officiai Plan, 19787 

O lm #O1111 - r] LOW DENSIPI RUIDENPAL UE* 

m LOW DENSlfY MIXE0 
COMMERCIAL-REStMNTlAt AREA 

INSTITUTIONAL MU 

ml - . C O W N I T Y  RESOüâCE ARIA RECOMMENOED OFFICIAL PLAN 
LOCAL PARK KENSINGTON 

0FFK:IAL PLAN PART IL STWY 7\ - STUW AREA W U N M R Y  CITY OF lOIONTO PLANNlNC #MRD OCf. 1971 

The 1978 Pian for Kensington was carried into Toronto's 1991 Ofncial Plan, and nmains the relevant 
seconâary plan for the neighbourhood. In the Mixed Commercial-Residential Use Areas, three suixms 
are identifïed in the Plan to &stinguish the dinefent fimctions and character d the Kensington Market 
(A), Dundas Street (B) and College Street (C) shopping areas. In the institutional Areas, two sub-afeas 
are identifid in the plan: Toronto Western Hospital (A) and George Brown College (B). 



Planners and the Kensington Comnwnity 

Despite the value placed on the "unique character" of Kensington, the relationship 

between the cornmUNty and the City of Toronto planning department has had a long, and 

somewhat acrimonious history. Not unlike other downtown neighbourhoods Kensington 

has faced extreme pressures of redevelopment and renewal that threatened its existence, 

especialiy during the 1960s. In 1962, a Market Study was done by planners to look at the 

feasibility of "a properly planned open market" for the Kensington area (City of Toronto 

Planning Board, 1973~  3). As the only intensive regional retail area in the City of 

Toronto not located on an arterial street (City of Toronto Planning Board, 1978b: 12), the 

m o w  streets, lack of laneways and the proxbîty of residentid uses have long been the 

source of tratnc congestion, parking, and d c i n g  problems. According to the Market 

Study's recommendations, a "propedy planned" market required three things: presenation 

of the market and enhancement of its unique attractiveness; provision of adquate off- 

street car parking; and the improvement of circulation for pedestrianç, cars and tnicks. In 

the end, only the second recommendation was implemented - two new parking lots were 

buiit, but at the cost of demoiishing a number of residential buiidings (City of Toronto 

Planning Board, 1973a; 1973b). The other recommendatiom wexe shelved in recognition 

that they reguired a change in the existing zoning for the market and would create 

signific8flt problems for the rest of the predominantiy residential a m  surrounding the 

market. 

From 19661969 Kensington was the subject of another p l d g  study, ahhough 

ttiis tirne with potentiafiy more serious cotl~eqllences. The neighbourhood was targeted 



for M u b a n  renewai" by planners under the federai govemment's renewal program. The 

objective was to create low-cost housing and remove downtown urban decay, or "blight" 

as it was known. Alexandra Park, the neighbourhood to the south of Kensington, had 

been cleared and rebuüt as public housing. At the tirne, it was considered a success by 

plmers and Kensington was slated for the same fate. Residents however, were 

detemiined to prevent the demolition of their neighbourhood, arguing it would destroy the 

social fibric of their community (City of Toronto Planning Board, 1973a: 3).' 

In 1967 the Kensington Area Residents Association was formed, providing 

coordination for residents fighting to save the comniunity and individuai homes (City of 

Toronto Planning Board, 1978a: 16). Although opposed to wholesale expropriation and 

demolition of existing housing, Kensington residents did see the need for renewal efforts in 

the community. They lobbied for a more comrnunity-onented approach to renewal that 

would maintain the historical streetscape and identity of the neighborhood (St. Stephen's, 

1980: 5), and won the establishment of an Urban Renewal Cornmittee as part of the City's 

goveming structure. The committee was composed of residents, business peuple and the 

Ward Aldeman, and was to advise City Council on matters affecting the Kensington a m  

Out of this c o d e  came a fourteen-point program the residents felt would be 

sipnincant to any urban renewal scheme for the area, and a ta-point program business 

people dweloped relaiing spdcally to the fuaue of the Market. What the community 

articulatecl was a vision of Kensington wtiere solutions could be found to "stabi"lixc the 



Market, protect residential properties, and buffer the residents against the unpleasant 

conditions produced by Market activities" (City of Toronto Planning Board, 1973b: 3). 

This was a tall order, and has proven to be a challenge that plmers continue to wrestle 

with At the tirne, though, nothing was done about these concem. Due to opposition to 

the urban renewd program across the country, the federal governent cancelled the 

projecî in 1969, and no m e r  fiinding was made available for Kensington's cornmunity- 

oriented approach. 

City of Toronto planners were aware of the need for some sort of renewal in the 

Kensington area so in 1971 Kensington was proposed as a priority area for the successor 

federal govemment fiuiding initiative: the Neighbourhood Improvernent Program (NP). 

Money fiom this Program was targeted to cornmUNty facility improvements (e.g. parks, 

Street lighting). An interesthg requkement was that the Program had to be approved by 

the local community, and area residents had to be actively hvolved in setting planning 

pnonties for the use of NIP b d s  (City of Toronto Planning Board, 1978a: 30). The 

Program was not irnmediateiy initiated in Kensington because of community opposition to 

what was sem as "yet another 'renewal' scheme" (City of Toronto P l d g  Board, 

1973b: 6), but was eventually implemented fiom 1976 to 1978. Kensington was allocated 

alrnost one million dollars in NIP fundq and planners set about complethg minor 

improvements in Street lighting, public lane paving and transit shelters. The majority of 

their spending was on the implementafion of three initiatives: block-by-block tamite 

control; land acquisition to buy up land pucels with non-codorming uses in residential 

anas to be redeveloped as park h d  (such as the parkette on Mord jusî off Augusta); 



and irnprovement of park facilites, especidly at Bellevue Square (City of Toronto 

Planning Board, 1978a: 30). 

In recent years, planners have once again approached Kensington with plans for 

renewal. Through what is decl  the Kensington Revitaiization Plan (discussed more M y  

later in this chapter), the City of Toronto has been workiag with the community at every 

stage of the Plan's creation with the aim of creating sornething the community would 

support. Acknowledged to be a vocal comrnunity regarding local development issues, 

planriers are aware that wen technically legal options for renewal wiu not work in 

Kensington unless they are supported by community leaders. 

The Kensington R ~ ~ t i o n  Plan's consensual community approach fits with the 

neighbourhood style of planning the former City of Toronto took pride in9 According to 

Toronto's ûfiïciai Plan @nom as CityPlan 91): 

Toronto is a City of neighbourhoods. The neighbourhoods are identifiable 

geographic areas which provide a focus for the daily We of the City's residems. 

Many neighbourhoods express unique characteristics based on the City's varied 

naairal features and its dive- multiculhual malreup (City of Toronto Planning and 

Development, 1 99 1 : 3 6). 

Under the Plan, the City's general gods for ail neighbourhoods are: to provide a pleasant, 

supportive, d e  and hdthy daily living d o m e n t ;  that there be adquate services, open 

space, urban design and built form; and that a wide diversity of individuals be 

acwmmodated through a range of housing types and social and economic actmty. 



Moreover, it was the policy of Council to regard ail existing and emerging residential areas 

in the City as "neighbourhoods". In terms of the planning process itseK neighbourhoods 

figure prominentiy. As the Plan explains: 

Council recognizes the tradition and practice of public participation in the 

neighbourhood planning process. Council shall seek the views and participation of 

the public during the preparation and pnor to implernentation of the following: 

Part 1 and II Official Plan Amendments, Zoning By-law Amendments, Community 

Unprovernent Plans, Community Services and Facilities Strategic Plans, 

neighbourhood ea%c plans, heritage preserviition policies, social planning and 

other planning initiatives (City of Toronto PtaMing and Development, 199 1 : 3 8). 

The over-riding diiemma that continues to occupy planners in regard to the 

Kensington neighbourhood concems the balance between residentid and commercial uses. 

Since the 1950% the expansion of the market has put intemai pressure on efforts to 

preserve the surroundhg residential area. As the market was never planned but rather 

evolved out of a low-density residential aeighbouhood, an uneasy relationslip between 

the two uses has also evohred. While some business people fiom the Market see the need 

to mlarge laneways, widen road allowances, and provide additiod parking, these 

commercial improvements could very iikely accelerate the absorption of residenfial 

properties into the Market. Mostly through le@ non-coafotming zoning changes granted 

by the Cornmittee of Adjustment over the years, the Market has in fact slowly spread into 

adjacent areas that were once only residential. In efforts to ensure the Market is a "good 



neighbour" to the residential uses in Kensington (City of Toronto Planning Board, 1978b: 

13), plamers are conscious of the need to protect the integrity of Kensington as a 

residential community, while at the same tirne supporthg the Market as an Area of Special 

Iakntity and beiug flexible enough to allow the Market to adapt and change in order to 

survive. 

In the next chapter, the change instigated by the redevelopment of a significant 

piece of land adjacent to the Market area wiU be explorai. Chapter Five examines the 

redevelopment of the George Brown Coliege site in Kensington in the context of the 

research question: How d m  ethnoculiural ciiversiîy challenge the way we participole and 

belong in our cornmurtities, as seen through u r h  cmd suburbm planning processes? 

The criteria introduced in Chapter Two are used to shape the details OF the case. 



CHAPTER FIVE: The Redevelopment of George Brown College 

The rezoning of the George Brown College site became an issue in late 1992 when 

it was announced that the College was ciosing its Kensington campus by 1995. Having 

received $13 million from the Province to expand two of its four campuses in Toronto, 

George Brown College let it be known that when the rebuilding at the Casa Loma and St. 

James campuses was complete, the Kensington campus would be closed and the property 

sold (Toronto Star, 1992). 

According to the secondary plan for Kensington, upon the closing of the College, a 

planning study was rqired before the George Brown site could be rezoned Erom its 

aishg Institutional Use. The Plan States: 

In the event of the relocation of George Brown College, or the vacation of part or 

ail of the site occupied by George Brown College, Council shall undertake a study 

to consider alternate uses for the site hahg partidar regard to the feasibiiity of 

residenfjal a d o r  commercial uses (City of Toronto Planning Board, 197%: 38). 

Given theu history with the Kensington comrrmnity7 and in this wntext of balancing the 

needs of Kensington's residential and commercial interests, planners approached the 

redevelopment of the George Brown Colege site with a degree of caution. Although the 

City was r@ed to undertake a study pnor to remring the site7 when the Colege 

officially closed, the p W g  department desided to wait until an achial proposal was 

made More attempting to meet this requirement. Aware of the community's strong 

interest in the site and the u n e  over who would own the property in the We, City 



planners took on a passive, yet interested role. As it hirned out, the search for a new 

owner of the George Brown College site was not straightfonvard, and it was four years 

afier the College had announced 3s intentions to close before an application for rezoning 

was filed with the Planning Department. 

When the campus officially closed in March 1995, the site became a widespread 

community issue. As the feature of a special issue of the local newspaper the "Dnim", 

residents were alerted to the closure with the bold fiont-page headline "George Brown 

Gone: Now What?'@rum, 1995). Describing the site as the largest land parce1 in 

Kensington Market, the paper went on to outline what was known to date about who 

owned the land and by what process it would be sold. 

From the community's perspective, this was a tremendously important local issue 

for a variety of reasons. Given the size of Kensington, the scale of the land that was about 

to become available with the closure was significant. Early rumours in the community 

suggested the site couid become everything fiom an indoor shopping mall, to residential 

housin& to a parking lot. The location of the College was important @en that it wu in 

such close proxhity to the Market, and there was conceni over the impact of friture uses 

for the site fiorn the local bwiness interests. As well, the closure of George Brown meant 

a loss of potential customers: the College had a large student population who had used the 

Market's shops and restaurants. The fact that such a locally significant parcel of land was 

b m h g  avdable for redevelopment was also a conan for Kensington residents. Many 

were concemed about retainhg the commumty's residential character (resident A-K, 



1996), and were anxious both about the fbture use of the site as well as the &&y of the 

site if it remainecl empty for a long period of time. 

While there were many concems about the closure, the Kensington commdty 

dso saw the potential for redevelopment on the site as a real opportunity. As one 

interested party explained, 

I see the creativity and optiMsrn of the Kensington cornrnunity as special. On the 

one hand they are fea fi... on the other haad they also see the campus didn't 

exactly fit the commun ity.... So they see the redwelopment as an opportunity. 

Maybe some changes cm be brought in which can revîtalize the business 

cornmunity and be more compatible with the characteristics of the [residential] 

cornmunity (interested party B-K, 1997). 

Collective Action Arnong Diverse Interests? Kensington Market Working Group 

While much of land use planning can be characterized as technical and regulatory, 

some planning issues are unmistakably about politics. Active, vocal residents and business 

people in Kensington have dweloped relationships with local plmers and politicians, 

although not dong clearly orgsnized channels. Kensington is a community where 

collective action is possiile when necessary; y& ultimateiy the workings of this diverse 

comm~ty are characteristically amchical. For example, despite its compact size, the 

community has multiple business and resident essociations claiming to represent 

Kensington's interests, as weli as sorne charismatic indMduals who bold l d  iduence. 

As the pianner assigned to Kensington eqlained, this is a cornmunity where 'Yoou need to 



listen, accept other ways of living.. . you need opemess, lots of [telephone] cails, and 

patience" @lamer A-K, 1 996a). 

The closure of George Brown College became an issue that inspireci collective 

action. Although some community members were aware of the impending closure earfier, 

the first gathering of local interests took place in late 1993 when the local MPP Rosario 

Marchese (and Parliarnentary Assistant to the Premier) calleci a commUNty meeting. He 

recognized the Coilege closure would af5ect a large and important piece of land in the 

community, and invited people to corne and disais  it. A srnail group of people came to 

this first meeting, many of whom would later become the core of cornmunity planning 

efforts concemed with the fùture of the George Brown Coiiege site (resident C-K, 1997). 

Believing the property could be used as a tool of community revitalbation, Marchese 

wanted to easure the commWUty was not shut out of the process (Kensington Market 

Working Group, 1997). Subsequent meetings facilitateci by MPP Marchese were heid 

over the next year, and attendance grew. What emerged out of this process was the 

creation of a new comrnunity association: the Kensington Market Working Group. 

The Kensington Market Working Group aime- to be a representative voice for the 

wmmunity at large over the George Brown College issue, although this was soon 

expandeci to include other issues of locai interest such as parking, gahage, and 

neighbourhood s a f i .  The Working Group was made up of active wrnmunity members, 

some of whom were professiomis who brougiit with them skilis of law, architecture, 

business, and politics. AMough imrolvhg a mixed group of people and interests, as one 

m e d m  admitted that newer ethnic groups present in the community (such as Asian or 



Africain) were, and continue to be, deeply under-represented in the Working Group 

(resident A-K, 1996). The Working Group was designed as a formal voice for the 

community, with a board of directors and sub-cornmittees to tackle specific issues. One of 

the first cornmittees to be formed was the George Brown Steering Cornmittee - involving 

a group of dediuited individuals who had experience or interests that could lobby for /the 

community's position on the fbture of the George Brown College site. 

Perhaps the greatest success of the Working Group has ben the creation of a 

venue where residential and commercial interests could corne together. Incorporated as a 

non-profit organization in 1995, the Working Group built bridges with potiticians and 

0 t h  community associations in a concentrated effort to be a tnily representative body for 

the community. This was wusual for Kensington. Unlike other residential comunities 

where there might be one residents' or ratepayers' association, or other commercial areas 

where merchants have joined together with a Business Improvement Area or a registered 

Business Association, Kensington has had a much more erratic and fiee-flowing 

association of interests. Multiple resident and business groups do exist, but the degree to 

which any partidtu group rcpresents ail relevant hterests or communicates with those 

interests is questionable. From the beginning, the Working Group aimed to be Merent 

from existing mmmunity associations in Kensington. As one Working Group mernber 

explained, "The group sp& in terms of 'we the c~munity~ .  .. this is in contrast to the 

business associations where they stül speak more fiom th& individual experience; 'my 

store'" (resident C-K, 1997). 



It is within this environment that the Kensington Market Working Group set out to 

generate a community-wide consensus over what should be done with the George Brown 

College site. The WorkiPg Group members were convinced of the need to develop such a 

consensus despite tendencies in the community towards more interest-based coalitions and 

a practice of somewhat unconventional organization. To encourage wide community 

participation, hundreds of flyers were delivered in the community, with translations 

provided by the City of Toronto as weli as a local community organizatioq St. Stephen's 

House. Articles in the local newspaper such as the special issue on the campus closure 

@nim, 1995) were also helptiil in Uicreasing local awareness. At community meetings, 

interpretive s e ~ c e s  were made available in Chinese, Spanish and Pomiguese. Even with 

these inclusive efforts, participation by the wide range of ethoculturai groups ïiWig and 

working within Kensington remaineci low. "Th9 still corne to the comrnunity meetings," 

one person active in the community explained, "...but none of them are involved in the 

steering group. That wuld be seen as an under-representation in the process. Language 

seems to be a major factor" (uiterested party B-K, 1997). 

In February 1995, the Working Group sponsored an "Ideas Meeting" as a first step 

in the cornmunity planning process over the W e  of the College site. A professional 

fmiiitator was hired and the eighty people that atîended dweloped an impressive list of 

possible uses for the site through brainstorming - parking, housing, park space, raaii, 

edudon, arts, "green" initiatives, and collltnuaity services, ammg other ideas 

(Kensington Market Working Group, 1995a). Motivated by a Working Group member 

who had experience with cornrnunity participation processes, a grassroots consultative 



approach was employed at the meeting. As one of the organizers in attendance describecl 

it: 

Before we showed anybody any plans we had ... [go] people in a room. We just 

put paper all over the wall and said 'tel us what you think might be a good idea to 

put in this building'. . . remarkably M y  the ideas saed out into thhgs that we 

should look at incorporating" (interested party A-K, 1997). 

As those in attendance moved Eom brainstorming to critically analyzing each idea for ifs 

practicality, a community consensus over what should be done with the George Brown 

College site evolved. The Worlcing Group was lefl with a general schematic plan of what 

could be done, and more importantly a List of development principles for the site that 

transcendai architecture (interesteci party A-k 1997). These principles represented what 

the community wanted to retain and foster in their neighbourhood, and included: the need 

to make any future development financidy stable; a rejection of mega-developments; a 

concern over protecting the vitality of the commercial activity in the market; a concern 

over the impact of fiiture development for the residential conwuni@; and a preference for 

renovation and redevelopment over dernolition and new development on the site. 

The Working Group used the Febniary 1995 meeting as a springboard for 

developing a community-bad option for the site. Two additional community-wide 

meetings were held to take the community's ideas and translate them into action. As one 

active Workirig Group member scplained, they saw this community planning process as a 

r d  opportunity. "Usually the public is in a reactive position when it cornes to zoning 

changes ... this time the coxnmunity d d  get ahead of the bail" (resident A-K, 1996). 



Aiming to carry the weight of community consensus behind it, the Working Group set out 

to be a player in the political maneuvering over what would eventuaily happa to the 

property. 

The Search for A Buyer 

At a formal level, the City of Toronto was mandated by the Kensington 

neighbourhood Official Plan to be a key player throughout the redevelopment process of 

the site. Although required to do a planning study prior to rezooing the Coiiege site, the 

planning department decided to wait until a proposai was made by a developer. 

me Ruvince's Rde 

The search for a new owner of the George Brown College site was complicated. 

The province of Ontario had bought the property in the 1950s, and transferred ownership 

to the Board of Governon for George Brown Colege in 1970. The Ministry of 

Education had resewed an option at this tirne to regain ownership of the land for seven 

dollars in the ewnt that the Coilege did not have any M e r  use for it. When the College 

first announced its intention to close the Kensington campus, the matter was immediately 

referred to the Province's Management Board Secretariat. 

White seven dollars mi@ sound like a bargain for 200,000 sq. ft. in a downtown 

Toronto neighbourhood, h m  the beginoing the property was generally treated by 

everyone except the community as a liability no one wanted to be stuck with Every 

potential use for the site was expected to involve substantial and costly renovations, 

estimateci at $10 -20 d i o n  dependhg on the intended use @nim, 1995). Aithough the 



buildings were stmcturaiiy sound, they were not insulated, and had outdated heating, 

plumbing and electrical systerns. Straight dernolition of the buildings to use the property 

as a parking lot was expected to cost $1 million. 

With a cost of one-half a million doUars to do nothing but safey keep the buildings 

empty, the Province did not jump at the chance to exercise its seven dollar option. The 

Province did, however, commission a study to look at four specific scenarios for the 

property: continuhg use for educational a d o r  commercial purposes; residential 

development; residential 1 commercial rnixed use; and complete redevelopment of the site 

(dernolition). The study described the zoning changes each scerwio would require, and 

concluded that using the main floor of the buildings for commercial use and the rest for 

non-profit housing was the prefmed option, dowing for the highest and best use for the 

Province (Ian Momson and Associates, 1993). The Management Board Secretariat was 

reluctant to engage in wch a project, choosing instead to delay its final decision about the 

men dollar option until the campus finally closed. 

The Kensington Market Working Group, by contrast, had always been very 

interested in the property. Following the wmmunity planning process they had Uiitiated, 

and using volunteer labour fiom those who Iived, worked and were cuncemed about the 

fimire of Kensington, the Worlang Group m e d  to put together a rather detailed 

proposal of theK own (Kensington Market Working Group, 1995b). Envisionhg a 

participatory commuaity planning and design process, they prepared the proposal with a 

non-profit organization, Toronto Artscepe Inc., as the developer. ReqWring the three 

exh@ buildings to be converted h m  an Iiisttmtional Use to a MBred Use designtition, 



the Working Group's proposal involved the construction of a combination of artist 

livelwork studios, housing, a cdtural hbator, '  some parking, and grade-level retaü 

facing Baldwin Street. While in many respects the proposal articulateci a vision for the 

site's fbture use, it also inciuded a remarkable arnount of specificity. Costs and financing 

were outlined; schematic plans and a timeline for implementation were included. The key 

assumption of the proposal, however, was that the Province would t r d e r  its ownership 

(through the seven dollar option) to the non-profit Toronto Artscape. The problem, as 

they soon discovered, was that the transfer of ownership could only go to another 

gove~ment, and not to a non-profit organization. At this point the Working Group went 

to the City of Toronto. 

The housing department at the City of Toronto was generaily enthusiastic about 

the potential for an affordable housing project on the site, seeing it as a means to meet 

needs for family housing within Kensington and adjacent aeighbourhoods. The housing 

department's interests peaked as provincial hding sources for such projects were ait 

mon &er the Conservative government took power in June 1995. The Kensington 

Market Working Group's proposal dso had support Rom the local City Councillor, Dan 

Leckie, who was concernecl about the Market's decliae. Many with an interest in 

Kensington feared pressures fiom the recession and the increasing number of empty 

stor&onts put the neighbourhood at ri& - the closure of George Brown College codd 

become symbolic of a dying corunun@. 



The Toronto City Council's Executive Comminee proved to be the real stumbling 

block for the Working Group's community proposal. Headed by Tom Jacobek, a 

consemative Councillor weil hown for his cost-cutting stance, the Executive Cornmittee 

was womed about the potentid for the City to be stuck with a property that would be 

expensive to renovate and maintain. At the same time, thougb, the possibility for the City 

to get centrdy located r d  estate for just seven dollars was indeed attractive. As the 

cornmittee reported to Council: 

The City has an opportunity to acquire this valuable site for a nominal pnce for the 

purpose of redevelopment.. . While the long-term feasibility of the redevelopment 

of the site has still to be detemineci, it is felt that the inherent value of the site 

pemiits the City to acquire the site, complete the study, and still have the option of 

proceeding or not proceeding without net cost to the City. The closing of the 

purchase will be subject to the City sati$ying itselfon the environmental condition 

of the site. (City of Toronto Executive C o d e e ,  1995a: 58) 

The Executive Cornmittee recommended that the City commission additional feasibility 

and environmental studies of the property. The Province agreed to extend the deadline on 

the transîer option und July 11, 1995 to allow the City's studies to be done, m & g  to 

pay for the upkeep costs of the propezty in the interim. E the City agreed, the actual 

aansfer would take place on Septernber 30 of that year (City of Toronto Exemtive 

ComnUttee, 1995a: 59). 

h an irony of bweaucratic red tape, the completion of these studies took longer 

than the deadliae extension allowed for and e v W y  cost the City its chance to own the 



land. As tirne ran out, the City of Toronto sent a letter to the Province saying it would 

exercise the option pending the completion ofwhat they expected to be favourable 

studies, but it was too late. The new provincial goverment, perhaps believing the process 

had dragged on long enough and unwilling to pay anything fùrther for the site, did not 

gnuit another extension. The Management Board Secntanat officially ailowed the 

transfer option to expire. Oniy two days later the City's studies came in recommending 

the City of Toronto buy the property, a fact that is somewhat bitterly remembered by 

those involved (resident A-K, 1 996).* 

me Kensington Wmking Grwp's Role 

Carefid not to put too much stake in govemrnents that seemed unwiîiing to act 

quickly and take over the property, the Working Group had also been negotiating with 

George Brown Coiiege itselfduring this period. The Working Group was proposing the 

Coilege retain title to the land until the community moved through w b t  was expected to 

be a lengthy rezoning process. Under this proposal, the community would not be 

responsible for fhancing until they could start construction. but it was argueci the Colege 

wodd also benefit because the proposal involved community cui tmi  groups renting Wace 

to cover gened upkeep CO&. The Working Group gave an opering offir of $7OO,Oûû 

for the land itself, with an on-going rentai stream of $100,000 per year (inrerested party 

A-& 1997). From the Working Group's perspective, this deai was very fair - their own 



feaslirlity studies had shown that the property was only worth $1 million, and the yearly 

payment could have paid for something like a Chair of Urban Planning for the College 

(resident A-K, 1996). The College disagreed. They were obviously interested in 

obtaining as much revenue for the property as possible, and believed market value would 

yield much more. As well, according to Working Group members, the Coilege was not 

interested in m8intaining any sort of permanent role on the site. George Brown College 

rejected the comrnunity's offer, and put the property up for sale. 

At this point, the Kensington Market W o h g  Group decided to invest their 

energies in educating potential buyers about the wmmunity's interests for the site rather 

than attempt another proposal. The Kensington community had deveioped a consensus 

over what they did and didn't want for the site - the mjority of the site for residential 

use, retd on Baldwin Street to recomect the market with Spadina Avenue and 

Chi~town, parking to accommodate these uses, and the potential for community space. 

The Woricing Group wanted any friture developer to work within this hmework. The 

efforts of the Working Group paid off Ofthe three bids seriously considerd by the 

Coilege, ail were from dmlopers who had agreed to support the comrnunity's proposal 

(resident A-K, 1996). Worth noting, however, is that despite the Coiiege7s beiief that the 

buildings were worth considaably more (some suggest they expected $5 million), 

interested developers did not offer much more than the community itselfhad (mtaested 

pw A-K, 1997). 

By the end of Octoba 1996, t became known that George Brown College had 

found a buyer (phmer A-K, 1996b). The first impressions within the Kensington 



community were positive: the buyer the College had chosen was also one the Working 

Group supported, feeling cornfortable with their cornmitment to work with the community 

ifthey secured the favourable bid for the site. Closing the deal, however, proved to be 

diffcdt. Amidst a climate of speculation and hearsay within the community, the 

amouncement of the sale was delayed into November, and then again into the new year. 

It was at this point that a second developer entered the scene. Having heard about 

the delay in closing the George Brown College deai, they approached the College directly 

and discovered the buyer had put down a deposit, but was having financial problems in 

closing the deal (developer interest A-K 1997). An architect involved with this new 

developer had been interest4 in the site at the original sale, and suggested they team up 

and effdveiy assume the buyer's offer. As a resuit: 

"[the buyer] is still involved in this project, although in a minority role, and we [the 

second deveioper] sort of became the major partner in the project so that way it 

avoided any legal banle ... it was sort of a win-win situation. George Brown 

wanted to close the sale quickly. .. [the buyer] wanted to resolve this thing with 

some dignity... and we have a redy exciting project to work on. So it was good 

for everybody" (developer interest A-K, 1997). 

Having secured the deal, the new developet quickiy went to work drawing up plans for 

the site. Eager to have th& applicatioa for development and zoning changes approved 

More the City of Toronto was dissolved into the "mega-city": they met with the 

Kensington comunity and a~ounced their plans to tum the site into primarily affordable 



residential loft condominiums: with some grade-levei retail space on Baldwin Street. 

Parking for these residential units was incorporated into the site, and most of the structure 

of the three College buildings was to be rdained. The developers also estabiished an 

aggressive timeline that had building starting Janury  1998 and the property occupied by 

the following summer. 

The cornrminity was generaîly supportive of the plans. It seemed the developer 

respected the community's vision for the site and was wiiii~lg to risk a sizable amount of 

money on a redevelopment project that would both protect the community's chamter as a 

residential neighbourhood, as weli as infuse the Market with new customers for its shops 

and restaurants. While the developer did not use the Kensington Market Working 

Group's proposal, they did agee to the development p~ciples  it included and the basic 

elements of the community proposal were incorporated into the developer's plans 

(iterested party A-K, 1997). The dweloper also hired the two architects who had been 

working on the community proposal, thereby capitalking on their knowledge of the site, 

and sustaining a continuity with the wmmunity consensus that had been achieved. 

Examhing the Kensington Case Study 

As was explained in Chapter Two, the case studies in this research were evaiuated 

on four grounds: (1) participation in public decision-making (2) democratic equaiity; (3) 

social structures and associations; and (4) solidanty and tolerance. Each of these criterion 

wili be evafuated below in the context of the Kensington case. 

Tbe c u n Q ~ i m i s  are expecbi to di for amrmd $100,000 each. Whüe the commPnity genediy 
favamed~psefDr~site,ithadalway~bemimporranttothemtiiatthiehripsingbailtbe 
a f f o r d a M e s o a s t o f ï t w i t h t h e c h a r a a e r ~ î h e ~ K a i s i n g t o n n e i ~  



Participation in Ac blic Decisfaon-dng 

In Kensington, it was the local MPP who initiated a collective community reaction 

when it was first known that George Brown Coliege campus would be closing. Although 

the relationship betweea citizens and government officiais had not always been this 

harmonious, in this case it was undoubtedty an important ingredient (business interest B- 

K, 1997). In contrast to the politicians who were instigating community action, the 

plannuig department took on a more responsive role. In fact, this role allowed for a 

substantial informal planning process to begin under the guidance of the Working Group 

long before the formal planning process was engaged with the submission of a zoning 

change to the City by the successfitl developer. Looking back on the success of the 

outcorne, this was applauded by some: 

. . . [the Kensington planner] is one of the more community codtative planners [in 

the City of Toronto's planning department] and 1 think that has been one of the 

things that mved this project fiom somethiiig controversial to something where 

everybody is rowing in the same boat. 1 think that is one of the very necessary 

ingrdents (interested party A* 1997). 

Although reluctant to direct the process, the planning department, and specifidy the 

local pianner, was describecl as behg competent, knowledgeable, and aware ofboth what 

the comxnunity wanted, and what was appropriate (dweloper interest A-y 1997; 

interested party A - y  1997). 

As was d e s c r i i  eariier in this chapter, community participation in this case was 

o@c and proactive. Moreover, in a commuaity with a history of collective action, the 



reaction to George Brown College's closure was not uncharacteristic. Although not the 

first governent project to caphue local attention, the redevelopment of the College site 

was seen as a large structural change that couid potentially have a trernendous local 

impact. This sparked a proactive reaction on the part of individuais within the cornmunity, 

who chose to see the Colege's closure as an opportunity for the neighbourhood. They 

were eager to have their concems taken seriously and did not want any one of the 

comrnunity's diverse interests to detract fkom what was best for the community as a whole 

(resident A< 1996). 

The Working Group represented the core of public participation. Working Group 

rnembers were individuais with the time and ability to get involved in locai issues and 

those who had a strong interest in the changes o c d g  in their community. Some 

described these peuple as "middle-aged, rniddle-class professionals" (business interest A- 

K, 1997). Men saw the participation of this association as covertly political, supporting 

the agenda of an active City Coundor (resident B-K, 1997). Older Kensington residents, 

howwa, acknowledged that the involvement of a small group of people is naturai, 

reflecting almost a genmtional SM, as they remembn times when they tao were active in 

local planning issues in the connnunity (business interest B-K, 1997). Regardless of the 

motivation of these key participants, it was the skills of those who took leadership roles 

and the sophistication of th& invohnment that was key to what became a non-adversariai 

process between planners, the developer and the community, and the creaîion of a final 

outcome that is supporteci by the majonty of Kensington residents and business people 

today. 



What gave this collection of community members legitimacy to speak for 

Kensington as a whole was that the Working Group employed grassroots consultation 

techniques to develop a community consensus over the fbture of the site outside the 

formal planning process, and then used this consensus as leverage among the other 

interested parties. As a resuit, this collective community approach was seen by outsiders 

as a unique but healthy example of local planning: 

The comrnUNty is quite proactive and very experhced, is very ratiod, 

practical ... rnany resident associations don't know how developers work, don't 

understand that projects have to work financially, and one gets into an adversarial 

relationship. In this case the community understood the numbers and understood 

how business works and wished to be woperative and proactive (interested party 

A-K, 1997). 

Despite best efforts, however complete community participation was unattainable. 

W e  encourageci by the large showing of community members at the first consensus- 

building meeting the Working Group held to develop a proposal for the George Brown 

College site, those involved in the planning proctss admitted that fun participation was 

exceedingîy hard to attain (resident A-K, 1996). As someone active in the community 

stated: 

Most people are not involved. Only through loose wnnection to groups via 

membership, but they don? go to meetings. This is despite reqeated opportuaities 

to be more involved. 1960s tartbook-style participation doesn't work (business 

interest A-K, 1997). 



This sentiment was echoed by those with extensive experience in community planning 

processes: 

Of course like any community, issues will never have every single person involved 

in the process. There could be a lot of barriers.. . language barrk.. . people may 

not be interested, or people may not feel things wiii change wen if they get 

involved. In January 1 995 when we had that f%st cornmunity consultation meeting 

we had [almost] 100 people at the meeting. There was only a srnail portion of the 

whole cornmunity, but this is something we have to accept, we cannot have 

weryone involved in the process (interested party B-K, 1997). 

Accordhg to some, limited participation was the result of the busy schedules of people, 

especially business people (resident C-K, 1997). ûthers suggested that interest in an issue 

was difncult to sustain over the long term, and so participation would predictably drop off 

as the process continueci (business interest A-K, 1997). A lack of language and literacy 

s m s  was raised as an dtemative reason for low participation rates by those who 

specincaily questioned the low tuni-out of proportionally srnaller ethnocuitural groups 

(who are also ment immigrants) (interested pmty B-K, 1997). 

While some continued to see the Workhg Group's activities as politicaily 

motivated and insincere (resident B-K, 1997), to their credit they did s u d  in building 

bridges between the two major cleavages within the community, incorporaîing people who 

representeû both local business and resident interests in decision-making. In a community 

with several business and residents' associations, this was no small tasL and made the 



i n f o d  community planning process arguably more legitimate. As one who facilitated 

this process explained: 

As far as the representation of citizens in the community meetings and in the 

remainder of the process ... I think they are very weli represented. We have 

business people, people who are residents of the area - this is the two major 

sectors in the community, which couid have a very Merent agenda. People who 

do the business and people who live here rnay see differently on the problem of the 

fûture of redevelopment. In the whole process I can see both sectors are well 

represented. (interested party BK, 1997). 

Moreover, through their extensive efforts at community consensus-building, the Working 

Group was able to keep the cornmunity informed about the planning process surrounding 

the Cokge's redevelopment, and even expand their mandate beyond this one p l d g  

issue to address other concerns raised by business people and residents. Again, the one 

glaring omission in terms of representation was that of recent immigrants belonging to 

proportiodly smaiier ethndhiral groups. Although they were ewident in the larger 

community meetings, they did not appear to be represented in the leadership of the 

Working Group or my of its subcommittees (interested party B-K, 1997; developer 

interest A& 1997). 

Participation in the Kensington case mdy was largely within an UifocmaI planning 

process, dominated by a hanâful of interesid commdty members. In keeping with its 



"urban village" character, Kensington is a cornmunity where personalities matter a great 

deal. As a community service organizaîion employee active in the Kensington area noted: 

It is such a fucinating community. It took me quite some time to rnake myself 

familiar with the Market, when 1 took this job.. . A lot of demanding personal 

relationships, relationships between major groups - it takes time to be familiar. It 

wasn't easy (interesteci party B-Y 1997). 

To those living in Kensington, these personalized relationships are crucial to how inauence 

is exercised in local decision-making. Perhaps best describeci as coalition-building, 

support within the community for pursuing local changes within formal planning channels 

was centred around the personaiities of influentid individuals. As one long-time resident 

explained: 

That's how it works. You have to have a strong willingness in this area 

[cornmunity support], then you cm bring it forward to the poiiticians. Ifyou 

haven't got anyone to carry it what are you going to do? You need to have 

someone they [the City] will respect @usiness interest B-K, 1997). 

In addition to the inmience of pasonalifies in the community was the powerful role 

played by the Working Group. In &ct, many of the cbarismatic leaders in the community 

were members of the Working Group, or its sub-codees. The influence of the 

Working Group was rooted in the varied c o m t y  interests it incorporateci. It was 

legaimized by the community consensus they worked at acquiring earty and continued to 

carry with them throughout the p r o a s .  This role was praised as key to how the Coilege 



redevelopment was resolved with such wide support within the community (interested 

party A-K., 1997): 

The leadership of the Kensingîon Market Working Group was critical. There was 

a group of residents who were ready to meet the community and help them find 

the wishes of their own. In the absence of the Working Group at that moment, 1 

doubt that we would be as we are now. 1 think that the leadership was most 

crucial to the process (interested party B-K, 1997). 

To date, many Working Group members are committed to cementing this ifluence 

in the commurity even though their raison d' etre, the closure of the George Brown 

College, has corne to a natural conclusion. Some Working Group members hope to 

replace the ad-hoc arrangement of influentid individuais and sometimes inactive 

associations by entrenching the Working Group as the structure for local decision-making 

within Kensington: 

The Working Group has to change with the vision of the Market. It must be 

reputable, accountable, responsible as the community grows and revitalizes. This 

requires a 10-year, a 25-year commitment (resident C-K, 1997). 

This is not a new direction for the Working Group. Early in its life a board of diresîors 

was formed, regular meetings were held, and non-profit status was sought. This was done 

to separate the Working Group fiom other local associations that had a Iiistory of 

qyestionable representation and fktured local politics (resident A-K, 1996). Efforts to 

fom a 1egitimRte structure for community representation improved the Working Group's 



abtlity to be considered a genuine player in the fornial planning process and "politicking" 

that occurred beyond the local community. 

The powerful role the Kensington cornmunity was able to have Ui the planning 

process was facilitated by the City planning department, local politicians, and a community 

semice organhation, yet it was achieved because local residents decided to take this 

power by opting for a strong, idorrned role early on. Because it was considered a serious 

local issue, the closure of the George Brown College genenited a spontaneous, informai 

planning process. 

Beyond the informa1 process, the ability of community mernbers to develop a 

co~lsellsus over what was best for the redevelopment site (e.g. residential use) and, more 

irnportantly, what they collectively vaiued and wished to protect and enhance in 

Kensington as a whole proved to be a powerfùl tool. This clarity and consensus aüowed 

the community to retain influence, through the Working Group, even as the planning 

process moved into a more formal vein. Once into that formai planning process, the 

dweloper had a great deal of power over what was to be proposed, and the municipality 

and planning department had power by way of their authority to approve any applications, 

and the mdated need to complete a study More rezoning of the site could occur. 

Because the Kensington cornmunity had opted for a pro-active role eady on, howwer, its 

coiiective interests remaineci a strong influence even at tbis stage. As a spokesperson for 

the final developa explained: 

In fkt we a d y  retained the architects that were working for both George 

Brown and the co mmunity... a lot of the design had been done by the 



neighbourhood co:nrnunity was what made sense to the cornmunity and we totaliy 

agreed with it - we made some changes, but the basic concept we agreed with - 

the neighbourhood comrnunity is very supportive because it is not very different 

fiom what they wanted to do (developer interest A& 1997). 

The result was a formal planning process that lacked the acrimony and fnistration that is 

sometimes felt by developers, plmers and residents when they discover their interests 

diverge (developer interest A-K, 1997; interested party A-K, 1997). 

Kensington's ethocultural diversity is not W e s t e d  in lmaI ethnodtural 

associations. One possible reason for this is that in Toronto, ethnic groups have spread 

across various urbm neighbourhoods as they have grown in size. For example, while the 

Portuguese were the dominant group in Kensington in the 19605 the present Pomguese 

mrnmunity of Toronto spreads across nfty city blocks and its cultural centre is located 

many blocks west of Kensington (Teixeira, 1995). The strength of ethnodturai 

associations within Kensington is also Iimited by the fact there are few ethnocuîtural 

groups large enough in the community to have a collective presence, and those that are 

large enough have divisions within them based on politicai ideology, class, or home 

country. While rnany residents may be part of ethnodturai associations outside of 

Kensington, withm the community these BSSOCi8tions do not fonn citizens' central 

a a t i o n  or identity. As one active wmrnunity member explained: 

The Kensington] corn- is a neighbourhood, a market .. . these are more 

nadily fonns of idenMcation You can describe who is in Kensington in ethnic 



terms, but you can't project those differences on this city block (resident D-K, 

1 W6b). 

in the case of George Brown CoUege, the primary community dEerentiation was 

between residents and business people. This histohl cleavage sprang frorn the unusual 

rnixing of residential and commercial uses within such a densely populated area and is 

accentuateci by the fact that most business people in the Market today do not live within 

the Kensington comrnunity (resident B-K, 1997). The division between residential and 

commercial interests dissolves into sub-groups as other factors such as ethnicity, culture, 

age, and length of time in the community are taken into account. For example, although 

there is f o d y  only a single residents' association there is an obvious split in the 

cornrnunity between the interests of older and newer residents, which combines with 

differences in ethnicity and culture given Kensington's layered pattern of immigration. 

This split is to some extent represented in the membership of the two community 

organizatiions - the Kensington Residents' Association and the Working Group. 

The business cornmunity in Kensington is even more fhctured. Unlike other 

downtown Toronto cornmuities that have formed Business Improvement Areas to join 

local business interests, merchants in Kensington Market are much more disorganized. As 

the City of Toronto plmer respomiIe for Kensington describeci, they are ". . .not clwly 

organized, but maybe they are m their own way. 1s that the cause of, the nature of the 

commUILity?.. . It doesn't have to be organized if it works" (plmer A-K, 1996a). This 

diversity of local business hterests was best explained by those active in local cornrminity 

politics and decision-malQIlg 



Within the business commulfity there are diierent interests. It could have 

something to do with locations; people on Augusta Street rnay have Merent 

interests thaa people on Kensington Street. It could also be due to the ethoracial 

background. I'm sure my comment would be controversial, but I do feel that the 

business people with Jewish background group together quite closely and other 

businesses fonn their own group, and sometimes their interests or their ways of 

seeing things may not be the same. Also, 1 think it has a lot to do with the type of 

businesses. Grocery stores, or clothing stores, maybe their interests are Mereut. 

Kensimgton market is a mix of all khds of multicultural business and maybe these 

businesses have different interests in the future developments of the community 

(interested party B-K, 1997). 

Ofncially there are two separate business associations in the Market, although 

power-stniggles and specific issues have at dserent tirnes split even these two 

associations. Factors such as ethnicity, age, type of business and whether space is owned 

or rented outline stark differences in the mernbership between the two associations, and 

are a reflection of when each association was created. The oldest business association is 

the Kensington Market Businessmen's [sic] Association - an association that was fotmed 

in the early 1960s when prirnarily white, male, Jewish landowaers joined together out of a 

common interest in property values (business interest A-& 1997). This association and its 

active leadership have been credited with winning some important banles against the City 

for merchants within Kensington W e t  (resident A-K, 1996); although in more ment 



years has been severely criticized for not being representative of ail the local business 

interests. Despite an election for the association in 1989, many were hstrated that no 

real power-slwing occurred or "new bloob' was itifiised as a result. The association 

claimeci to be an active body, but fkiied to present proof of this in the way of meeting 

minutes or bank records (resident C-K, 1997).~ Amidst these charges, new elections were 

held and a subsequent business association was created in 1995. Known as the 

Kensington Market Business Association, this new association includes a cross-section of 

ethnocultural groups (reflectiag the diversity of shops in the Market today) and is 

dorninated by younger merchantq many of whom rent their space. 

Within this somewhat disorganized environment, the Kensington cornmunity 

fiinctions in practice not through associations, but instead through the leadership of 

individuals who act as spokespersons for Werent interests. For some, including those 

who have been working hard to mate formal structures of power and infiuence in the 

comxnunity, this is a point of constant hstration. As one person active in the new 

Business Association lmented, "Most people are not involved. ûniy through loose 

connections to groups via membaship, but thqr don? go to meetings. This is despite 

repeated opportruiities to get hoivedm (business interest A-& 1997). Perhaps as a result 

of this reluctance on the part of w m m ~  members to activeiy participate in local 

associations, the Business Association appears to be déring a similar fate as its rival and 

has struspied to hold onto its structure of regular meaings. It is amidst this environment 



that Kensington Market Workuig Group's continued success as a collective, organized 

association is umsual, and is amiutable to the personal cornmitment of its mernbership 

and the specific, Mie-bounded challenge it had to address. For others, however, the 

domination of infiuential people continues to be a natural and usefbl way to accomplish 

local goals (business interest B-K, 1997). Personal alliances with local leaders remain a 

more accurate reflection of Kensington's social structure than formal association 

membershi p lists. 

Given this complex maze of associations, alliances, and personal influence, 

Kensington is a community that could be interpreted as disorganized and somewhat 

dysfùnctionai as a collecfivity. Yet this apparent disorganizatioo is a historical element of 

continuity within Kensington. As a community where the muitiplicity of smaller factions 

of interests has been the nom, continuity s p ~ g s  fiom the creation and re-creation of 

alliances and associations as issues within the comrnunity arise. hiring the research, both 

residents and business people aWre were quick to give examples of other instances where 

community interests coalesced (and Kensington's history of community actMsm supports 

this), invariably at times when the commwÿty felt threatened in some way. Despite the 

divasity of interests present in Kensington, there is a degree of continuity that some find 

cornfort in. As one long-fime resident commented: "If my parents came back to life they'd 

still recognize Kensington. Reiiovations have been done, but there is an atmosphere, an 

ambiance.. . it is a place where you can live, work, eat, go to school all in the same block" 

(resident B-K, 1997). 



Solidan'ty and ToIe~nce 

Kensington's sense of community solidaiity cornes fiom the unique downtown 

urbanism (often described as an "urban village") that it offers as a place to live and work. 

Home to a population of immigrants and urban professionals, Kensington is a community 

that embodies a diversity that rnany find attractive. This b'urbanism'' is tangible: 

. . .they ail have a love of this area, they're aii downtown people. They like the 

urbanity of it. AU the quaiities of Kensington they thrive on. I think that is sort of 

sehelecting. If they didn't like it they wouldn't Live here.. . . It seerns to be a very 

conscious decision, they are very proud of the area, and they want to maintain it 

and strengthen it (dweloper interest A-& 1997). 

Kensington residents also acknowledge, however, that it is a community where 

people "rnind their own business", where people are independent and corne together ody 

when a particuIar issue moves them (resident B-K, 1997; business interest B-K, 1997). 

The solidm that community members share in their urban identity was particularly 

evident in the planning example explored in this research. The closure of the George 

Brown Coiiege campus was just the sort of issue that wuld bring together independent 

interests. As was rwealed in Chapter Four, the Kensington area has a long history of 

collective action at times when change appears to threaten the unique character of the 

community. Yet this periodic "cuming together" of diverse interests should not be 

equated with a sense of wmmunity that runs bqrond their wmmon interest in preserving 

the place that embodies the urt>an identity t h 9  find attractive. As one active resident 

explained: 



On the one hanci, the concept of community doesn't fit with Kensington. People 

try to find things that tie them together as a neighbourhood, but in a way it is still 

just a city block. At best a neighbourhood. But a community? On the other hand, 

when you have a festival you hope it will bring everyone together. A negative 

issue.. . then everyone would corne together as Kensington people (resident D-K, 

1996b). 

This sentiment was expresseci by business people active in Kensington as weU: 

Kensington is not a cornmuiity in a cultural sense. Neighbourhoods in larger 

urban centres are not communities.. . the interaction of people, positive or negative, 

makes it sort of like a community. People would respond to negative change; like 

when everyone is collectively angry about something and other intelecf~als 

capitalize on that feeling. But it's not clean, and not necessarily progressive. Only 

can say it is a shared experience r d y  [sic] (business interest A-Y 1997). 

The historical pattern of immigration h o  Kensington also has a uaifyuig &êct on 

the comunity. In facî, diversity is so embedded in the community's history that it is 

taken for granted, and tends to be interpreted as a source of strength, rather than a factor 

working against community solidanty. W~th one of its greatest constants being change, 

Kensington has becorne home to a new group of immigrants that continue to reiaforce not 

only ethnodtural diversity, but dso: "diversity fkom lmguage, Merent needs, 

representation of issues, education, culture and laws, incorne levels, [and] 

responsibilities.. ." (resident C-y 1997). 



Mers outside the community have aoticed this strength. Kensington attracts 

many visitors and tourists who are eager to experience this ''atmosphere and ambiance" 

that is created by the community's density, mixed uses, and ahnocultural diversity. 

Kensington's uniqueness bas also proved to be a bargainhg tool: according to some, when 

local needs and initiatives c m  be identifid as supporting the multiculturai character or the 

community's diversity, the City of Toronto is keen to be supportive (business interest A- 

K, 1997). Xnterestingiyy the cornmunity's ethnocuitwaf diversity has been touted as the 

best seliing fature for the new condominiums the developers are building on the old 

George Brown CoUege site (deveioper interest A-K., 1997). 

Diversity, howwer. has also proved to be counter-productive to accomplishing 

what some would consider to be community goals. Vewed as a "selling fame'' by the 

developers and something unique and worthy of protection by the City of Toronto, 

Kensington's diversity is not as id&d by those who iive and work there. Although 

valued as an important aspect of the community's urt,an identity, residents and business 

people dso recognize that the commumty is a colection of individuai people, sometimes 

with very dEerent perspectives, that corne together ofken informally over specific issues. 

This is a source of frustration for some active members of the CO- who want to 

build a strong community solidarity - reachg consems within such a mixed group of 

interests and viewpoints is a chalienge. Therefore, wMe they may see Kensington's 

diversity as a positive, they also recognize it can be the community's "worst enemy" 

(business interest A-K, 1997). 



Tolerance is a significant aspect of community life in Kensington, given the hi& 

density of the neighbourhood and the multiple group associations that hctioned within 

its borders. Some identifiecl this tolerance by pointing to examples of the diffecent 

languages and cultures that live and work side-by-side each other in Kensington (business 

interest B-K, 1997). Others, however, contradicted the notion of Kensington as a tolerant 

cornmunity by suggesting that what some saw as tolerance was really no more than an 

acceptance that no singie group of people was large enough or powerfiil enough to exert 

its weight over others in the community. When asked if Kensington was a tolerant 

community, one resident even suggested it was the lack of a majority that made 

Kensington seem tolerant: 

Tolerant community? No. Accepting, but maybe by virtue of there not being a 

block of a single group. There are so rnany dserent people now, and there is an 

acceptance of underdogs and people that are different (business interest A-K, 

1997). 

Ethnocultural d i v e  is not the only strain on tolerance in Kensington. In fact, 

for some it is the combination of residentiai and commercial uses in such a densely 

popuiated space that is the most amazjng example of tolemce present in the community. 

As one person arplained: 

Kensington] is not just a residential community, nor is it just a ntail or 

commerd community. It is very distinctive in that ôoth groups work togder  in 

a pretty positive way. People live on top of these stores. People live on streets 

Jogged with tdt ic.  And on the other han& f o b  in the market seem to be quite 



supportive of the residential cornmuni@. It is an interesthg comrnunity in that 

way.. . it is much more densely intenvoven, the shops are nght in the middle of the 

neighbourhooà, it's not as if they are out on the main street. Both parties seem 

quite willing to live with the vagaries and problems of the other (iterested party 

A-K, 1997). 

Alternatively, the coexistence of residential and commercial interests cm be attributed to 

the practical requirernents of their proximity rather than a common understanding, or a 

consciously shared sense of place 

Residential and commercial - 1 don't see a lot of interaction between them. To 

me it seems there is a lhe that is drawn; "as long as you don't step over that lioe 1 

don't care what happens in your side. [sic]" Even though we label them as the 

Kensington community, 1 don't see a lot of interaction, 1 don't see a lot of 

collaboration, [but] 1 don? see a lot of fights. It's just that everyone knows there 

is a line that evayone watches carefuly (iitensted party B-K, 1997). 

Epilogue: New Hope for Kensington? 

With the George Brown College planning issue coming to a close, some members 

of the Kensington community had been working on other meaas of revitaîizing the 

neighbourhood. A rnember of the Kensington Market Business Association prepued a 

detaiied inventory of the revitaikation needs of the community, and presented it to 

Coundor Dan Leckie (business interest A* 1997). This project was taken on by the 

City of Toronto planning department, which dweloped a draft Kensmgton Market Achn 

Pian. Comtmcted with the help of a reference group of active community residents and 



merchants (some of whom were iwolved in the Working Group and local business 

associations), the planning department's aim was to develop grassroots suggestions for the 

comrnuaity's revitalkation needs and create a basis for the consensus needed to ùnplanent 

any future revitalkation plan (plamer A& 1996b). A public meeting on the Plan was 

held in March, 1997 and Council adopted the Action Plan in June of that year. 

The Action Plan is a fiamework to revitalize the Kensington area, and focuses on 

the Market. Based on the recognition that the economic vitaiity of the Market had been 

sapped in ment years, the Plan suggested action in six particular areas: physical 

a p p m c e ;  promotion of the Market; Street marketing; store vacancies; trafnc and 

parking; and recycling (City of Toronto Uhan Development Senices, 1997). The Action 

Plan was givm a three year implementation timehe, and continues to require a joint effort 

by the City of Toronto, property owners and businesses in the Market. 

In combination with the on-going redweiopment of the George Brown College 

site, these revitalization efforts âom the Action Plan have infùsed the Kensington 

community with a new sense of excitement and change. Not everyone, of course, is happy 

with the direction of these changes. As one long time resident explgined, 

Various people have had intluence in the community with an eye to saving it [over 

the years]. The spokesman now is the developer.. . s e h g  a "yuppification of 

Kensington7'. No thought is given to the impact of George Brown CoUege ifit 

gets developed as they suggest (resident B-Y 1997). 

Although there have been planning edZorts by the City to draw a rderence group 

together to devdop a revitalization agenda, there contirme to be at least two cornpeting 



Business Associations in the Market. As well, the Kensington Market Working Group is 

trying to entrencb itself in the hopes of being a centrai voice for the community beyond 

their on@ mandate of the George Brown Coilege's redevelopment (Kensington Market 

Working Group, 1997; resident C-K 1997). With the City promising to spend money in 

Kensington, and even taik of federal govemment infiastnicture moaey becoming available 

in the future, these associations are at present not in conflict. Aithough they may not 

envision identical futures for the neighbourhood, the many groups and interests present in 

the comunity aii want Kensington to mcceed. There is also the question of who is 

representing the dent majority of immigrants living in the comrnunity. Although the 

diversity of the area is seen in the public meetings that have been held on the Action Plan, 

it is not as evident arnongst the leaders of community associations. 

As a politicized urban planning issue, the redeveiopment of George Brown Coiiege 

spurred a unique and dynamic community planning process. Within this process, however, 

Nidence of the social, economic, and political implications of land use decisions have 

emerged. These implications will be more M y  addressed in Chapter Eight. where an 

d y s i s  and cornparison of the two case studies used in this dissertation is presented. In 

the next chapter, the focus is on the second case study in this research: the suburban 

community of Markham. 



CHAPTER SM: Diversity and Suburban Planning in Markham 

Markham is a multicdairal, suburban community located just northeast of the City 

of Toronto. Phys idy  growing and economically vibraut, Markham has attracted a 

signifiant arnount of Canada's ment business immigration. Retail condominium 

developments, or "Asian mails'' as they are sometimes referred to) provide a unique 

opportwiity to explore the challenges ethnoculmai diversity poses to rapidly cbanging 

suburban communities, and the pressures such diversity puts on local decision-making. 

The planning process surroundiag retail condominium developments and the community 

of Markham, are the subjects of this chapter. 

Markham 

Markhm is one of sweral burgeoning suburban municipalities that form a ring 

around the more urbanized parts of Toronto (see Map 6.1). The landscape is dominatecl 

by big box retail outlets, campus-style, subuhan commercial and industrial development, 

and low-density residentid neighbourhoods. A conimunity clearly designeci around the 

automobile, Markham is a stereotypical example of suburban planning. 

Upon closer examination, however, there is aiso much that makes Markham 

Merent fiom many of its suburban wunterparts. Widely celebrated in plamhg circles for 

experimenting with neu-&onal planning on a project callecl cGCornell", Markharn is 

known as one of the fitst Canadian municipalities to implement ideas of pedestrian-de 



neighbourhoods that have been made famous by Duany and Plater-Zyberk south of the 

border (Wood-Brunet, 1994). Markham is also recognized for its environmentai 

achievements and has engaged in hovative waste management studies in partnership with 

local residents, the Ontario goverment, and fiincihg partners (Town of  Markham, 1996). 

MAP 6.1: Markham in Toronto's Suborbnn Fringe 

Frorn a local perspective, one of the most significant differences between Markham 

and other more commuter-based subuhan conununities is its a b i  to attract jobs and 

economic opportunities. Markham's economic development office markets the 



community under the theme of "star powef' - and it is a fining slogan. While supporthg 

an attractive residmtid quality of 1üé through urban design and environmental initiatives, 

Markham has also managed to attract a large number of corporate industries. Home to 

over 600 electronics, cornputer hardware ancl software manufacturers, distributors and 

developers, Markham has the largest concentration of high-technology f h s  in Canada 

(Town of Markham Economic Development Otnce, 1996: 3) M a r k  is also home to a 

number of corporate headquarters, including AUstate Insurance, Lego, ATI Technologies, 

Seiko, Johnson & Johnson and IBM (Town of Markham Econornic Development Office, 

1995a: 25). While other centres are adapting to leaner times, commercial growth in 

Markham today is outpacing the peak performance expenenced durhg the 1980s 

(Markham's Cornmitment, 1 997: 4). 

While it actively courts business and industry in a global settiag, Markham also has 

a strong comniunity and heritage focus, owing to its rurai s d  t o m  history. This history 

is qwckly becoming a pastoral legacy as the population of Markharn has more than tripled 

in the last twenty-five (Town of Markham Econornic Development Office, 1995a). 

Moreover, arnidst this population explosion there has been a rapid and substantial 

demographic shS. Immigrants went iy  make up 40 per cent of Markham's population, 

and many are fiom visible minority groups. This immigration into Markharn has occurred 

witbin the 1st ten to fifteen years and has spuTfed acrimony and hstration within the 

community, as will be disaisseci at length later in this chapter. Markham today is a 



dynamic, economidy vital, and ethnocuiturauy diverse subuhan cornmuni$ that 

continues to search for ways to combat its rapid growing pains. 

Looking Baek: A History of Markham 

M a r k  began as a s d  G e m  senlement on what was then uninhabitecl rural 

land .' Making their way up from Niagara Falls, the first settlers to the area came in 1 795. 

These mostly Germaxl settlers were subsequentiy joined by srnall groups of Pennsylvania 

Dutcb, Tunkers and Mennonites who migrated to Upper Canada until the War of 1812 

(Markham Township Historical Cornmittee, 1 9%)). 

Today, Markham is an arnalgamation of d e r  villages, including old Markham 

Village, Unionville, Thomhül and Milliken. Markham's eariiest beginnings were also as a 

collection of hadets and villages - communities that origimted out of the location of an 

early d l  or tavem on a crossroads that spawned subsidii activities. Some of these 

centres of local activty disappeared, while others ( k e  Markham Viîiage or Unionviiie) 

prospered (Conmittee for the History of Markham Township, 1979). Those that survivecl 

were guarmteed a friture because of their proximity to the railway iines, and lata the 

highways. 

Old Markham Village was the largest and most active of these smail centres. 

Known as the Birmingham of Ontario during the late 1800s (Cotntnitfee for the History of 



Markham Township, 1979: 259), Markham Vidage (incorporated in 1872) was a 

manufacturing centre for a variety of goods including shoes, woolens, threshg machines 

and even bells. These industries employed dozens of people who acquired homes and 

services for th& f d e s  in the Village. The industrial role of the Village declined by the 

turn of the century as local industries were unable to compete with larger companies in 

nearby Toronto. 

Unionville, an histoncal centrepiece of contemporary Markham, was a centre for 

bustting commercial development during the last ceatury because of the location of a 

railway station just south of the Viage. Commercial development conhued into the 

1920s with the arrivai of the highway. As historians note, 'Yhis movement south explains 

why so much of the old 19th..century wnionville] village remains intact.. ." within the 

suburban Town of Markham today ( C o d e e  for the Hîstory of Markham Township, 

1979: 301). 

The Town of Markham, as it is c u r r d y  known, was incorporated in 1971. With 

the modemizaîion and suburbanization efforts of the 20th century that spread Toronto's 

population into outer-frhge cornmunifies like Markham, many of its historical crossroads 

comrn~ties an remembered in name only. Covered by housing and industry, much of 

the farming and small town landscape of Markham's past has eroded in favour of suburban 

development. In the rninds of many long-time Markham residents, however, t is that 

pastoral 19th century heritage that contioues to define M a r W s  unique character. 

Mer neariy 200 years as a relatively homogeneous commmity with a strong seiise 

of its historiai roots, MarkhsUn begm to change b h d y  in the 1970s. No longer 



homogeneous, Markham is now a dynamic and somewhat unstable rnix of long-thne 

residents and new Unmigrants. 

Contemporvy Markham: An Empiricai Portrait 

PenDod und Source ~I'.mmigral.r*011 

Communities like Markham offer evidence of a larger shift in the settlement 

patterns of Canadian immigrants. Suburban areas have traditiody been home to the 

Canadian-bom and/or immigrants who have been living in Canada for many years. Today, 

by contrast, many newcorners are also choosing to settle in suburban municipalities 

directly upon anival. Ahhough an historically white, ethnicaily German community, 

Markham's diversity has resulted fkom the infiux of large numbers of immigrants 

into the community to the point where today the population is composed of 48 per cent 

immigrants, 5 1 per cent C d a n - b o m  and 1 per cent non-permanent residents (Statistics 

Canada, 1996). In contrast to Kensington's historical immigration pattern, though, over 

half (54 per cent) of the immigrants living in Markfirtm 8tnved since 198 1 (see Figure 6.1). 

In 1971, Markharn's population was composed of only 20 per cent immigrants, and 80 per 

cent Canadian-bom (Statistics Canada, 1971). By 1981 Markham had more than doubled 

in population, yet immigrants made up only 29 per cent and the Canach-bom stül 

dominatecl at 7 1 per cent of the total population (Statistics Canada, 198 1). By 199 1, the 

immigrant popwon contimied to grow to 40 per cent of Markham's population, while 

the Canadian-born slipped to 58 per cent. This trend has wntinued. The recent 1996 



Census shows that the immigrant and Canadian-bom populations are roughly equal in size 

at 48 and 5 1 per cent, respectively. 

FIGURE 6.1: Immigrant Population by Period of Immigration, Mirkham, 19%. 

Before 1961 

Saurce: Statistics Canada (19%). Profiles, Part 2. 19% Census of Canada 

Tabk 6.1: Top 10 Places of Birth for Totai Immigrants 
and Recent Immigrants,* Mukham, 1996. 

ToW Immigrants 

Recent rmmigrauts re&xs to those who immigrated to Canada between 199 1 and 19%. 
Source: Statistics Canada (1996). h j l e s ,  Purt 2. 19% Census of Canada. 

1. Hong Kong 
2. People's Rep. of China 
3. United Kiogdom 
4. India 
S. Jamaica 
6. Italy 
7. Philippines 
8. Guyana 
9.RepublicofSouthAfh 
10. Greece 

Reeent hmigrants 
25.8 % 
10.2 % 
6.9 % 
6.3 % 
4.4 % 
4.3 % 
3.5 % 
2.9 % 
2.8% 
2.2 % 

1. Hong Kong 
2. People's Rep. of China 
3.  M a  
4.RepublicofSouthAfkica 
S. Philippines 
6. Sri Lanka 
7. Iran 
8. Pakistan 
9. Taiwan 
IO. Guyana 

48.1 % 
17.3 % 
4.3 % 
3.2% 
3.0 % 
2.8 % 
2.2 % 
1.6 % 
1.5 % 
1.4 % 



With changes in federal immigration policy in the 1960s and 1970s, Canada has 

witnessed a SM in source countries away fiom Europe in favour of Asia. As the majority 

of Markham's immigrants arrived since 198 1, the community predictably reflects the 

nationai trend toward Asian immigration. Immigrants âom Asia, and especiaüy Hong 

Kong and China, represent the largest group within Markham, with European immigrants 

fiom the United Kingdom, Italy and Greece present in comparatively much smaller 

proportions (see Table 6.1). When recent immigrants are isolated fiom the total 

imrnigrant population, there are no European countries in the top ten list. 

The ethaocultural diversity that is characteristic of Markham today is also evident 

in the variety of ethnic origins that residents claim. Chinese is the most fiequent ethnic 

origin clahed5 (33 per cent), followed by East Indian (12 per cent), Canadian (8 per 

cent), and then English and Italian (each a? 7 per cent). The balance of the population is 

scattered among many ethnic groups. Cornplmentkg this ethnicity data is visible 

minority available with the 1996 Census, which shows that 46 per cent of Markham's total 

population belongs to a visible minority group (Statistics Canada, 1996). 

Given the variety of ethnic groups in which Markham residents claim membership, 

one might expect a corresponding mu1tjiingual community as well. Swpisingly, this is not 

the case. Markham is ovefwheimingly m Englîsh-speakiog wmmunity, with 68 per cent 

of the population speaking English in the home. Of the remaining 32 per cent, Chinese is 

the nad most frequent language spoken in the home (see Figure 6.2). 



FIGURE 6.2: Language Spoken at Home*, Markham, 1996. 
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Som: Statistics Canada (1 9%). Profiles, Pcat 3. 19% Census of Canada 

Incorne and Educdun 

Markharn is a very duent subuhan comrnmity. Household income is evenly 

spread across the low and rniddle income groups, but is disproportionately weighted at the 

top end of the scale, with 39 per cent of Mar- residents claiming a household incorne 

over $80,000 in 1995 (see Figure 6.3). The average household incorne in Markham in 

1995 was $78,425 - a figure that was S l8,OUû more than the average for the Toronto 

CMA as a whole, and $49,000 more than Kensington (Statistics Canada, 19%): The 

incidence of low income among iadividuals in p d e  households for Markham is ody 



14.6 per cent, compareci to 2 1.1 per cent for the Toronto CMA and 54.8 per cent for 

Kensington (Statistics Canada, 1996). 

FIGURE 6.3: Population by Household Incoine, Markham, 1996. 
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Source: Statistics Canada (19%). hfi les ,  Part 8. 19% CcosPs of Canada 

Not unexpectedly, as weli as behg a high income community, Markham is also 

home to a wel educated population. In Markham, oniy one quarter (25 per cent) of the 

population over 15 years old did not have a high school certifiate in 1996, compared to 

almost halfof the Kensington population. As Figure 6.4 illustrates, 64 per cent of 

Markham's population had achieved education bond the secondary levei, and 37 per 

cent had a &ersiîy education. 



FIGURE 6.4: Popdation (15 years and over) by ELighest Level of Schooling, 
Maikbam, 1996. 
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Source: Statistics canada (19%). ProPles, Part 7. 19% Census of Canada. 

Housing 

Although Markham has historical roots as far back as the late 1700s this is not 

rdected in its housing stock. Having experienced a tremendous population boom since 

the 1970s, only 2 per cent of ali ocnipied dweiîings in M a r b  were built before 1946. 

nie majority of Markharn residents iive in dwellings built recently - 81 per cent have been 

built since 197 1, and over half of those (57 per cent) were constructeci Since 198 1. 

(Statistics Caaada, 1996). Furtbermore, aithough Markham experienced a notable peak in 

construction duriag the 1980% residential imitS are continuhg to be bu& in the comrnunity 

at a rapid pace. According to municipal estimates, 160 per cent more residential units 

were built in 1994 than the previous year (Town of Markharn Economic Development 

Mice, 1996: 29). This is supported by the 1996 Census whkh shows that 12 per cent of 



dl occupied dwellings in Markham were built between 199 1 and 1996 (Statistics Caaada, 

1996). 

Markham is a family-oriented community, as evidenced by the type of 

predominance (77 per cent) of single detached housing. Not surprishg given the suburban 

character of Markham, 83 per cent of residents own their home, and the density is quite 

iow (820 people/km2) (Statistics Canada, 1996). 

Development in a Suburban Community 

Markham (dong with 0 t h  dies like Scarborough and Richmond W in Ontario 

and Richmond in British Columbia) has gaiaed wide attention because of t s  retail 

condominium developments. These developmems coincide with the large, duent Asian 

population that has chosen to settle in Canadian subuhan centres such as Markham. 

Somewhat of a chicken-and-egg phenornenon, it is unclear whether or not businesses 

catering to the Asian maricet have attracted Asian residents, or if the increasingiy large 

&an residentid population in the region has attracted such businesses (interesteci party 

B-M,' 1997). What is clear is that Markham has become an attractive choice as both a 

residential and commercial location among many Asian immigraats. Asian rnalls have 

perhaps been one of the more controversial signs of this immigration settlement pattern. 

Defning the Tmh An Alllmoblvc Fomt a d  Fun& 

A development trend which anerged in the 1990~~ condominium-style mas mark 

a unique depariure from cosvenfiod North Amencan commercial development both in 



terms of form and tenure. Although some have been created by converthg existing plaza- 

style developments, most of these retail condominiums are purpose-built, large enclosed 

structures offering a wide range of services including shopping, dining, banking, bowling, 

elecîronic games and theatres (Wang. 1996: 12). Although large, they lack the 

conventional "anchor" department stores typically associateci with traditional rnail 

developments.' Customers are drawn instead by the small restaurants that are located in 

these malis (occupying 20 - 25 per cent of the total commercial space). The fkst Asian 

mal1 built in Markham, for example, proposed to have up to 40 different restaurants 

(developer interest C-M, 1997). The use of restaurants as anchors is ofien attributed to an 

Asian preference to dine out - the average Chinese W y  is said to eat out much more 

frequently and tends to spend more than its North Amerkm counterpart, in part because 

restaurants rather than homes are used as places to network and socialize (Morgq 1994). 

mers argue that the attraction of restaurants is exaggerated, and that in the more 

successfitl developments entertainment amenities, and not restaurants, are the red 

"anchof' (John Wmter Associates, 1994: 22). 

Higher density is another unusual fature of hian d s  when compared with 

traditional shopping centres. Stores iaside retail condominium developments are typically 

much s d e r  than in traditional malls. Although most ofthe developments proposed and 

built in Markharn have had 800 square fwt units, some have units as and as 150 square 

f~ (sa Figure 6.6). This is much smaller than comrentional large regional. mails where 



2000 - 3000 square foot units are the nom (planner B-M, 1996a). According to some, 

the creation of small stores within this type of commercial development are reminiscent of 

the vertical shopping centres with very small stores commonly found in Hong Kong, and 

reflect a culhiral preference among Asian retailers (dareloper interest C-M, 1997). 

Undoubtedly, this preference is also rooted in the cost of owning a retail uait - small 

stores make this alternative form of commercial development affordable to a wide range of 

prospective buyers. As one business person explaineci: 

In Asia.. . a lot of businesses are established under condominium deveiopments.. . 

they chop the store, the property, into M e  ch& and sel it out... Ifyou're 

buying a shopping centre here you are talking about $70 - 80 million, whereas [if] 

you're buying a property which occupies ody one store like 500 square feet it 

would be a few thousand dollars only (business interest A). 

Not the first comunity in the Toronto metropobtan area to acquire Asian maüs, 

nor home to the greatest number of such developments, Markham gained notoriety 

because of the large sue and sale of the ones buih, and the political upheaval they 

spawned. The first retail condominium development built in Markham (Pacific M d )  did 

have very d stores, and this became a source of public opposition to the development. 

Many people were f e d  that the r e d t  would be a flea-market type of retaii, where small 

stores bctioned more as market stalls. From the developer's perspective, however, the 

stores averaging 350 - 800 square fat were integral to the predse of the development's 

fîulctioon: 



The idea was that ifyou could make them [stores] very small you could create 

very specialized retd environment; in a tiny store people wouid tend to specialize 

in one or two or three retail products, like women's dresses or men's suits 

(developer interest C-M, 1997). 

Money was also invested in store fronts and flooring to create an up-scale environment 

that would discourage the creation of bargain-stores within the mall. 

FIGURE 6.5: Pacific Mali, Flow Plan: 
Markham's F in t  Retaü Condominium Devdopment 

Note: This mrill was designeci with 150 square fod uni& (the smaiIest s q u a ~ ~  in the f h r  pian) tbat could 
be sold in mdtip1es (the larger s<piares in the floor plan). As a d t  of the multiple unis, the a m g e  
unit size in the mal1 is 350 - 400 square feeL. 
Source: Town of Markham PIanning Department (1994). Report to Corcncil. Jdy  5,1994. 

Responding to a unique market niche of Asian business people looking to invest, 

retail condominiums also dEer substantially fiom conventional North Arnerican 



commercial developments in terms of tenure. In contrast to the traditional retail 

experience in North Amerka where d s  are financeci and built by large developers who 

then rent or lease out individual stores, retail condominium developments are often 

financed by pre-purchased individual wiits. Retailers own their stores and have access to 

shared common spaces. As Wang srplains: 

In a condominiwn shopping centre each unit is owned by individual investors, who 

are usualiy the store operators. Individual owners form a condominium 

corporation and coilectively own the building and shared spaces such as parking 

and loading areas. The condominium corporation levies common-area 

maintenance charges to operate the facility and develop a reserve fund for 

necessary friture renovations and maintemce (Wang, 1996: 13). 

One downside of this multiple-ownership arrangement is that no single body is responsible 

for the development or any problems that may arise from it. As some business people see 

it: 

...if there are 50 units in a condominium shopping centre that means 50 separate 

and individual owners. niat means no central control, every single body who 

owns a store in there is a landlord.. . especially in t e m  of the enforcement of any 

regdation and policy, it wouid be diflçicult in that business environment (business 

interest A-M, 1997). 

As a new type of commercial demiopment, retail condominiums have been very 

pop&- Devdopers have been attracted to the lower initial investment they have to make 



in order to start constniction because of the pre-development selling approach. 

Interestingly, although catering to Asian r e t d  investors and an Asian customer market, 

most of the developers in Markham have not been ethnically Asian themselves but rather a 

mdticulturai mix of business people seeing a market opportunity. With the prosperity of 

investments in conventional regional shopping centres declinhg in the late 1980s, retail 

condominiums arriveci at a tirne when the commercial development industry was looking 

for a more secure investrnent alternative (developer interest C-M., 1997). 

Retai1 condominiums have b e n  most successful because of the ready investors 

many Asian immigrants have proven to be. While in part a resuh of geo-politid forces 

ocauring in Asia and elsewhere, sMs in Canadian immigration poiicy have had a hand in 

hcilitating the arriva1 of these new immigrants. The proliferation of interest in r d  

condominium development within the Asian business community in Canada coincides with 

federal Unmigration policy aimed at attracting immigrants seen to be an economic benefit 

to the country. Wrthin the business category of immigration (discussed in detail in 

Chapter Three), immigrants can enter Cauada as either self-employed, entrepreneurs or 

uivestors. R d  condominiums offer many prospective business immigrants a cornfortable 

venue in which to stert a business or make an investment that will meet th& immigration 

entry requirements. Deveiopers recognize the potmtial these requirements create, and in 

some of these retail condominnim developmeats, the unit pria has been specifically 

tailored to match the minimum investment requiremexiqs of the federal govemment's 

Immigrant Investor Program ( H m i s  Hudana Consulthg, 1994: 5). Sorne question 



whether or not newcomers see Canada's business immigration as "a relatively low pnce to 

buy a residence permit to live in Canada" (Wang, 1996: 13). 

Retail condominiums have also been successful because they have met a market 

dernand. As immigrants @O& recent and more established) continue to populate suburban 

areas, there has been an increased dernand for goods md services that reflect theu 

muiticdturd preferences. Moreover, given the automobile-oriented nature of the 

subuhan liestyle, large-scale Asian mails can attract customers nom within a wide market 

shed. In some cases several malls have clustered together, forrning a commercial 

shopping node and o f f e ~ g  a sizable shopping resource to the Asian target market 

(business interest A-M, 1997). 

As was pointed out by an architect active in this commercial development area, the 

presence of an ethnically specific retail option is not new to the C a d i a n  market; though 

the sale at which retail condominiums are built is different. "It is the same thing if you 

have an ethnidy geared product Iüte bagels," he explainex& "Oniy theme malls are larger, 

so more noticeable ... [they] are seen as a huge physical monster" (interested party C-M, 

1997). From this perspective traditional mails are also ethnicaliy specific, perhaps catering 

to an An&-Saxon market. 

Suburban Pianning in Maricham 

Ahhough M a r k  plmers did not seek out dewelopers intemted in building 

retd condominiu~ls, the climate for development created by local plamers and politiciaas 

made Markham an attractive cormminity for Asian rnd deveiopers. With a pro-business 

attitude among C o d  mernbers and a conmitment to keep taxes low (Town of 



Markham Economic Development Office, 1995a: 3), Markham has successfùlly 

encourageci varied growth and development within its municipality. The planning 

department has also worked hard to create an enviromnent where the form and impact of 

proposed development is evaluated within a generally flexible planning approach (planner 

B-M, 1996~). In contntst to higher density urbanized mwilcipalities where new 

development a i i  redevelopment may be heavily structureci witbin existing zoning 

hierarchies, Markham plamers pride themselves on hawig created a flexible and adaptive 

environment that encourages new development. As one municipal spokesperson 

explained, "Markham has greenfields.. . more room for thinking without boundsy7 

(interestecl party A-M, 1996). 

Markharn has a planning agenda and vision for the fiiture. Out of respect for the 

community's pastoral history and the ties many residents continue to feel for that history, 

planning tools are used to ensure it remains a strong part of Markham's fûture. One 

example of this is the historid main streets f m d  in old Markham Viage, Unionville and 

Thonihill, which are protected by a separate commacial zoning desipatioa. In fact, many 

dwelopments outside these main strm areas, both residential and commercial, reflect this 

mail t o m  Ontano aesthetic in their architectural design. 

While achowled@g the importance of its heritage, Markham is also very focused 

on future growth. Eager to avoid the often unsightiy development patterns of Stnp-malls 

and suburban sprawl that have grown up in otha subwban &es, Matkham has attempted 

to guide the residentiai, cornmerciai anci industriai developments that are being built in the 

rapidly expanding mmicipality within a somewhat cohesive "plannecl vision". Dedicated 



to flexiblity as a hallmark of the planning approach in Markham, plamers have allowed 

altemative development initiatives to be tried within general urban design parameters. 

Residentially, Markham has done this with the neo-traditional planning ideas that are being 

implemented in some subdivisions. As a suburban centre attracting not only residents but 

also retail, business and light industiy, however, Markham plmers have also been faced 

with a variety of commercial and industrial development challenges. 

In order to keep up with an evolving commercial sector and to adequately address 

new re tahg trends in Markham, an amendment to its Ofncial Plan was recentiy passed 

(Town of Markham, 1995). The amendment followed a review of Matkham's commercial 

sector, completed in 1994. Although many parts of the sector (including large office 

buildings, single-tenant industrial buildings, hotels and histone main streets) were not 

experiencing significant problems, the review was cornmissioned because there were 

concems relating to new large fiee-standing stores, retail plazas and retailing in industrial 

areas. As the preamble to the amendment explains. 

... the Official Plan and Zoning system has becorne mernely complex and diflicult 

to administer. It has been subject to a great number of soite-s@c amendments 

that are tied to a particuiar use or building. The Town's various Zoning By-Laws 

have not been consolidateci. The r d  is that the Official PladZoning system has 

becorne extremefy cornpiex and ofien difficult to interpret and a great deal of tirne 

is spent proceshg relatively minor changes in land use (Town of Markham, 1995: 

ii-iü). 



The existing planning structure was also cnticized for being inflexible, having a lack of 

categories and definitions that adequately reflected the variety of commercial development 

that was occumhg in Markham. Further, plamers saw a need to de-link commercial 

zoning decisions and site-specific local market issues, so that the reaïty of regional 

cornpetition could be accounted for when considering planning approvals. It was clear to 

planners in Markham that a more flexible and adaptable planning fiamework n d e d  to be 

in place. 

The amendment created nine new categories to further subdivide the existing 

Commercial and Industrial Uses in order to cope with a diverse and rapidly changing local 

economy. Commercial Use now includes: Major Commercial Area, Community Amenity 

Area, Neighbourhood Commercial Ar- Heritage Main Street Area, Commercial 

Comdor Area, and Retail Warehouse. Industrial Use Uicludes: Business Area, Business 

Comdor Area, and Generd Industrial A r a  These land use categories were design4 'Yo 

reflect area characteristics and building f o m ,  and to implement the planned h c t i o n  of 

nodal and corridor development. The categories are intended to focus commercial and 

0 t h  activities by type, d e ,  intensity and building fom" (Town of Markham, 1995: iv). 

Markham has attempted to accommodate new trends in commercial development 

and improve the bctioning of local planning, and also maintain a high level of structurai 

quîity and design control. Part of achieving what Markham planners refer to as a "Wty 

urban image", urban development design guidelines have accompaaied the commercial 

zoning designation amenciments for such new uses as the commercial and business 

conidors. As well, campus-style business centres have been encourageci in many 



commercial and industrial areas. Firmly committed to fostering ever-more development 

within the municipality, Markham dso wants to ensure that such development evolves as 

an attractive, cohesive whole that will d e  it a place where people will continue to want 

to live and work. 

Like planners in highly urbanized areas, M a r k  planners are dealing with 

pressures to manage residential, commercial and industrial growth. Working within a 

suburban municipality, however, they face the unique demand of encouraghg a wide range 

of development in what are primarily empty lands. According to Garreau, Markham and 

its mou11ding area represent an emerging "edge city" - an urbanized area b d t  on the 

scale of the automobile that rapidly develops out of a suburban residential or rural 

landscape (Garreau, 1988). As a suburban growth commmity of the future, M a r k  

promotes itseif in tenns of both a favourable business environment (low taxes, flaaile 

planning structure7 avdable lands) and the aesthetic the cornmunity offers (open spaces, 

pedestrian-fkiendiy neighbourhoods, architecRually complimentary commercial 

development). This has proved to be a potent combination that is attracting residents, 

businesses and developers in large numbers. As Garreau explallis, "people who are out 

there redefining themselves, like entrepreneurs, are attracted to places that are new, where 

things cm be more flexiiie'' (Garreau, 1988: 29). 

What is interesthg fiom the pgspective of this dissertation is that in ment years 

as Markham has rapidly txpanded, it has not ody been weahhy middle-ciass CannAians 

looking beyond Toronto's urban con who have been atîracted to the commimity, but also 



new immigrants who have the money to buy into such a suburban Nestyle. That a 

community nich as Markharn is attractive to these newcomers should not be surprising. 

Citing an i n t e ~ e w  with the spokesperson for a large Japanese commercial development 

located outside New York City, Garreau makes the case for why rnany entrepreneurid and 

wealthy ikunigrants are living and working in "eûge cities": 

Why would a Japanese [person] corne to Arnerica to live in a crarnped 

apartment?. . . Look at the site of Yaohan Plaza. It would not be possible to build 

something like this in Manhattan. Where wouid you park the cars?. . . If you look 

at the way people live in this country, the land of oppormnity is New Jersey 

(Garreau, 1988: 22-23). 

While Markham may not exactly be the "land of opportunity," many ment immigrants 

with the money to set up a business a d o r  buy a suburban home find it a very attractive 

location. This influx of immigrants has not only changed the demographic character of 

Markham, but has also introduced new commercial developments into its suburban 

architecture, providing new challenges for Markharn plamers. 

In the n a  chapter the partidar challenge of retail condominium development is 

explored in greater detail. Chapter Seven examines Maricham's first experience with 

Asian d s  in light of the criteria introduced in Chapter Two. 



CHAPTER SEVEN: Retail Condominium Developments in Markham 

Markham's Asian Mails 

Retail condominiums caused a stir in Markham's local commercial development 

market when the concept first became popular in the early 1990s. Markham had empty 

lands suitable for this type of development, and Asian immigration was a growing trend in 

the region. A coincidence of both location and timing, Markham was attractive to 

developers interested in retail condominiums (developer interest A-M, 1997). 

MAP 7.1: Location of Retaü Condominium Devdopments in Markham 

WARD BOUNDARIES - 

Sîte d a  retail condomininm development. 
Source: Town of Markham Economic Development Ofsce (1995a). Econontics 1995. Jantwy, 1995,s. 



Retail condoniinium developments buih in Markham (see Map 7.1) have been 

dong major roads in cornmercially zoned lands, and not part of residential areas where the 

site might be part of the planned commercial hierarchy, such as in a Neighbourhood 

Commercial Area. Local ratepayer groups therefore did not react to most of these 

development proposals because although close to residential neighbourhoods, these malls 

were not located in what was perceived as primary shopping areas (resident A-M, 1997). 

Resident concerns were raised, however, over the parking and M c  impacts dong major 

routes adjacent to their communities (planner B-M, 1996a). 

In other communities, retail condomlliium proposals have sparked greater resident 

concem. In neighbouting Richmond W, for example, the local plamhg department 

ended up at the Ontario Municipal Board fier rejecting an Asian mal1 development 

proposal for a site zoned as a "mighbourhood commercial" space. Concemed about the 

development's density, parking pressures and other issues like garbage and odour, 

Richmond HiIl planners and residents were able to convince the Board that the proposed 

development wodd not meet the bction of "neighbourhood commercial" and therefore 

cuntravened their Otncial Plan (Landsrnith Corporation et.al. v. Town of Richmond W 

[1996]). Given the m u l t i m  focus ofthis research, it is important to note that in this 

Richmond W cese, the residents who opposed the development were ethnicaiiy chinese.' 

Dispelling the theory that mail condominium developments are scclusively an issue of 

clashmg cultures, what was important in this case was the planned fùnction of the site and 

the abiiity of such a development to meet that M o n .  Where simils developments have 



been proposed in Markham, they too have been addressed by those involveci as primarily a 

dispute over land use rather than culture -although as the case study in this research 

illustrates the two are sometimes not easily separated. 

C&ng CkalIenges for Plannets 

Even where retail condominiums are located outside residential communities, this 

new form of development presents many challenges for planners. Perhaps the most 

pervasive of these challenges has been that for many developers these developments are as 

much about real estate as they are about retail. As units are sold and not rented, there is 

the potential for a developer to profit regardes of whether or not the m d  becomes 

commercially viable in the long-nui. Moreover, there is ofien no planned tenant mix such 

as found in traditional d s ,  as units are sold to those who can afford to buy them. 

Should the rnd fail to succeed, commercial purchasers are not legdy protected under 

provincial condominium legislation like residential condominium puchasers are. 

Potentially : 

If a proposal is turned down on planning grounds, but the dweloper has spent a 

great deal of money on promotion and on legal and professional services (such as 

lawyers and architects), thae may be not enough money to r e h d  the purchasers 

for their deposits.. . pre-sehg can put great pressure on local plannuig authorities 

to approve the developrnent application (Wang, 1996: 23-24). 

There are dso concems amongst local planners that ifretail units were sold to 

investors looking to fiilnll an immigration requiremenî, they may have no interest in being 

active retailets and instead may lave the space vacant for a length of tirne that could 



threaten the commercial viability of the mall (Harris Hudema Consulting, 1994: 5). As 

one developer described a mall under construction: 

They [mall developen] claimed to have sold out a good percentage of it, 70 - 80 

per cent. People bought for dEerent purposes, one being as an investment hoping 

they could fiip it up. Or worse.. . 'I'U buy it and if' the prices go up then 1'1 make a 

gain on it, if not I'U open my own business' not knowing what that kind of 

business is going to be (dweloper interest B-M, 1997). 

W e  Markham planners were interesteci in letting market forces work themselves out, 

they were also conscious that if a particular commercial use failed it would hurt the 

surroundhg business environment (plamer B-M, 1996a). 

As a means of coping with these challenges, Markham's planning department 

commissioned an independent study to review the phenomenon of retail condominium 

dwelopment and make recommendations on market and planning issues (John Winter and 

Associates, 1994). The study recumrnended that retaii condominiums be approved, 

arguing that it was "a new fom of development, that adds to choice and diversity in the 

marketplace" (John Winter and Associates, 1994: 19). Markham planners agreed, 

dthough they discovered that there were no hard and fast d e s  in dealing with such a 

unique form of commercial development. Beyond asking the Province of Ontario to 

reform its condominium legislation,* Markharn chose to respond by ietting market forces 

decide what was viable and what was not. Retail condominium developwnts were 



deemed a commercial alternative that Markharn was gohg tu remain open to -- just as it 

had with other "'theme related" dwelopments such as outlet mails or home improvement 

centres (interested party C-M, 1997). To a great extent, this strategy proved effective: of 

the 18 development projects that had submitted retail condominium applications to the 

planning department by the beginning of 1996, only 7 or 8 are likely to be, or have already 

been, built (planner B-M, 1997). As one planner explained: 

Planning is not about the success or f d w e  of shopping centres, that is a market 

issue. The planning department was presented with a retail alternative, and have 

since approved some others.. . [a] planner' s job is not to tel the industry what is 

right and wrong (planner A-M, 1996). 

Trafic, Patking and ûther Site-Related Concms 

A number of specific planning concerns have been associated with retail 

condominium developments, which Markham planners have tended to deal with on a site- 

specific basis. Given the regional draw of shoppers to these malls, they are said to create 

more t r a c  congestion than d e r ,  more locally-drawing shopping centres. T r S c  is 

perceived as an wen greater problem where several mds are located together. Parking is 

also a concem, as was the case with the first Asian mail built in ~arkham.~ Where 

parking requirernents have been met with underground structures, M e r  concems about 

public s a f q  have arisea. As well, &en the large percartage of space docated to 



restaurants, mounding neighbourhoods have raised concems about noise, odour and 

garbage- 

For planners in Markham, retail condominium developments have been a 

controversial land use issue, and reflect the changing context within which they must 

operate. In a practical way, these developments challengeci existing planning by-laws and 

regulations and forced planners to find ways to manage the impacts of this new, alternative 

commercial fonn. As each development application for a retail condominium has corne in, 

Mar- plmers have focuseci on the potential impacts of the development and the 

requirements of the built form to meet th& recently amended commercial and industrial 

zoning by-laws. They are working fiom the assunption that the market shouid bear what 

it can, provided proposed developments do not interfere with the p l a ~ e d  f'unction of 

commercial sites as stated in the Ofncial Plan, or have adverse residential impacts. Seen 

as an ernerging form of cornmerciai development, retail condominiums continue to be 

cautiously observeci - they are considered a new and exciting, but ultimately untested, 

alternative development trend. 

The Politics of MuiticultuFalism in Markham 

While Markham planners aîtempted to deal with Asian mals on a site-specific 

basis, local poüticians were thrown into a battle that highlrghted the fiagility of the new 

rnuiticuîlairal relationships within Markham. A community that has undergone a rapid 

derno~raphic sbi.ft, Markham has suffered some identifiable growing pains fiom its new- 

found diversity. Older residents look out into a community that no longer resembles the 



one they have spent their lives in, and newcomers are leamhg how to adapt to both a new 

community and a new country. As a Markham planner explained: 

When [immigration] settlement is highly visible, it rneaos adjustment on both sides 

is required. This adjustment is happening in Markham, and with adjustment cornes 

a certain amount of conflict (plmer A-M, 1996). 

me " C d e  Bell Incident" 

Increased Asian immigration and the development of Asian mals became a 

lightening rod for comniunity tension and hstration in Markharn during the summer of 

1995. The controversy began when Deputy Mayor Carole Bell made some comments that 

offended many Markham residents. In trying to ident* Markham's strengths and 

wealcnesses at a political retreat, she brought fonvard concerns that had been expressed to 

her by residents. Bell had wamed her fellow Council mernbers that a growing 

concentration of chic groups was causing confiict in some communities within 

Markham. She specificaliy spoke of the new retail developments that she claimeci were 

marketing exclusively to the Chinesey with some stores havhg signs only in chinese.' 

The response was mixed. The comments, and the Deputy Mayor's refusal to 

apologize for them later, deeply offended many in Markham who accused her of racism. 

Other residents supported the Deputy Mayor for bringhg a genuine community concem to 

the forefront. Reportedly some 400 residents stood and applauded the Councillor as she 

enterai Councii chambers during the height of the controversy in a show of public support 



(Belgrave, 1995). Concemed that her remarks were being misinterpreted in the media, 

howwer, Beii attempted to explain herseIf in an open letter to the editor in Markham's 

local newspaper. She wrote: 

When dozens of individuals who are the backbone of Markham say they are 

movkg away, as dozens of other neighbon and fiiends have, then we have a 

problem that must be addressed ... We once had one of the finest communities in 

North Arnerica with enviable business parks and the top corporations in the land. 

Now al1 we get are theme d s  to serve people way beyond our borders ... We 

need to sîrive for harmony not monopoly" (Markha. EconoMst & Sun, 1995). 

Markham' s Race Relations Cornmittee f o d y  responded to the Deputy Mayor7 s 

initiai comments with a press release, afnrming their opposition to racism or remarks that 

would be regarded as such. The Cornmittee aated: 

. . .Carole Bell has made positive staternents about the benefïts of ethnocdtural 

diversity in our c o m i t y ,  but] we are troubled by her comments on the 

'concentration' of ethnic communhies, the threat of social confiict she believes this 

causes, and the singling out of the Chinese community in her staternents (Markham 

Race and Ethnocultural Equity Cornmittee, 1995). 

With the controversy gainhg media coverage well beyond the municipality's borders, a 

group of twelve mayors in the Greater Toronto Area weighed into the debate, signing a 

statement that condemned Bell's remarls, stating that they shared 'Yhe outrage and 

disappointment of ChineseCanadi811s" (DeMara, 1995). 



The rapid growth of Markham and its changing demographic character both 

residentialiy and cornmercially had been sensitive issues in the commtmity even before the 

Deputy Mayor's comments (plamer A-M, 1996). although it was her public statements 

that brought forward community fnistrations that had until then never been explored so 

publicly. Given the ethnocultural diversity Markharn residents were already coping with, 

the fact that this issue incited heated local debate is not surprishg nor is the politicization 

ofa land use planning issue. What was unique was that this local planning issue helped 

push Mar- into a battle that garnered local, national, and even some foreign media 

coverage. 

A Polia'cal Response: me M m ' s  Ahrisory Commr9@ee 

Markharn's Mayor, Don Cousens, sought to difise tensions by invithg concemed 

members of the public to express their views before Council, but he did not condmui the 

Deputy Mayor's right to make the statements she did, M e a d  agreeing to disagree with 

her on this issue (Shackleton, 1995). Not everyone in Markham was happy with the 

Mayor's position, believitlg that Council should have doused the controversy by 

dismissing Beli's comments outright. As one local politician remembered: 

It started out as jokes about the Chinese ... Humour was a way to deal with a tough 

situation, and then humour tumed to rneamess.. . with the [Deputy Mayor's] 

comments nobody realized how people were w8thg to pounce on it and it became 

the lightening box for a major outbreak of public anger. .. 1 see what happened to 

Markham as totdiy predictable, and everything else is happening so quickty, but 



the transition and the integration of a new society into our c o m m ~ ~ & ~  is taking 

longer than anyone would have reaiïzed (elected official A-M, 1997). 

Mayor Cousens organized a formal process intended to build bridges and increase 

harmony in rtlarwlam - in September 1995 an Advisoty Comrnittee was created to draft a 

protocol for addressing multicultural issues in Markham. To select cornmittee mernbers, 

Council advertised in the local media an invitation for volunteers who were fair-minded, 

representative of Markham's diversity, were community leaders and had good 

interpersonal skills. Of the one hundred and twenty-five applications, eleven Markharn 

residents were selected to form the Cornmittee with the Mayor, and three members of 

Council (Mayor's Advisory Committee, 1996: 3-4). 

In addition to drafting a protocol for addressing multicdtural issues in Markham, 

the Committee was expected to develop reco~nendations to build harmony in Markham 

and provide opportunities for ail conwunity groups to participate in cross-cultural 

exchanges of view. Specifcally, the Cornmittee was to examine five related and 

contentious issues in the community: race relations; signage/fanguage; cultural integration; 

demograpbics; and communications (Mayor's Advisory Committee, 1996). During the 

Council meeting that issued the Advisory Cornmittee's directive, it was stated that: "the 

first step has already been taken. Council and the Commmity acknowledge that there is a 

problem. This gives ali of us an opportunity to place the issues on the table open for 

discussion" @fayor's Advisory Cornmittee, 1996: iü). 

Predictably, the Advisory Comrniffee was l e s  about making concrete changes, and 

more about mending a political situation. The report the AdvÎsory Comrnittee tabled was 



optimistically entitled "Working Together Towards Better Understanding and Harmony in 

the Town of Markham" which, as its authors W y  stateà, was just the begianing of the 

needed dialogue on diversity within the con~munity (Mayor's Advisory Committee, 1996: 

2l)? Most of the recommendations in the report centred around cds  for tolerance, 

increased communication between groups, and a wider distribution of the relevant 

information needed for dialogue. Given the cleavage that was exposed in Markham d e r  

the Deputy Mayor's comments, the real success of the Advisory Committee may be that 

groups and individuals were able to corne forward and express their concems to a wiliing 

audience. As the Mayor stated in his preamble to the Advisory Cornmittee's report: 

This report is an attempt to help our commiinity move foward in a new spirit of 

cooperation.. . I suggest that we not expect perfection in this report. Let us 

understand the intent and move forward as we l e .  Erom the past, sensitive to our 

main goal of hding ways to increase cultural awareness through education of the 

whole cornmunitf' (Mayor's Advisory Cornmittee, 1996: ii-üi). 

Mayor Cousens used the Advisory Cornmittee as a forum to publicly support the 

multicuiturai character that had become a reaby in Markham. Mer such a public 

controversy, however, some people in Markham believe that a continued challenge exists 

in de-linking Markham's name from the word racism (Caspersen, 1996). 

One hteresting footnote to this story was the 1997 municipal election Although 

Mayor Couseiis won his seat 8gain by a landdide (Van Rgn, 1997), the campaign re- 



opened the issue of racial tensions in Markham. A 26 year-old Chinese Canadian 

candidate ran agaiast the incumbent mayor on a single issue platform of race relations. 

Reacting to Deputy Mayor Bell's cornments fiom the summer of 1995, the young would- 

be politician explained, "Change doesn7t happen until you stand up and rock the boat. We 

can't heal our problem ifwe don7t acknowledge its existence" (Keung, 1997). Mayor 

Cousens responded by stating his disappointment that his cornpetitor did not appreciate 

how much Council had achieved in race relations over those two years (Keung, 1997). 

What the election proved was that despite efforts by rnany in Markham to move pst  the 

confiict, tensions have not disappeared in the comunity. 

Ernmining the Markham Case Study 

As was explained in Chapter Two, the case studies in this research were evaluated 

on four grouads: (1) participation in public decision-making; (2) dernomtic equality; (3) 

social structures and associations; and (4) solidarity and tolerance. Each of these aiterion 

wiU be examined below in the context of the Markhani case. 

Ui Markhan, the relationship between politicians, planners, developers and the 

public hctioned within traditional channels of communication. Developers put 

applications before the planning department, Coucil debated them, and the public was 

involveci at points in the pro- through stnictured public meetings. Citizens participateci 

in the local planning process when inviteci: either by politicians looking for a reaction or 



comment, or by plannen through advertised public meetings. Planning, in other words, 

was done exclusively withh the confines of the formal planning process. 

Communication was mongest between the politicians and the planners who shared 

a pro-development agenda (dweloper interest C-M, 1997). As one developer explained: 

1 remember having meetings with planning commissioners sometimes, various 

memben of Councii, the Mayor - they were looking explicitly for econornic 

development and they were very open to any suggestion, without jumping into it 

without study of course. They were careful, but yet they were open to the idea.. . 

[The planning department is] trying to be a little more flexible. Not so far that they 

wiiî bend the rules, but to try to open up to a new kind of planning, and go with 

the times (developer interest B-M, 1997). 

In the case of retail condominium developments, however, some saw the role politicians 

took in the planning process as an unnecessary complication. As an architect who worked 

on the first Asian mal1 built in Markham argued: 

The site plan approval process is supposed to be a process between the owners and 

the municipality where the public is not involved. .. [and] results ultimately in an 

agreement between the owner and the municipality that guides the developrnent. 

I've nwer seen [wch] poMcai interference in any other municipality. They 

wanted to open it up to the public, so they nirned it into a quasi re-zoning 

application. It seemed to me that the poiiticians by doing thet created an issue, a 

v q  strong political issue, and led people to believe they had some coatml and say 

over this issue, while under the Plming Act [at this stage of the proce~s] they 



don't. Ifevery municipality operated in this way on every project, we'd never get 

anything built. There is a carefiil balance between the interests of the community 

and the individual, and moving forward and getting buildings built. When you 

have tremendous comrnuity involvement, you never know what the real issues are 

(developer interest C-M, 1997). 

Public participation in Markham was overwhelmingly reactive. Dunng the 

interviews done for this research, it was repeatedly pointed out by elected officiais, 

planners, business people and residents that this planning process was judged to be 

normal, expecteù and even highly escient. In fact, participation in local decisionmahg 

was describecl by those intewiewed only within the confines of the formai process 

orchestrated by the planning department and Council. As one elected officiai offered: 

.. .it is Council and oniy Council that can make a decision about an application. If 

they [other interesteci groups or individuals] have an interest we send them a copy 

of the report, we have a public meeting and there they can voice their concem. If 

they don't show up that means they are supporthg it (elected official B-M, 1997). 

While others did not characterize the planning process as being so simple or smooth, even 

the most active residents pressed for changes within the formai fiwnework. Community 

interests in Markham were unquestionably fiinneleci through a decision-making structure 

that was headed by Corncil and the plamhg departmentO6 



Cornmunity interests represented a variety of perspectives and positions with the 

development planning process. For example, a multicultural mix of developers and 

owners initiated the planning process by approaching the planning department to gain 

approval for their retail condominiums. The actual buyers of the units, predorninantly new 

immigrants from Asia, did not have a direct role in the planning process, although it was 

the presence of retail condominiums that at least in part sparked political opposition within 

the commwiity. Participation of the wider cornmunity took place at presentations made at 

C o u d  meetings, and in the community debates that occurred within local media. The 

work of the Advisory Committee, in particular, drew public participation in the 

presentations it heard and the open public meetings it held. As one elected official 

explained: 

...if she [Bel] didn't make th& statement, a lot of people just wouldn't m e .  They 

do their thing, back to work again, but since that happened a lot of [people] , 

especiaiiy Chinese, get involved.. . . so many of my residents came to Council. 

Never before have 1 seen that many (elected official B-M., 1997). 

Whiie pubüc meetings were considered an adequate way of informing the pubüc of 

local development changes, however, they were never expected to bring dl or even a 

majority of people hto the process itself. As one member of Council descnied: 

1 send out some flyers or I make a copy of the application and pass it dong to 

people very close who are affected and ask them to comment back their concem. 1 

invite them to a public meeting. That is what 1 do to keep them informeci about 

what is going on Sometimes the interest is not there (elected official B-M, 1997). 



As anyone with any experience at public participation exercises will attest, a planning 

process that does involve large numbers of interested individuals is rare, and so the 

Markham experience of minimal participation within the wider cornmunity is not unusual. 

What is important to note is that many of those inte~ewed acknowledged that there was 

a ciifference in participation between the m e n t  population (including both immigrants 

and Canadian-bom) and the most recent newcomers. Whether because of a matter of 

preference, available opportunities, or cornfort level on the part of the newcomers, 

Markham residents, business people, plannen and politicians alike descnbed a separation 

of the new Asian immigrants fiom the rest of the community. Intereshgiy, statistics 

indicate that despite the large numbers of Chinese immigrants that have entered suburban 

society throughout the greater Toronto a r q  there seems to be a reluctance on their part 

to get involved in suburban politics. (Vincent, 1997). 

Due to the formal nature of the planning process, ensuring adequate representation 

seemed to be the responsibility of the municipality. In particular, the Mayor, his Council 

and the planning department were said to be the community's representatives in local 

decision-making. What interests did the municipality represent? The most overt interest 

of Markharn poiiticians and plannefs was residentiai and commercial development. 

Business people and residents in the commdty reflected a suburban mentality that not 

only supported such a pro-deveiopment stance, but often üsted this as a primary reason for 

having located in Markhrun. This is not to claim that everyone in Markham would have 

supported inaeased development. It was, after all, the perceiveci over-deveIopment of 



residential and commercial projects seen to cater to the new Asian population that the 

Deputy Mayor was speaking about in her controversial remarks. 

In the Markharn case study, local decisionmaking was deemed the puMew of the 

municipality and therefore the Mayor, Coucil and the plamhg department had the 

greatest influence over the planning process surrounding retail condominium 

dwelopments. As one business person offered: 

I'd say it really is coming fiom the Town of Markham. DSerent lobby groups 

rnay voice th& opinions, like for industriai development, dSerent zoning . . . 

dEerent lobby groups will say something, but still the wentual, the core decision- 

rnaking is still back in the Town (business interest A-M, 1997). 

Some went as far as to insist that the municipality, and in particular the elected politicians, 

were the only ones with any legitimacy to speak for the commUNty's interest (elected 

official B-M, 1 997). 

Developers also had a great deal of influence over the planning process in 

Markham. Although the local politicians and plmers were pro-dwelopment, it was 

individual developers who brought forward the applications for A s i i  d s  they wanted 

to locate in Markham It was developers who initiated the fornial planMog process for the 

creation of the mails. These developers, however, were motivated by a host of economic 

factors, including the municipality ' s efforts to sustain a fàvourable development chnate, 

and the potential profit the retail condominiums promised (interesteci pw C-M, 1997; 

redent B-w 1997). 



One final source of infiuence in Markham's planning process was the indirect 

pressure of Asian immigrants and the market potential they posed as retail consumers and 

potential retail unit owners (business interest A-M, 1997). As one active comuniity 

resident argued: 

1 think the arriva1 of the Chinese has certainly. .. contributed to al1 the building. 

La's face it, builden are there to rnake money. Ifthe money is there, it doesn't 

matter who has the money, you're going to cater to those people ... 1 don? know if 

they are catering to them simply because of who they are, 1 think thqr're catering 

to them because they have a product to sell. They realize that ifmy produa is 

packaged the way the buyer wants it, it will sell (interesteci party B-M, 1997). 

The comrnunity's power withui local decision-making was much more limited. 

The community reacted to the development of Asian mals within a planning process 

where politicians and planners were working to encourage developmem, and individual 

developers were presenting applications for this new form of commercial retail. The 

infiuence the cornrnunity did have ca.  be attributed to the effort the Mayor made to bring 

the diverse groups in Maricham together through the Advisory Cornmittee's public 

consultation and subsequent report. When concem were raised by individuals, they 

tended to be over parking, tratEc, noise and the iike and were deait with by the planning 

department on a site-specific basis. 

The possibility for a more pro-active and powerful role by the public did srist, 

however. Organizations such as ratepayers' associations or ethoculW associations in 

Markham codd have corne forward to represent commwiity interests wen within the 



f o d  planning process. For example, the Federation of Ratepayers in Markham, an 

umbrella organization of ratepayer groups, had represented a common fiont on planning 

issues in the past when resident interests were perceived to be ignoreci. In the case of the 

Asian maiis, however, the idea of increased development was generaiiy supported, and the 

maüs were never seen to be harming the majority of Markham residents (resident C-M, 

1997). The malls were not perceived as an "oppominity" for the comrnunity, and 

therefore did not gmer comunity-wide interest. Where the community at large in 

Markham was most affectai was in the controversial comments made by the Deputy 

Mayor - thus community concem was not directed at the planning issue of retail 

condominium development, but rather the actions of a specific politician. 

Seen in the political tensions the Deputy Mayor's comments sparked. ethnocultural 

Merences form a strong cleavage within Markham. Some of these ciifferences manifiest 

themselves geographidy: north Markharn is the older part of Markham and is dominateci 

by Anglo-Saxon, Canadian-born residents; south Markham has been the location of most 

recent development, and is home to Markham's mdtidturaily mixed population (resident 

B-M, 1997). 

These ethnodtural Merences, howevery are not stnictured by associations in the 

commmity7 at least within local decision-making processes. For example, in the 

presentations made before the Mayor's Advisory C o d e e ,  Markham's ethnodtural 

diversity was enident yet people did not speak on behalfof, say, the Italian community or 

the East Innian comrnunity, but rather as concemeci residents of Markham (hterested 



party B-M, 1997). Delegations from local Filipino and Chinese Associations were the 

exception here, and as one Cornmittee member suggested, this may have been due to the 

fact that it was the Asian cornmunity that had felt mOd "wronged" by the Deputy Mayor's 

comments and therefore felt the need to respond coiiectively (interesteci party B-M, 1997). 

Furthemore, in the case of Asian mal1 developments, the planning process cannot 

be reduced to a race relations issue. Cornmunity members from ethnoculturaliy diverse 

backgrounds were often found on the same side, expressing very ordinary planning 

concems about uicreased M c  or parking. In fact, as the planning example of the Asian 

maiis illusnates, some of the conflict was between established Markham residents (a 

muitidtural mix including estabfished immigrants) and newcomers (recent immigrants). 

Moreover, even the most visible ethnic groups were not homogeneous: aithough some 

long-tirne residents wouid refer to the "Chinese immigrants" as a single group, the 

ethnically Chinese in Markham dinérentiated themselves according to the period of their 

immigration hto Canada (i.e. recent amvds vs. more established immigrants), th& 

language, and their home region. As one elected official admined: 

Even among themselves they are Werentiating. .. There are five different groups of 

Chinese anyway that speak five Merent languages.. . 1 have diflidty finding 

leadership for the Chinese community (elected official A-M, 1997). 

Associations are more obvious in Mukham's economy, where business 

associations represent the various corporate head offices and high technology companies 

located in the municipality. Many of these associations differentiate dong technology and 

non-technology lines (hterested party A-M, 1996), although ethocuitUral Merences 



combine with business interests to M e r  subdivide this sphere. For example, there are 

two technology associations, one that is primarily Anglo-saxon (York Technology 

Association), and one that is Chinese (Canada Chinese Cornputer Association) (elected 

official A-M, 1997). Similarly, there are several general business associations (such as the 

Markham Board of Trade, the Richmond HiIl and Markham Chinese Business Association, 

the Markfiam Chinese Business Association, and the Markham Scarborough Chinese 

Business Association) that are diffetentiated by the ethnicity of their rnembership. Here 

again, however, the large Chinese community is differentiated wiithio itself, hawig three 

different Chinese business associations which some suggest do not cooperate with each 

other and function very independentiy (elected official A-M, 1997). 

Associations continue to play a vital part in the community even as Markham has 

grown and become increasingly multicultural. Ethnocultural diversity cm be found in a 

variety of spheres of local cornmunity Me, including business associations, ratepayers' and 

residents' associations, and social semice, charity and fund-raising organizations. Many of 

the established immigrants have entered these organhtions over the years as they becarne 

settied in the community (interested party B-M, 1997; resident B-M, 1997). 

With the most recent newcomers fiom Asia, however, this process of community 

integration has not readily occmed. One might argue that this discontinuity is to be 

expected, given the time it takes for new groups to adjust to new surroundings and 

integrate into an existing community. What is intetesting, howewr, is that in many cases 

parde1 associations and o r g d o n s  have been created by and for these new community 

members (elected official A-& 1997). It seems that these newcomers are not so much 



having trouble adjusting to their new surroundings, as they are reluctant to integrate into 

the social fàbric of the community -- a fact lamented by those working to integrate 

Markham. This was most vividly represented in the political crisis that erupted out of the 

Deputy Mayor's comments. As one concemed resident explained: 

There is a big concem having all these people with their own way of life, which is 

accepted (may not be right but is accepted) to be totally self-centred, and totdy 

within their community and nowhere else. A lot of people think, and this has been 

discussed locaily, that this in itself is bad for the Town of Markham. Bad in a way 

that from my point of view that people are not prepared to accept changes. 

Imagine al of a sudden that you find that you were the dominant race and you 

wake up one morning and somebody has taken over (interesteci party B-M, 1997). 

As this chapter revealed, cleavages within the community are evident between residents 

@oth Canadian-bom and immigrants) and newcomers, and between Anglo-saxons and 

Chinese. Manifested in the planning process through concerns over garbage, odour, 

tratnc, and signage, new immigration in MarWiam has become increasingiy visible and 

emphasizes the c o ~ ~ ~ u n i t y ' s  differences dong lines of ethnicity, culture, citizenship and 

period of immigration. 

Sdidrvirp and Tolemnw 

Sorne long-tirne residents of Markham would undoubtedly point to a nostdgic 

small t o m  identity in descricbing th& community. With i n c r d  immigration, howewer, 

this has &en way to the suburban realities of the present - M a r k  is a commumty that 

is economidy dynamic and ethnoculturauy diveme. Unlike the academic critics ofthe 



suburban lifestyle, those who have chosen to live and work in Markham readily identiS, 

their suburban identity with a source of pride. For example: 

Markhaml is a suburb of Toronto.. . that ' s got to be one of the most t r m e d  

parts, or idensable factors. We know we are not in Toronto. From a 

development point of view, I'm not getthg the rent I'd otherwise get downtown ... 

living here, 1 know I'm not living in Toronto, and 1 know my next door neighbour. 

People understand this is not the busy metropolitan Mestyle, and 1 think that is 

something they would really share - the understanding (developer interest B-M., 

1 997). 

This affbity for a mburban Mestyle is one factor which seemed to bridge the strong 

ethocultural cleavages present in Markharn: "People who live here want to be in the 

GTA [Greater Toronto Area]. They choose Markham for space, access, Westyle.. . it 

addresses the needs of more than one cultural group" (interesteci party A-M., 1996). This 

sentiment was echoed by an immigrant local business person: 

... a lot of the Asian immigrants have picked Markham to be their home. Probably 

based on the f m  that Markham has a nice environment, the land is slightly cheaper 

than Metro, the living costs are a bit lower and the population density is not as 

high as in downtown Toronto. So a lot of people do enjoy the k g  environment 

in Markham (business interest A-M, 1997). 

The degree to which this affiaitv for a suburban lifestyle can be translateci into a 

sense of community in Marldiam is questionable, however. In taliOng with local 

politicians, quality of üfe (fostered by recreation and culhirai programs, theatre, 



community centres, schools, sporting facilities, and the Ote) are directly equated with a 

sense of cornmunity (elected official A-M, 1997). Meanwhile residents and business 

people are just as iiiely to deny the existence of a collective Mwkham community identity. 

"Right now I really don't see thae is a very strong, community-minded loyalty.. . Right 

now 1 don't see a whole lot of identification of Markharn," explainecl one Markharn 

business person (business interest A-M, 1 997). 

Immigration has changed the multicultural composition of the community and 

forced an adjustment on the part ofnewcomers and established residents alike. When this 

new diversity began to take on an identifiable form in the economic We of the community, 

unresolved tensions came to the fore. As the arcMect for Markham's first Asian mal1 

explained: 

Retail is an expression of the cultural identity of a cornrnunity and when it changes 

so dramtically you can start to feel displaced, and I don't think that is necessady 

a rack view. 1 think it is a genuine feeling on the part of people in Markhm 

about their community. But iî gets played out as being a racist backlash 

(developer interest C-M, 1997). 

Furthemore, as the new immigrants who came to Markham had money to create their 

own businesses and social structures, their seKimposeci isolation was seen by some as 

more threatening than the integrative patterns of earlier groups of immigrants. canadian- 

bom residents of Markham were not dune in questionhg the ways of these newcomers. 

As an immigrant business perron stated: 



What I beiieve persunally is that every unmigrant who cornes to this country 

should respect the original culture of what is already existing right now. That 

doesn't mean that they are going to give up al1 their heritage or their culture, they 

still want to maintain it which is fine.. . 1 th& some retailers out there, they ' re 

thinking or mentaiity was kind of narrow ... Business is business, it doesn't matter 

who waks into your store, they give you the transaction, that is supposed to be 

your client (business interest A-M, 1997). 

The development of mail condominiums focused community tensions between 

residents and newcomers, and revealed the distance the commUNty had to go before it 

could corne to terms with its demographic transformation. Moreover, ethnoculhiral 

diversity has affecteci parts of Markharn to differhg degrees and at different rates of 

change. Despite these challenges, some people in Markham continue to look for signs of a 

collective coming-together. ûthers also expressed the hope that a degree of solidarity 

could be fostered arnidst this diversity. Those within the business commUNty were 

especidiy quick to point out that Markham benefits fiom a diversity of business interests, 

education levels, and viewpoints in addition to ethnocuhral divenity - fatures that have 

proven to be sebg points in Markham's economic development (developer interest B-M, 

1997). As descriied by one active community member: 

1 really don? know if people want to be hown as Merent fiom each other. 1 

think that was what the controvemy was aJl about. Since then a lot of people 

realize 1 don't need to demonsaate that I'm different from you, it's quite obvious. .. 

Let's do the things that make Markbam the place it is ... 1 think this is 



demonstrateci, for example, by ail the types of diverse businesses in Markham.. . 

There are lots of immigrants, Chinese, Itaiians, Indians that are in big business. 1 

think that in itself says that we know we are different, but we are going to iive 

together to serve the cornmunity and to make the community a great place for 

everyone to ïive in (interested party B-M, 1997). 

Tensions have emerged in Markham due to rapid immigration and a correspondhg 

demographic shifi in the commuoity's composition. Tolerance is somethg that those 

who live and work in Markham continue to strive for, requiring adjustments both on the 

part of estabiished residents who are witnessing massive change in their community, as 

weiî as the recent newcomers. 

Unfortunately in Ma- negotiating what membership and belonging in the 

community means amidst its new-found ethnodturai diversity has resulted in a rnessy 

political battle. According to many in Markham, the Mayor's Advisory Cornmittee and its 

subsequent report was an important political gesture in quiethg things down, but did Little 

to resolve the communîty's actual intemal conflicts. As one Commiffee member admitted: 

What the controversy did was say aloud what a lot of people were thinking.. . [now 

we] just go on the way we were going before the controversy. 1 can say it 

ceriainly has involveci a lot of awareness, but whether or not that awareness has 

contriiuted to making relationships better 1 really don? know. I hope it di4 but 1 

really don't know" (iexested party B-M, 1997). 

1s Markham a more tolerant commUnay today? The evidence nom this research 

wodd suggest not, aithough many in the cammUnay believe Markham is moviag in the 



right direction by encouraging cornmunication (elected official B-M., 1997; elected officiai 

A-M, 1997; interested party B-M, 1997). In a community that is working out the growing 

pains of rapid demographic change, where comunity rnembers are forced to live with 

their new residentiai and commercial neighbours or move out, tolerance may be more than 

what is currently possible. For those active in the comrnunity, howwer, the real challenge 

is not in rooting out imolerance but rather in building solidarity within the comunity that 

everyone in Markham can value and be proud of As one resident summarized: 

I'm not going to say that tension is not there, but 1 really haven't nin up against 

any tensions, 1 don? look for any tensions. My role ever since I moved to 

Markham, especially in the last 5 or 6 years hmis been to be part of the solution not 

part of the proble m... It's there, if you look for it, it7s there. But then you can't 

rediy tell yourselfthat okay, 1 redy can't go out the door because there is tension 

out there. You have to negotiate it the best way you can (interested party B-M, 

1997). 

Epiiogue: Maridiam's Future as a Growth Community 

Markham has experienced tremendous growîh and demograpbic change in recent 

years, and this trend is offering no signs of easing. With this growth has corne an 

educated, middle-class, professional group ofimmigrants, attracted to the suburban 

liféstyle and opportunities adable in Cahadian mmmUIilties such as Markham. In fact, 

Markham intends to continue to market itselfintemationally, ushg the slogan ''Dohg it 

Right" as it moves into the next ceatury (Town of Markhem Economic Dwelopment 

CMEce, 199%). 



Retail condominium developments are continuing to be built in the region 

(iterested party C-M, 1997), however, many developers who were active in this 

alternative commercial market in the early 1990s are not intending to build new mails for 

fear the speciaiized target market may soon be saturated (developer interest A-M, 1997; 

developer interest B-M, 1997). Those that are built are ofien choosing to go with a split 

between conventional rented stores and retail condominium units, or with a mV< of tenants 

andor owners beyond the Asian market (developer interest B-M, 1997). 

Questions also remain as to the long-term h r e  of the many mail condominium 

developments that have been built. Wili Canadian mainstrm retders some day take 

over these stores, choosing to buy rather than rent space? W I  auTent Asian immigrant 

store owners become fbture landlords, renting out their d space to new retailers when 

the demographic character of the community once again shifks? Such questions illustrate 

how increased diversity necessitates an approach to planning tbat moves beyond a stnctly 

technical definition, to one that acknowledges the social, economic, and politicai 

challenges of land use. Markbarn plamers have decided that flexibility and adaptability 

will be key tools in rnanaging these challenges in the future. 

This chapter and Chapter Five exploreci how ethnocuitural diversity challenges 

participation and belonging in an urban and a suburban context using the criteria 

introduced in Chapter Two. The next chapter draws some conclusions fiom this evidence 

by comparing the two case studies, and addresses the notion of "multicultural planning". 



CHAPTER EIGHT: Evaluating Citizenship in 
Kensington and Markham 

Comparing the Case Studies 

In the planning case studies examined in Chapters Five and Seven it was reveaied 

that ethnoculturai diversity is but one - aibeit important - factor which influences local 

planning decisions. In the Kensington case study, ethocultural diversity was linked with 

other tensions and cleavages in the community. Although ethnic and cuitural dserences 

were present in the planning process, factors such as the period of amval of immigrants 

and the conmist between residents and business peuple were more relevant to local 

decision-making than the ethnocuiturai group Merences. As the redevelopment of 

George Brown College quickly became a community issue, multicuhralism was only one 

fmor in the formal and informai planning mounding the redevelopment. 

In the Markham case study, multidturalism was linked with period of 

immigration, citizenship and deepseated views over the proper mix of residential and 

commercial land uses. While conflicts in the curnmunity were inappropriately 

characterized as an ethnic cleavage between Angio-Saxons and Chinese by some in the 

media, Chapter Seven revealed that although tensions did exist, reaction to planning for 

retail condominium developments cut across ethnocuiîural lines. It was a multidhiral 

rnix of estabiished residents who were wary of the d s  and the new immigrants who 

pmchased space inside them. 

Tbrough a cornpuison of the two case snidies, this chapter reveals that patterns of 

cornmuniC8tion, expeztatiom ofthe planning process, the source of ethoculturai 

diversity, and the values of residerits in the two commuaifies refiected th& 



urbdsuburban ciifferences. Although there was no indication in either case study that 

local planners had modified their planning practices to address the multiculturalism found 

in both Kensington and Markham, it was the contexi of diversity that made the planning 

outcornes so Werent. That is, the expectations of the process on the part of residents, 

developers, planners and politicians Mered between the two cases and was reflected in 

the difFerent manner in which people participated in local planning decisions. This is not 

to suggest that participation or belonging should be judged more or less favourably in 

either case study, but that the environment in which planning occurred contributes greater 

dissunilarity between the two cases than the multiculturalism they share. The two case 

studies cannot, however, be reduced to generic urban or subuhan planning cases. 

Ethnoculturd diversity did affect the way planning progressed: it was a consideration 

arnong those making decisions, and in many ways was key to the planning issue gemrating 

the kind of local attention it did in each comrnunity. 

Using the criteria describecl in Chapter Two and employed in Chapters Five and 

Seven, this chapter compares and evaluates how cultural aiversiity challengeci participation 

and belonging in the two case shidy communities. 

Participation in Public Decision-makhg 

Participation can be examinai in four distinct ways. The interrelationship between 

p h e r s ,  p0litician.s and the public can shed light on both the plaanuig process and the 

sources offluence on participation within that process. Evalutiag the nature of public 

participation can detenonine the extent to whîch participation is proactive or rractive. 

Tensions between the qUaiity and qmtity of participation can be identiîied. Finaliy, who 



participates in the decision-mahg process cm be examined for evidence of inclusive and 

representative participation. In the foUowing sections participation in the two case studies 

is examined using each of these four approaches. 

Pdiacicuis, Hanners, and the Public 

Public participation is an Unportant factor aE&g the quality of local planning, 

and is influenceci in large part by the interrelationsbip between the community, local 

politicians and planners. As Hodge explains: 

The effectiveness with which this triad - public, politician, and planner - can work 

together will largely detemine the success of the planning process in a 

community. .. the citizenry and the municipal planners and councillors are 

dependent upon one another in the process to attain a plan that embodies an 

accqtable direction for the firme of the cornmunity (Hodge, 1998: 394). 

In both case studies, this three-way relationslip playeû a prominent role. 

In the Kensington case study, communication between the politicians and the 

community resulted in the formation of the Working Group, a group that proved to be a 

very important player in both the f o d  and informai planning processes surrounding the 

redevelopment of the old Coliege site. Ahhough the pianning department remained 

outside of the COIIKIUI@'S actions and chose to wait mtil the issue settled before they 

fblfiiled their obligation to do a planning shidy on the site, the local planner was generaliy 

considered to be knowledgeable and was actively following both the informal and formal 

mbities mounding the site. 



In the Markham case study, the relatiouship between politicians, pianners and the 

public was also important, although it flowed dong more Wtionally organized channels. 

Communication was strongest between the politicians and the planners who shared a pro- 

development agenda, and the public was included when politicians were looking for a 

reaction, or planners brought proposals before public meetings. 

Gmmunity Participation: Proachite vs Reaciive 

Within this formal context, c o ~ t y  participation in Markham was 

overwhelmingly reactive. Interestlligly, politicians, planners, business people and residents 

aiilce seerned to support similar assumptions about the value of a formal process. Indeed, 

while obviousiy not dl cornrnunity members agreed with the decisions made by the 

municipality, they did seem to feel their interests were behg served within such a process. 

By contrast, community participation in Kensington was much more organic and 

proactive. The redeveiopment of the College was viewed in terms of its potential impact 

on the comrnunity, and gamered widespread comrnunity interest. 

Part of an explmation for why participation in Kensington was more extensive and 

integral to the planniag process than was the case in Markham has to do with the history 

of participation for each community. As was explained in Chapter Five, Kensington is a 

community that has responded to change within its borders in the past. Whether fighting 

bulldozers, or lobbying the City of Toronto for revitabtion efforts, Kensington residents 

have repeatedly stood up and made th& voices heard. Whhh this conte- the closure of 

George Brown Colege should be seen as yet another important local issue the community 

felt should be addressed. As a r d t  of this activist history, momenntm for public 



participation existeci in Kensimgton's associations and influentid individuals which codd 

be readily built upon when the campus closure became known. 

Markham, by contrast, did not have this mornenhim for public participation to 

build upon. Planning issues had corne up in the past that had attracted comrnunity interest 

and concem, but they had either a locaüzed impact that did not siffect the majority of those 

living and worlcing in Markham (e.g. NIMBY issues), or they were single, focused issues 

that stirred up widespread participation which dissolvecl after the issue was settkd (e.g. 

the Ofncial Plan amendments). What d e s  this so hdamentally different fiom 

Kensington is that issues were disconnecteci, with an entirely new group of actors 

participating each tirne. When the development of Asian rnalls and the corresponding 

increase in Asian immigration became an issue in Markham, it did attract widespread 

community attention but there was not the same history with collective participation to 

build upon as was the case in Kensington. 

A legacy of the politicized fights for citizen hvolvement in the planning process 

during the 1960s is that most local planning today assumes some level of public 

participation to be lepitimte.' Conimitation is Wntten into planning legislation as a 

requirement, yet in maay cases plamias have enwurageci public participation beyond that 

which is mdated in th& Clflicid Plaiis. In part this is because the public will demaiad to 



pdcipate in planning processes in ways they deem meaningfûl ifthey are not invited to 

do so (Manhall and Roberts 1997). 

Some planning professionals also express concern that public participation must be 

tempered so as to achieve a sense of proportion within the planning process (Seelig and 

Seelig, 1997). While it may be tempting to equate a greater amount of public participation 

with "bette? planning (Amstein, 1969)- lessons fiom planning practice illustrate that in 

reality trade-offs ofken must be made between goals such as high participation, equitable 

representatio~ and cost-efficiency. The effectiveness of a particular public participation 

strategy is therefore dependent upon a host of factors including the public's influence, the 

perceived legitimacy of the process, the degree of controversy raised by the issue7 and 

nxed concems such as available t h e  and cost (Wailace, Woo and Boudreau, 1997). It is 

aiso important to understand that participation is not a static activity. Some individuals 

wiil participate through strong centrai roles in a planning process, while others may move 

in and out of the process as their thne ailows, or as their interest is piqued. As weli, many 

more individuals may never become involved in the process, and may yet still be interested 

in any outcornes that are achieved. 

In the Kensington case study, a handfid of interested comunity members formed 

the Working Group which became the core of public participation. Although not 

supported by everyone in the community, it was the leadership of these indMduals which 

can be credited with the non-adversariai, idormal p b g  process that wolved and 

wentudy resulted in what was a favourabe outcome for most comunity members. 



In the Markham case study, various interests defineci public participation at 

dEerent points in the process, but overall public participation was significantly less than in 

Kensington. Developers and residential condominium owners dealt exclusively with the 

planning department at the beginning of the process. Once the rnaiis were being built, 

participation in the process spread to the indirect activity of the predominantly Asian 

buyers of the units, and the reaction of the wider community to the developrnents. 

Inclusion und Representation 

Despite best intentions to encourage eveqone to become involved Ui community 

issues, the reality is that in planning processes a relatively small group of peuple 

participate, and in unequal ways. Therefore, in evaluating participation in local decision- 

making one must consider how representative the process is. 

In Markham, participation structureci within formai chamels in the planning 

process was considerd an adquate way of informing the public of local dwelopment 

changes. Given the rarity of a planning process that involves large nurnbers of interested 

individuais, the Markham experience of minllnal participation is not unusuai. What is 

noteworthy about the M a r b  case shidy in this respect is that the Asian newcomers 

were not represented among those who did participate, a factor that may have contributai 

to the tensions between the m e n t  residents and the recent immigrants. 

Complete community participation was dm unattainable in the Kensington case 

study, ahhough for different reasons. Community participation peaked at points when the 

Working Group actively sought community opinion, but for the most part wmmunity 

members would indirectly or hfkpently participate in the process even though they 



coasidered the issue to be a community concem. For some in the community, a lack of 

language and literacy skills conmbuted to their relucuuice to actively participate in the 

process. 

Table 8.1: Participation in Public Decision-making 

Kensington Markham 
process of participation - MPP started informai - formal process, public 

proactive/ ruetive 
participation 

quaiityl quantity of 
participation 

inclusive and 
representative 
participation 

?rocess (pub tic/ politician) . invited through meetings, 
planner was responsive, planners and politicians bad 

wt removed. control. 
- proactive. - reactive. 
- Working Group's - public participation 
community consensus used increased out of reaction to 
as leverage in f o d  Deputy Mayor's comments. 
planning process. 
- key participants were - participation through 
experienced and motivateci Council, media and 
(Working Group). Advisory Cornmittee. 
- final outcome supportcd - participation would be 
by majority in cornmunity. si@cantly lower without 

controversy. 
- good showing at Working - formal invitation to 
Group meetings, but not participate, nwer expect 
majority. majoriîy . 
- low tum-out of smder - separation between cment 
ethnodtwal groupd ment population (Cdn. born and 
immigrant S. immigrants) and new 
- Working Group said to (Asian) immigrants. 
represent commun@ as a - no community group/ 
whole (business and association representation, 
residents). municipality spoke for 

community. 

Given that the rnajonty of the public was not imrolved in the planning processes 

&ed in either of the two case shidies, it is important to know the degree to which 

those silent majonty intaests were represented witlnn the procesS. In Kensifigton, the 

Workmg Group appoiuted itselfto represent the commumty as a whole, and managed to 



succeed in brîdguig the residential-business cleavage in the community. The Working 

Group memben, however, were not a representative sample of the various ethnocuitural 

groups fond in Kensington. 

In Markham the municipality, represented through the Mayor, his Council and the 

planning department in parti&, were said to be the community's representatives in local 

decision-making. The rnunicipahty supported contlliued land dwelopment, and this 

seemed to be also supported by Markham's suburban residents and business people. The 

form of land development, however, was a more contested topic as the case of the retail 

condominiums revealed. 

Democratic Equaiity 

The second criterion used to evaluate the impact of ethnoculîural diversity on local 

planning processes is democratic equaiity. Underlying the level and means of public 

participation in locai decision-making is the degree to which people are empowered to 

participate as a redt of how power is distnouted within the community. As the research 

rwealed, power in decision-&g was not solely dehed by ethnocultwal ciifferences, 

but also the duence and position of certain individuais or interests within the planning 

process. 

Sourcs of Infucniree 

In the Kensington case study, participation was largely within an informal planning 

process, while in the Marikm case study it occurred within a more traditional, forma1 

piamhg format. This dinerence influenced who was active in locai decision-mahg 



within the two communities, and by extension who had the greatest influence over those 

decisions. 

The planning process in Kensington was dominated by a handfùl of interesteci 

commWUty members. A comrnunity where personalities matter a great deal (plamer A-K, 

l996a; business interest A-K, 1997; business interest B-K, 1997), influence was exercised 

in local decision-making through coalition-building relationships. Added to the influence 

of individuals was the powerful role played by the Working Group, particularly in 

articulating the community's interests. The Working Group's efforts to adopt the 

structure of a non-profit organization helped to increase its influence in the formal 

planning process, and to be considered a player in the "politicking" that occurred 

alongside govenunent representatives and prospective dedopers. 

In the Markham case study, local decision-making was deemed the pwiew of the 

municipdity and, therefore, the Mayor, Council and the planning department had the 

greatest influence over the planning process surroundhg retail condominium 

developments. Developers brought forward the applications to build Asian mails, thereby 

initiahg the formal planning process within a pro-development climate among local 

politicians and planners. The indirect pressure of Asian immigrants and the market 

potential they represented as retail consumers and potentiai retad unit owners was another 

source of indirect influence on the plamhg process in Markham. 

In Kensington, there was greater commutlity control and power than in Markham. 

The p o w d  role of the Kensiugton community was fàdhted by outsiders (plamers, 



politicians, cornmunity seMce providers) but was ultirnately the result of resident action 

early on. Given the importance of the site to the community, the closure of George 

Brown College generated an informal planning process within which some residents in 

particuiar took on an informed role. 

The community consensus that developed over what to do with the site was aiso a 

powedùi tool. It was the process of securing this consensus that helped give the Working 

Group influence within Kensington, and the consensus itself gave legitimacy to the 

Working Group in their political activities beyond the community's borders. Once the 

formai planning process began, the developer, the municipality and the planning 

department had substantial infhence. Because the Kensington community had opted for a 

pro-active role early on, however, its collective interests rernauied a strong influence even 

at this stage and the f o n d  process lacked the acrimony and hstration that could have 

occurred if the process had proceeded more wnventionally. 

In Markham, the community's power within local decision-rnaking was more 

lirnited and remive. Commurity members did have a forum to rnake their views known 

through the public consultation mechanism created by the Mayor's Advisory Conmittee, 

where wncerned individuals and groups were able to bring &en bnefs and 

presentations to its members. Beyond this special venue, comrnunity concems tended to 

be over parking, tdl ic,  noise and the like and were deah with by the planning departmm 

on a site-specific basis within the typical channels of cornmunity consultation. Despite the 

potentiai for a more proactive approach on the part of Markham residents (as had 



occurred with the previous Onicial Plan arnendments), there was never the kind of 

collective community response in this case that was evident in the Kensington case study. 

Table 8.2: Democratic Equality 

sources of influence 

distribution of power 

chaismatic individuals. 
Working Group. 

- indirect role of elected 
officials (supportedl 
encouraged cornmunity 
initiatives). 

- cornmunity took power 
with Uifomal planning 
process. 
- consensus was powerful 
tool for Working Group to 
enter formal process. 
- later, fonnal channels of 
power in the developer, 
plamers, and the Council. 

Markham 
- Mayor, Council and the 
planning department. 
- developers (brou@ 
fornard applications, started 
the process). 
- indirect role of Asian 
immigration (ikeling d l  
development ). 
- power vested in the actors 
of formal planning process 
(developers, plannen, 
C ouncil) . 
- cornmUNty views heard 
through Mayor' s Advisory 
Cornmittee and reaction at 
Council meetings @ut not 
specific to planning issue). 

Social Structures and Associations 

Neither Kensington nor Markham has a homogeneous population. Instead, the 

two communities are diffedated dong lines of ethnicity, culture, period of immigration, 

citizenship, a d o r  interests, which add considerable complexity to an understanding of 

how local decision-mahg works in each context. Given this differentiation, it was 

relevant to explore the impact of p l d g  decisions on various wllecfjvities withiu the 

cornmunities, and how they were hvolved in the planning process. Social structures and 

associations is the thgd criterion used to malute the impact of ethnocuitural diversity on 

local planning processes in the two case studies. 



Alliances and Assm*atio~~s 

Kensington's ethnocultural diversity is not mdested in IocaZ ethnocultural 

associations. Whether due to the growth of ethnodtural groups beyond the borders of 

the Kensington community, or the lack of a single group large enough to play a dominarit 

role in local decision-making, ethnocultural associations are not the central affiliation or 

source of identity for people in Kensington. In this case study, the p- cornmunity 

diierentiation was a historïcal cleavage between residents and business people. Beyond 

this cleavage is the differentiaiion that occurs within these two groups in the fonn of 

multiple associations and infiormal alliances. 

W1tl6.n this environment, the Kensington community fiuictions in practice not 

through associations, but Uistead through the leadership of individuals who act as 

spokespersons for Werent interests. It is for this reason that the Worlcing Group's 

contimed success as a collective, organized association is unusual for Kensington. The 

dominance of inauential people, however, continues to be a nahirai and usefbl way to 

accomplish local goals. Many of the community's influentid leaders are in sorne way 

connected to the Workiag Group and its various subcolIunittees a factor that has 

wntri'buted to its ability to exist beyond the George Brown College issue it was created to 

attend to. 

Ethnocuîtural dinerences form a strong cleavage within Markham. In part, these 

ethnocultural difFerences are manifested geographically (north vs. swth). Within the 

decision-rnaking process, however, ethnodturd dE"rences are not structursd by 

associations in the community. In fht,  in the case of Asian r d  developments, the 



planning process cannot be reduced to a race relations issue. Community members frorn 

multicultural backgrounds were often found on the same side, expressing very ordimq 

planning concems about increased tmEc or parking. More relevant cleavages seemed to 

be between established residents and newcomers, and between residential and commercial 

interests, and within ethnocultural groups. 

Continu* in the Local Sonal Strrthue 

In Markham, ethnodtural diversity has not traditionally been structureci by 

associations. The diverse membership of Markham's business associations, 

ratepayers'hesidents' associations, and social service, charity and find-raising 

organizatiolrs are a rnarker of the integration that has occurred for established immigrants 

in the cornmunity. 

Despite this evidence of integration, recent newcomers fkom Asia have not as 

regdily becorne part of the social fabric of Markham. The creation of parallel 

organizations and associations has contributeci to the separation between newcomers fiom 

established residents a fact that gained a political expression with the crisis that erupted 

fkom the Deputy Mayor's comments. Cleavages bas& on ethnodtural differences, 

period of immigration and cia?izenship are evident within the commumty, although they 

have entered the planning process veüed as generic concerns of parking, trafnc, garbage, 

odour and signage. 

From one perspective, Kensington cm be seen as a disorganized community with 

multiple and ofien wmpeting associations claiming to represent the wmmunity's interests. 

Amidst this complarity and sornetmies confiision are i d u d  individuais who represent 



coalitions of local interests. From another perspective, however, this apparent 

disorganization cm be seen as a histoIical eiement of continuity for the community - that 

is, the creation and re-creation of alliances and associations as cornmunity issues arise. 

During the research, both residents and business people alike were quick to give examples 

of other instances where community hterests coaiesced (and Kensington's history of 

community activism supports this), imrariably at times when the community felt threatened 

in some way. 

Table 8.3: Social Structures and Associations 

- ethnodtural associations 
not locaiîy active. 
- community differentiated 
dong business1 resident 
lines; fractures exist in both. 
- local leaders speak for 
peoples' interests. 
- informai social structure 
with strong local leaders. 
- several cleavages, some 
represented by associations. 
- (re)creation of alliances 
has historicdy existed 
dependhg on the issue. 

diances and associations 

continuity in Iocai sociil 
structure 

- ethnodtural cleavage, but 
not stmctured by 
associations. 
- business sector has severai 
associations (differentiated 
by type, and ethnicity). 

ri 

- diversity found in social 
structure of existing 
associations. 
- uniike eariier immigrants, 
new Asian immigrants have 
not integrated, but instead 
created parailel associations. 

Soiidirity and Tolemnce 

The fourth and final aiterion used to evduate the impact of cultural diversity on 

local planning processes is solidady and tolerance. Discoverhg what community 

members share in cornmon was pertiaps the most interesting and chaüenging aspect of this 

research. This criterion was crucial to understaudhg the depth to which residents felt a 

sense of belonging in a shared space. The degree to which diversity was tolemted, and 



what in fact citizens involved in the decision-making process collectively shared, was 

explored through observation as well as in the reflections of those who live and work in 

Kensington and Markham. 

Evaiuating the case shidies in terms of solidarity and tolerance is challenging in 

that unity or collective action 4 t h  a cornmunity is uitimately something practical rather 

than theoretical. Reflections of those in te~ewed caution us agairist assumllig that 

community participation necessady indicates comrnunity unity. 

From a practical perspective, the greatest sense of comunity solidanty is derived 

from a commody shared idmtity in an urban or suburban location. By choosing to live 

and/or work in an expressly urban or suburban comrnunity, people in Kensington and 

Markhm were iilustrating a preference that in some ways served as a basis for coUective 

or common action. in this way, place, and the social environment it supportecl, was the 

strongest force of solidarity: 

The more socially homogeneous a commwilty, the more iikely is any one person to 

h d  within close residential or institutionai prorcimity others whose interests and 

tastes are similar to his own. Lif'e-style (as opposed to simple demographic) 

uniformity tends in this way to intense the formation of social networks 

(Schwartz, 1977: 33 1). 

The solidarity which springs fiom a common place can be found in socidy isolated 

suburban communities. In fact, the suburbs have long been criticized for being nothhg but 

a home for people sharing a suburban lifestyle, rather than co1IectNities or mmmuaities 



with a shared purpose. Charged with lacking density, ambiance, civic substance (Meeker, 

1989) and generally a sense of place (Kunstler, 1993), many argue that the "suburbs are 

essentially lifestyle enclaves, not really neighbourhoods or communities," and that: 

... the challenge is to find denser housing patterns and site-planning organizations 

that create a sense of place, that create elements of urban fabnc interfacing with 

and not isolated from the metropolitan artenal web, and that contribute to the 

rneaning, cultural identity, and regional imagery of the host cornrnunity (Meeker, 

1989: 64). 

In Markham, the scnse of place that is s h e d  by commUNty members has two facets. 

Some of Markham's long-the residents nostalgically hold ont0 a srnaii town identity. 

However, because of increased immigration many people in Markham base their identity in 

their suburban rdties of economic growth and ethnocultural diversity. The degree to 

which the aEhiîy for a suburban Mestyle can be translateci into a sense of community in 

Markham is questionable, however. 

Although suburban cornmunifies have been extensively criticized for lacking an 

organic smse of place or sense of community, it is important that urban communities not 

be ideaüzed at the other end of the spectrum. Kensington has a community solidarity that 

sprlligs fh rn  its dan,  diverse environment that attracts immigrants, urban professionals, 

and business people alike. This solidanty is evident whenever an issue captures 

widespread community interest, as was the case with the planning example of the closure 

of George Brown Coliege. In fict, as was addressed in Chapter Four, Kensington hss a 

long history of collective action around issues that had an impact upon the cornmunity as a 



whole. This solidarity arising out of diverse interests, however, does not extend beyond a 

shared desire to protect the urban identity that those who live and work in Kensington are 

attracted to . 

This dissertation has consistently emphasized the impact of ethnocdtural diversity 

on participation and belonging in two heterogeneous communities. Implicit in this focus, 

and indeeâ, the starting point for the criteria used to evaluate the impact of diversity, is the 

idea that involvement in local decision-making can be an active expression of community 

membership. 

Participation within ethnodturaiiy diverse communities, as the research revealed, 

is often cornplex in the Markham case study, ethnodtural diversity was hked with 

class ciifferences. Immigration had changed the multidtural composition of the 

commwity and forced an adjustment on the part of newcomers and established residents 

aüke. When this new diversity began to take on an identifiable form in the economic He of 

the community, howwer, it was seen as more threatening than the inteptive pattern of 

eariier groups of immigrants. Fhancially able to create businesses and social structures, 

these newcomers stood out from both the Canadian born and earlier immigrants in 

M a r k  Despite these challenges brought on by ethnodlhiral diversity, some of those 

iate~ewed for this research were searching for solidarity and strength that codd be 

fostered amidst the diversity in imerests and viewpoints as wel as the ethnocukurai 

diaèfences* 



By contrast, in Kensington diversity is so embedded in the community's history 

that it is seen as a source of strength, a source of community solidarity. Through 

ethnocultural diversity has come ciifferences in language, income, interests and issues, yet 

the historical pattern of immigration has had a unifjing effect on the community. 

It is this diversity that attracts Kensington's many visitors, has emed the community's 

market the special protection status ( A m  of Special Identity) from the City of Toronto's 

p l h g  department, and was even considered a primary selling feature for the new 

condominiums to be built on the old George Brown Coliege site. 

Amongst those who live and work in Kensington, though, it is widely 

acknowledged that the wrnmunity is a collection of individuals with dEering and often 

opposing perspectives. Despite their ability to come together over specific community 

issues, a more broad-based and consistent solidarity has proved to be elusive for those 

who seek it. 

Examining the degree to which tolaance existed within the case study 

communities was a u s a  balance to some of the more idedistic observations and 

reflections about community solidarity. For example, whüe ethnoculhiral diversity was 

genedy desaibed as a strength by community members, the planning examples revealed 

the challenges of achieving fidi or representative participation midst such diversity. 

Discoverhg the degree to which tolerance for diversity exists within the two communities 

d d  therefore illuminnte the strength of community solidarity. 



In the Kensington case study, tolerance was a practicai necessity given its high 

density, multiple group associations, and the mix of residentiai and commercial uses. 

While some readily described the cornmunity as tolerant and pointed to its ethnocultural 

diversity, others contradictecl this by suggesting that what could be mistaken for tolerance 

was in fact the absence ofany one ethocultural group large enough or powerful enough 

to dominate the community. 

Table 8.4: Solidarity and Tolerance 

Kenshgton 
residents attracted to the - subuhan quality of life 

M a n  village" Mestyle in attractive to both existing 
1 Kensington. 

periodic corning together 
)f diverse interests, but not 
he sarne as a sense of 
:ommunity. 
- diversity typidy 
interpreted as source of 
strengîh. 
- source of hstration for 
some wanting to build 
comrnunity consensus. 

- practicai necessity in such 
a dense environment (niixed 
use). 
- no group large enough to 
dominate. 

:esidents and newcomers. 
bridges diversity, but 

ioesn' t translate into sense 
~f community . 

- demographic changes have 
created tension (came to the 
fore with Deputy Mayor's 
comments). 
- diversity is economic 
sehg  point for Markham. 
- will be source of so l idm 
with tirne? 
- poütical battle challenged 
tolerance. 
- Advisory Commiftee 
report did not foster 
tolerance so much as "quiet 
things down". 
- moWig in right direction 
with communication? 

In the M a r k  case study, intolerance was given a political expression as rapid 

immigration spurred a demographic shat  in the community's composition. Accordhg to 



rnany in Markham, the Mayor's Advisoq Cornmittee and its subsequent report was an 

important political gesture in quieting things down, but did M e  to resolve the 

community's actual intemal conflicts over what membership and belonging are to mean 

amidst Markham's ethnocultural diversity. Moreover, given the recency of Markham's 

demographic changes, tolerance rnay still be out of reach. Active members of the 

community see building soüdarity within its diverse population as a more constructive and 

practical goal than addressing the intolerance that does exist. 

Multiculturai Plnnning? 

The redevelopment of George Brown Coliege in Kensington, and the development 

of Asian malls in Markham provide evidence of the ways in which ethnocuiturd diversity 

challenges participation and belonging in urban and suburbau cornmunities. While 

ethnoculn~ral diversity is but one fsctor of many that affect local decision-making 

processes, these case shidies also raise some interesthg questions about the challenges of 

diversity for urban and suburban planning, aa issue whch is increasingly relevant for 

planning practice in other Canadian cities. 

As was stated in Chapter One, and repeated throughout this dissertation, 

immigration and ahnocuihiral diversity in Canada's urban landscape are not new 

phenomena. What has changed within the last qurter-century is that immigration 

sethnent is no longer aimed so mtensively on the inner-cit,. Immigration settlement 

patterns are spreading the impact of immigration, and its resulting multiculturalism, to all 

parts of cities - tuban and suburban aIike. While some of this is due to hcreasing numbers 

of weil-edueated, professional and fbmcially stable immigrants entering Cansda, 



immigrants fkom ail parts of the economic spectnim are arriving in Canadian urban and 

suburban centres. 

This immigration is having a qualitatively diierent impact on Canadian cities than 

in the put. Not oniy do the populations of Canada's largest cities include increasing 

proportions of immigrants, but there is also an increased ethnic, racial, and class diversity 

in Canada's suburban immigrant population. Qadeer articulates what these new challenges 

mean for planning practice: 

These c h g e s  mean that the new multiculturalism is not iimited to the poor and to 

dowatown core areas. It has spread to the suburbs, creating ... ethnic enclaves. It 

has spawned new spatial and architectural forms (Qadeer, 1997: 485). 

The impact of shifting immigration patterns and some of the challenges they present for 

urban and suburban communities in the Toronto metropolitan area is illuminated by the 

cornparison of Kensington and Markharn in this dissertation. 

Diversity is widely considerd by planners to be a source of strength and vibrancy 

for cities (Leung, 1994), and the impacts of ethnocultwal diversity are spreading into new 

areas of urban and suburban planning. Yet are plamers in Canada's diverse cities 

engaghg in "multicultural plaxiniag''? On a most basic level, ethnocultwal diversity is 

important because demographic analysis (such as population projections) is oAen the bais 

upon which plmm make decisions about economic and physical growth. More 

signincant are the challenges of fkibting citizen participation in planning and local 

decision-making. Although aa issue in sorne ways inseparable fiom larger debates over 

the role of citizens in local decision- and policy-&g (Qadeer, 1994: 190), traditional 



means of involving the public have undoubtedly been put into question where social 

n o m ,  language bankm and a mistrust of the process itself on the part of newcomers c m  

conspire to make planning tools like the public meeting especiaüy ineffective. Especidy 

in cities (iike Toronto) where minority groups are large enough or visible enough to 

present a political force: efforts have been made to solicit their participation through 

translation services and multi-luigual documentation. Recognizing that a diverse 

population requkes diversity in the way services are delivered is an important first step for 

the planning profession, and this has been where planners have been moa successful in 

accommodating ethnocultural diversity within the planning process. 

Beyond the participatory aspects of the planning process, ethnoculhiral diversity is 

also challenging the way communities are defined and understood by planners. Arguuig 

that we must "...give up the search for a safe place, a homogeneous community, and to 

embrace difference and diversity," Sandercock suggests that 'We could cail this the need 

to plan for muitipie publics and for diversity, rather than for the (rnyth of the) public 

interest and homogeneity" (Sandercock, 1995: 85-86). Such an approach demmds that 

structural changes to planning processes and policies be d e  - critically examinhg how 

plans are written, what assumptions underlie their application, who sits at the decision- 

making table, and who the plamers themselves are. 

As examples Corn p l d g  practice illustrate: meeting these challenges of 

ethnodtural aiversity is not an easy or naturai extension of the planning professon. 

hareantnpoatbgTom~'sAcmsaidEqmty~itwdsfoimdtbatbyt&yearZOOOSQprant 
of Toronto's papilation will be non-white - making visiile minanty groups the majority (Carey, 1998). 

A picmeering p*a on th ùnpad afdtidtmalism on pbnning in Canada, Q a c k ' s  article &as an 
Ovennew ofa nnmkr of intereSting exampies fiom cad ian  planning practice (Qadeer, 1997). While 



Rooted in a tradition of the universal application of plans and policies, most planners work 

within a structure that assumes some degree of hornogeneity in tems of the community or 

public interest. The national professional body, the Canadian InstiMe of Planners, has 

paid some attention to issues of diversity in its Statement of Values. Planners are 

encourageci to "respect diversity" and to foster ''meaningful public participation by ali 

indMduals and groups and seek to articulate the needs of those whose interests have not 

been represented" (Canadian Insftute of Planners, 1994). Despite this pluraiistic 

language, the Statement is only a collection of guidelines foi action, rather than 

enforceable codes. In Ontario's planning legislation4, by contrast, people are described as 

generic and undifferentiated: 

References to ' persons' or 'the public' are found throughout. The anly 

cotlectivities mention4 that fd between the sale of the individual and the entire 

'public' are 'public bodies', and these refer to a very limitai range of civic 

coiîectivities such as school boards and public utilities. The parties affécted by 

planning decisions are therefore assumeci to be the individual, or the public as a 

whole, described as an aggregate (Wallace and Moore Milroy, 1998: 67). 

What this means in practice is that diversity is addressed as an exceptional circumstance to 

be accommodated in planning processes. As multicuitdsm collides with p l d g  on a 

case-by-case basis, planners struggie to deal with the impacts of diversity whiie at the 



same tirne holding ont0 '"forma1 policies [that] remain 'blind' to [the] ethnic and cultural 

characteristics of a proposal" (Qadeer, 1994: 192). 

This is not to suggest that the planners at work in such diverse communities are 

not sensitive and aware of the challenges diversity poses for local decision-making and the 

planning process in particular.s As this dissertation revealed, some planners do 

acknowledge that ethnoculturai diversity is changing the urban and suburban environments 

they operate within and is cWenging the tools and assumptions their profession has 

ttaditionally depended on. 

In the Kensington case study, ethnoculturai diversity was recognized as a strength 

of the neighbourhood by both the City and the community. Public participation in the 

f o d  and informai aspects of the planning process attempted to include the diverse 

groups through translation services, muiti-lingual documentation, ad, to a lirnited degree, 

in the variecl representation of groups. Despite these efforts, though, much of the 

community's diversity was not evident in the faces of those who held positions of power 

or influence in regards to the planning example at issue. 

In the Markham case study, by contrast, the comUNty's diversity was not d i r d y  

addresseci in the planning process, yet it was contlicts arising out of this divenity that 

politicized the issue of retail condominium development. Moreover, it was the distinctive 

impact of cuiture on this new commercial deveiopment fonn that contributeci to local 

planners' uncertainty. They wanted to encourage alternatives but found their existiog 

tools inadquate to deai with the nurnerous concerns these mails brought with them. 

' ûne expression of scnsitivity is the fàct that a f'ew r n u n i c ~ e s  (such as Vmuver  and 
Richmond, B.C.) are beginning to carporatc statemeats about diversity into theh pbmhg sbtements, 



While some planners are dealing with the challenges of ethocultural diversity 

within the context of planning processes out of necessity, at most there has been an 

increased awareness in the planning profession that it must adapt to the needs of diverse 

groups. The planning process has been altered to incorporate diversity through creative 

public participation rnechanisms, especially in those Canadian cities where multiculturalism 

is most present and visible. Yet the more structural changes required to engage in 

multicultural planning - that is, planning that acknowledges '?he cultural biases embedded 

in the so-cded universal standards" (Qadeer, 1997: 49 1) - are far from a reaiity. 

Importantiy, "mdticulhiral planning" does not demand the conceptualization of 

another substantive area of planning like "social p18nning3' or "environmental planning". 

Rather, multicuiturai planning necessitates a new consciousness among planners about the 

very perceivable force of change immigration continues to bring into Canadian 

comrnunities, and the challenges the resulting ethnocultura1 diversity poses within the 

planning process. Furthemore, in acknowledging the impact of ethnocultural diversity, 

plannas n d  not assume that the outcorne of th& efforts will necessarily be dEerent. 

What wül and should change is the proces of local decisionmaking, so that the d e d  

ways in which people participate and belong in their comrnunities is legitimately reflected 

through the evolution of pluralistic visions of pians and policies. As Hodge explaias: 

This [multidturalism] raises new challenges for planners to broaden their social 

perceptions and the perceptions of those whom they are advising. The issues that 

emerge with expanding cuitUral diversity cover the spectmm fiom housing and 

transportation to employment and community services... In other words, the 



content of the planning agenda is rnuch the same as for other members of the 

cornmunity. What diers is the need for plamers to be able to cross cultural 

boundaries in seeking to understand ethnic comunity concerns, as weîi as 

expectations of the planning process (Hodge, 1998: 3 39-40). 

Sandercock is more critical of current planning practice, and the distance that has to be 

travelled before ethnocultural diversity truiy i d o m  planning practice: 

Merence must become a category of analysis within planning theory, just as class 

and gender have already begun to be acknowledged as sucb. Dflerence already 

Uiforms the politics of planning. If we want to achiwe social justice and respect 

for cultural diversity in multicultural cities, then we need to theorite a productive 

politics of Merence. And ifwe want to foster a more democratic, inclusionary 

process for planning, then we need to start listening to the voices of difrence 

(Sandercock, 1998: 109). 

Immigration and the resulting ethnocultural divenity have had, and will continue to 

have, an unavoidable impact on Canadian cities and by extension the way they are planned, 

govemed and function. As this research iliustrated, the challenges this creates within 

heterogeneous communities have not been resolved - especially within the suburban 

communities such as Markham where diversity is a relatively recent phenmenon The 

challenges will be resolved by addressing the unequd and varied ways in which people 

participate and belong in their communhies. Recognizirig the "multiple publics" that 

inhfthit our muiticultural cities is a first step. The solutions, however, go beyond 

reco@on and tolmce of diversity. What is necessary is that the instihitions and 



structures of local decisionmaking must be accepteci as legitimate by all groups. The goal 

of multicultural planning, then, is not so much to m a t e  a more tolerant, accepting, and 

accommodating planning process as it is to ensure that the decisionmaking process is one 

ail community members see as legitimate. 



CHAPTER NINE: Multicultural Planning and Citizenship 

Canada's Urban Immigration: The Themes of this Dissertation 

Immigrants represent 1 7.4 per cent of Canada's total population, and a much 

higher percentage in mam, cities. In Toronto, for example, immigrants account for 42 per 

cent of the population (Statistics Canada, 1997). Choosing to settle in cities for a variety 

of remous (mcluding employment, access to services, and culturaV farnily ties), immigrants 

are changing Canada's h a n  landscape. Their impact, however, is not simply the result of 

growing nmbers. Changes to federal immigration policy have contributed to a growing 

ethnocultural diversity in Canadian cities. Moreover, immigrant settîement is changing, 

with some newcomers not entering Canadian society through more traditional imer-City 

areas. The resdt is that Canada's urban and suburban communities are experiencing 

similar demographic changes - albeit in Merent ways, and to vaxying degrees. These 

changes require adjustment on the part of both newwmefs and residents alike. 

In uiis dissertation, two case studies were used to aramine how ethnocuitural 

diversity challenges the way citizens participate and belong in their communities. Usîng 

urban and suburban pl-g processes as a lem through which to explore these 

challenges, land use planning cese studies were used to examine the ünk between 

immigration and &es in general, and the impact of ethnoculturai diversity on participation 

and belonging as seen through local decision-making in parb:cuiar. What emerged can be 

addressed in terms of three inter-reIated themes: diversity, plamnng and citizenship. 



As was described in Chapter niree, the ethnoculturai diversity that characterizes 

Canada's cities is the product of the evolution of Canadian M g r a t i o n  policy. Beginning 

with overtly racist poiicies and regdations in the nrst half of this century, significant 

revisions were made to the Immigration Act in 1976, with an aim to creating a fairer, 

universal immigration policy. While the motives for this sh& and the degree to which 

discrimination was removed fiom Canada's immigration system are disputeci (Hawkins, 

1988; Troper, 1993; Satzewich, 1989), these revisions mark a discemible change in 

Canadian immigration. Canadian immigration has shifted f?om a domination of European 

immigrants in favour of Asian newcomers over the last 25 years. in fact, Canadian society 

is now extremely diverse, with immigrants arriving fiom aü over the globe. This reaiity is 

evident in Canada's cities, especiaily Toronto and Vancouver. 

Although most Canadian cities, and all of the iargest ones, are experiencing the 

effects of ethnoculturai lersity redting fiom immigration, their experiences are not 

d o m  or universal. Toronto is an interesthg location to explore the impact of diversity, 

because beyond the large number of immigrants that d e  in the Toronto area - it is 
home to one-third of Canada's total immigration, and attracts 42 per cent of new arrivals 

(Citizenship and Immigration Canada, 1997; Statistics Canada, 1997) - it is also a 

metropolitan region with both multicuitural urban and suburban communities containeci 

within its boundaries. As was disnissed at length in Chapter Three, this is a refiection of 

changhg dement  patterns as the socio-economic &tus of Canada's immigrants hes 

shifted. 



Kensington, a long-time immigrant reception area in the urban inner-core of 

Toronto and the subject of Chapters Four and Five, is a good example of traditional 

immigration settlement patterns. As Canadian unmigration policy has evolved and the 

source countries of immigration have changed over the last cenniry, layers of 

ethnocdtural diversity have taken hold, widenced in the cornmunity's architecture, 

businesses and residents. Given its long history with immigration, ethnoculhiral diversity 

is a distinct part of Me in Kensington for those who live, work and nsit the community. 

Diversity has also wrought a series of cleavages and tensions between groups and 

individuals. Yet when presented with an issue of community-wide wncem in the George 

Brown Coilege redevelopment (discussed in Chapter Five), Kensington was able to 

overcome these divisions. Not everyone in the community agreed on what should be done 

with the site, or the role they should play in the decision-making proceu. Through the 

work of a core group of iadividuals who formed the Working Group, however, an 

ultimately successfûi community planning process was undertaken that strove for 

consensus amongst Kensington's internai divisions. 

Chapta Six iatroduceû Markham: a dynarnic, econornically-thriving suburban 

community that has undergone rapid demopphic changes over the past decade. 

Markham is a good example of the new immigration settiement patterns that are behg 

fàcilitated by Canada's business immigration programs, and f e d d  policy-makers' 

preferaice for economicaily se~sufficient immigrants. This new diversity poses a 

challenge for local decision-makers who &ce a cummunity straining to adjust to rapid 

demographic changes. Ewnomic immigrants settlllig in suburban communities may not 



need the traditional setdement s e ~ c e s  of employment and language training, yet as 

M a r k ' s  political tensions over Asian immigrants and the development of Asian mails 

reveal (discussed in Chapter Seven), these newcomers are not automatically integrating 

into their new suburt,an community. In Mar- the political battie that enipted out of a 

local politician's statements over the impacts of Asian immigration was a symptom of 

rapid dernographic changes. While local planners see retail condominiums as an 

innovative development alternative, to many in the cornmu* they are a striking example 

of growing Asian immigration and the visible impact this immigration is having on the 

social and economic life of Markham. 

Immigration is an area of federal jurisdiction, but not an area of exclusive federal 

policy activity. The feded goverment is mandatai to consuh with the provinces over its 

annuai immigration plan, ahhough in practice the priority assigneci to provincial 

involvement has been at the discretion of individual federal ministers (Vineberg, 1987: 

3 16). Beyond federal planning of immigration inflows, provinces have actual interests in 

unmigration smlement, pdculariy in the areas of edudon, heahh and welfare. With 

some 0m7,iiity in the role of provinces in immigration policy and implementation, 

"provinces [have] as much or as M e  respoosibüity in immigration as thq  want and are 

capable of assumylg'' (Dalon, 1976: 80). As a dt, some provinces (most notably 

Quebec) have chosen to take a more active role in immigration than others.1 



At the local level, the nonprofit sector plays a large role in immigrant settlement, 

often the primary source of service delivery for both federal and provincial immigration 

programs. Municipalities have a much less defined interest in immigration, yet given the 

increasingly visible ethoculturd diversity found in Canadian cities, this may change. 

Locd governments with the longest history of diversity have understandably done the 

most in addressing urban immigration and multicuitutalism, with efforts such as targeted 

grants, race relations, translation seMces and equity or access programs (Frisken and 

WaUace, 1998). 

In cities like Toronto, where immigrants represent a sizable portion of the 

population (42 per cent), the impacts of immigration and ethnocultural diversity reach 

beyond these specific areas, and into the general bctioning of municipal government. In 

particular, the reality of multicuituralism is colliding with established assumptions in 

everyday planning practice. Planners oftm use demographic analysis to make decisions 

about economic and physical growth, so an understanding ofhow their cummunity is 

changing is undoubtedly useful to the practice of planning. More signrficant are the 

challenges plmers face in fanlitating public participation in local decisionmaking 

Tradifiod planning tools and p d c e s  that assume a homogeneous public or neglect 

language b8Riers and ethnodtural differences can prove ineffective in multicultural 

communities. P h e r s  in these c o d e s  are forced to recmgnize that a diverse 

population not ody requires diversity in the way saMces are dekvered, but also structurai 

changes to the process of planning so that diversity may be dected at the decision- 

making tables and in the policies and plans created. 



In Kensington, both the informal and formai planning process attempted to solicit 

participation fiom the community's ethnoculturaliy diverse population with translation 

seMces and multilingd documentation. Despite these efforts, some of those involved 

acknowledged that the newest irnmigrauts and those rnost marginaiized from sources of 

power and influence were absent. Alteniatively, in Markham, ethnocultural diversity was 

never directly addressed in the planning process. Yet the new development form of retail 

condominiums originated in the cornmunity's demographic changes, and a neutral planning 

approach to ethnocuiturai diversity did not avoid messy political battles, as the "Carole 

Bell incident" cleariy showed. 

As was argued in Chapter Eighf planning is a profession rooted in the neutral 

application of plans and policies, where diversity is treated as an exceptional circumstance 

to be accommodated. Urban and suburban rnuiticuituralis~ howwer, is not a passing 

trend in Canada. if planners are to be successfid in creating and maintainhg cornmunities 

where ail inhabitants feel comfortable, the reaiity of ethnodturaî diversity must be 

refiected in the process of local decision-making and the evolution of pluralistic visions of 

plans and policies. This requires a recognition that ethnodtural diversity is already 

imbedded in the s o d ,  economic and political construction of the city, and is not 

something that CM be adequately addressed through periodic accommodation when 

tensions arise. 

Imrolvement in local decision-&g can be an active expression of comrrmnity 

rnembetship. Frequently d e s c r i i  in this dissertation in temis of the challenges posed by 



diversity to "participationa7 and c'belongingyy, conceptually what has been explored is 

citizenship in the two communities. Citizemhip in this sense goes beyond formal rights 

and obligations, and encompasses the active practices of decision-making in local 

communities. Thus the planning process offers a way to explore how citizens participate 

and belong in their communities. 

in this dissertation, "comunity" was used in both a sociological and spatial sense, 

and was the level ofanalysis for the case study research. As explained in Chapter Two, 

Markhm and Kensington are communities of obvious unequal size, yet both evoke a 

mental and physical boundary of belonging for residents. The character of th& bounded 

spaces however, is strikingly difEerent. 

Both Kensington and Markharn are ethnoculturally diverse cornmunities, but are 

disthguished by their distinct quahty of We. Disaissed in tenns of community solidarity, 

Chapter Eight noted that u r b d  suburban Merences go a long way in explaining what is 

dinerent bbetween Markham and Kensington. Patterns of wmmunication, sources of 

ethnocultural diversity, expectations of the planning process, and the values of residents 

differed greatly betwem the two case studies, and refîect the urban or suburban conte* in 

which local decision-rnaking occurred. Atthough the planning process in each case study 

' was identical - developer brings a proposal to the p l d g  deparment, planners make 

recommendations and report to C o u d  - how that process worked in pmtice, and in 

parti& the lewel and location of influence members in each cummunity had was very 

different (see Figure 9.1). 



In the Markham case study, the cornmunity had influence over local decision- 

making to a very limited degree. One avenue was through the traditional planning venue 

of the public meeting. Community members in this particular case had additionai access to 

Council through the presentations made at the Mayor's Advisory Council, and through the 

concems they brought to their elected representatives. Community influence over 

developers was marginal. It is worth noting, however, the community's demographics 

was a primary motive for developers bringing the development proposais to Council. 

By contrast, in the Kensington case study the comniunity had greater iduence 

over local decision-making due to their proactive approach. nie planning department 

played a hands-offrole for much of the process, but the community was able to exert 

influence upon both Council and prospective developers through their intensive lobbying 

efforts. 

As was explshed in the beginaing of Chapter Eight, these two cornmunifies are 

not generic examples of urbaa and suburban planning. For example, an interest in 

protecting Kensington's unique ethnoculhirally diverse character was in part what made 

the redevelopment of a signifiant plot of land a community concem, and Uifluenced 

efforts on the part of community leaden and the City's planning department to reach out 

and develop an inclusive planning process. In Markham, ethnodtural merences 

contnouted to an alternative development form spawning widespread poütical tensions. 

Plmers approached the community's planning concenu with a technid and neutral 

perspective, leavhg it to the politicians to address dntersity and the problems of 

cornmunity solidarity. 



Figure 9.1: Community Influence over Local Decision-making: 
Kensington and Markhm Case Studies 
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Multicultural Planning and Cithenship 

Incorporating the multicdtural reality of Canadian society into a substantive 

understanding of citizenship remains a challenge not only for national decision-makers, but 

also for locai decision-makers. How members of mdtidturd local communities, often in 

Canada's larger h a n  centres, may actively participate in their community is not at all 

clear to urbaa and suburban plamers. Yet as was evident in this research, ethnocultural 

diversity does in fact enter the realm of urban and suburban planning. As Canadian cities 

become increasingly diverse places, the practice of plamhg mut recognize and reflect this 

reality . 

Ethnocultural diversity, in combination with urban or suburban concem, presents 

a challenge for planners. A reality that is changing Canadian cities, ethocultural diversity 

does not fit weil with the neutial laquage of planning legislation, or the tendency within 

traditional planning h e w o r k s  to see ciiffierence as something to be accornmodated as an 

exceptionai circumstance. For those planners who recognize the challenges ethnoculwal 

diversity poses and seek to develop inchisionary participation strategies and wen 

alternative planning pmtices (as was posited at the end of Chapter Eight), they wül be 

entering the terrain of the practice of locai citizenship. Thet is, in adapting the process of 

local decisionmaking and addressing the importance of participation, planners will be 

worLing towarâs improving the quality of community membership, or achieving 

substantive local citizenship. m e  this would requïre a noticeable shift away &om 

traditionai planning 8ssumptions of a "public interest" and the neutrality of technical 

planning decisionmaking, it aeed not n d y  demand whoily new plarming outcornes. 



Nor, for that matter, is the suggestion being made that planners in and of themse!ves have 

the means to ensure substantive citizemhip for community members. What needs to be 

addressed in planning practice, howwer, is that plamhg decisions are not neutral, and 

that the process of planning is an important venue for the practice of substantive local 

citizenship withlli cornrnunities. 

Within the context of this dissertation, the two case studies illustrated the 

challenges for both belonging and participation in ethnocuhrally diverse communities. 

InteMew participants readiiy identified Markham as a vibrant, subuhan comrnunity that 

was different fiom the more urban Toronto. Many expressed a very conscious decision to 

locate in Markham. A sense of belonging to a shared comrnunity, however, was not 

present among the participants. While some referred to Markham's historic roots as a 

point of identity, the reality of a population composed 40 per cent of immigrmts makes 

s h e d  history an unlikely source of solidarity. Despite Markham representing a social and 

geographic boundary that residents identifiecl with, a substantive community membership 

(or citizenship) beyond their shared status as Markham residents was not evident. Clear 

cleavages exist within the comunity, cleavages that emerged as divisive political tension, 

as was describeci in Chapter Seven. Moreover, participation in decisionmaking was not 

u n i v e d y  achieved in Markhem. In hct, ethnicity, length of t h e  in the community, and 

the particular issue at hand dl combined to ma te  variable local participation. Home to a 

ne* multi- population, Markham offered a shed  suburban st8tus, but there is 

very little evidence that the practice of such a staais translates into anything resembling 

substantive Id l p .  That is, that people took meaning âom th& collective 



membership, and expressed their shared status as local citizens through active participation 

in local decision-making. 

In Kensington, a strong identification with the comrnunity existed among residents 

and business people. Kensington represents identinable social and geographic boundaries 

that encompass a shared sense of belonging and membership. Whiie interview participants 

did not agree on the meaning of "commwiltf' in Kensington, it was generally 

acknowledged that people who chose to live and work in the comunity were part of 

something beyond their individual situation. Public participation was a valued and 

impoi tant part of local decision-making, for both the City's plaaning department, and local 

cornmunity leaders. Local planning was more participatory in Kensington than in 

Markham (due in large pari to the parailel informai planning process, see Chapter Five). 

Given the widespread interest the redeveloprnent of George Brown College engendered in 

the community, the successfui outcome for the community was generally attributed to 

public participation and could be interpreted as a positive example of the active pnctice of 

local citizensbip. There is some evidence that substantive citizenship does exist in 

Kensington, although it is not without probiems. Participation in this case study was not 

universal among community wmbers, with the majority choosing to be informeci of the 

planning progress over direct participation. Moreover, the representative nature of the 

participation acbieved was a concem for some interview participants. Despite the 

community's ethnocuitural l e rs î ty ,  many ethnic groups present in Kensington, and 

especiaiiy the newer immigrant groups, were not found in positions of influence within 

tocai deasion-making structures. 



Most appropriately understood in a practical context, substantive citizenship is not 

a goal or ideal, but rather a messy redity. People in Kensington were w i h g  to address 

local planning concem collectively, and in fact have a long history of doing so. More 

importantly, however, community members engaged in active participation in local 

decision-making. This was obvious in the informa1 planning process the Working Group 

spearheaded, but also in a multiplicity of  local associations and the coalescing of interests 

around influentid local leaders. Much more so than in the Markham case study, in 

Kensington residents and business people shared a status in their urban identity which in 

practice translatai into acfive community participation. Granted, this substantive 

citizenship was only achieved because the issue at hand was considered serious enough, 

and the participation that did ocair was not uniform or consistent at ail times, or extend 

across all parts of the cornmunity. The KensUlgton case illustrates both the challenges of 

securing substantive citizenship, and the benefits that can be achieved through the practice 

of citizenship . 

Citizenship is ultimately defined by the individual. It exists where the citizen feels 

a sense of belonag. For some, citizeaship is most ~ccurately understood at a global sale 

- we are citizens of this plmet, we share rights and obligations as a result of our shared 

inmmity. For others, citizenship is tied to the nation-state - we share membership in a 

political enterprise, and our citizenship is invested with a legd status and guaranteed 

p o W d  nghts. Still others see citizenship as a concept relevant at a local level - it is 
within communities that we take meaning fiom cornmon membaship, and participate in 



decisions that affect our daily lives. in this dissertation it has been the latter expression, 

local citizenship, that has been of hterea. 

Recognizuig local citizenship does not negate the existence of national citizenship 

beyond legal status in C d a ,  or the importance that citizenship may hold for the 

Canadian-born and immigrants aiike. What this dissertation addresses, however, is that 

the substantive elements of citizenship are being negotiated in practice within 

communities. Localities then, becorne an increasingly important arena where citizens seek 

rneaning in coliective mernbership and participate in decisions that impact their daily lives. 

By looking for what we have in common, we also see what distinguishes us fiom 

one another. This dissertation focused on the impact of ethnocultural diversity upon 

Canadian cities, and revealed a dynamic and challenging context in which local decision- 

making or planning occurs today. Contrary to the way issues of diffeience are sometimes 

addressed in the fiterature, this reseatch found that ethnocultural diversity carmot be 

addressed in isolation.2 Despite the readily identifiable dnrersity found in both Markhm 

and Kensington, and the fact that in the planning examples explored here diversity had an 

impact on the way participation worked in the two communities, neither case couid be 

understood within the context of ethnoculturai differences alone. This research illustrated 

the complexity and rnessy nature of locd participation, as ethnocultural diversity combines 

with other aspects of a person's Iife such as citizenship, period of immigration, age, 

incorne, and interests. The practice of local CitlaLhip within this context is cornplex. 



Ifit is tnie that localities are an arena where citizenship is being negotiated, and 

planning provides a lens kom which to examine how people participate in decisions and 

seek meaning in their community membership, then what are the implications for planning 

practice? Reflecting on the criteria employed in this dissertation, this research points to 

some interesting policy implications. 

The most obvious place for planners to address the challenges of multiculturalism 

is participation in public decision-making. As was stated in Chapter Eight, planners seem 

most cornfortable with adjusting their participation strategies to meet a diverse public 

through such measures as translation seNices and multi-lingual documentation. These are 

important efforts - facilitating access to local decision-making. 

As the case study research revealed, however, these measures do not seem to 

address inequities in the distribution of power within a commWLity. With power 

concentrateci in local leaders (as in the Kensington case shidy), or vested in a strong, 

formal planning process (as in the Markham case study), influence over decision-&g 

and planning outcornes is invariably unequal. What this means for planning practice is that 

stniaural changes to the process of decision-making have to be made by planners. 

Questioning who is making decisions, and who is fiamhg the context of the options 

considered, needs to occur. For example, plmers might offer their expertise, access or 

limiteci resources to residents to help them take some control over the fimire of their 

cornmunifies, as City of Toronto planning department did in Kensington in support of the 

Working Group, and more recently with the ReMtalization Plan. 



In terms of social structure and associations, planners working in ethnoculturally 

diverse communities would do well to question the authority of local associations and to 

iden* who they represent. With coimunities Merentiated dong a variety of 

intersecting axes (such as ethnicity, culture, penod of immigration, citizenship, andlor 

interest), planning disputes or comunity conflicts are r a r e  simple or dudistic. This was 

most evident with the Markham case study, where tensions that erupted over the 

development of retail condominiums was inaccurately shplified as an ethnic clash 

between Anglo-Saxons and Chinese in the medi4 when in fact the situation was much 

more cornplex. 

As the aim of this research was not to identify what community meant to the 

residents in the case studies, it did not (nor did t attempt to) uncover any ideal of 

community shared values, or a single common purpose amidst ethnocultural diversity. 

While planners may agree that their job is to help articulate a cornmunity's collective 

vision of itself, and regdate and manage with plans and policy to irnplement that vision, 

they are not responsible for f o s t e ~ g  commwilty solidarity. Plamers are, however, in a 

position to i d e n e  possible arem of tension, and work with other professions and actors 

in urban politics to iden- a community's strengths. In cornparhg Markham and 

Kensington, this research rweded that accepting ethnoculw diversity and seeing it as a 

source of strength is a long, and perhaps unending challenge. 

Future Directions for Research 

RedictabIy, this dissertation rawS many new questions that could be addressed 

through fkher research. Working in an area that continues to need good case study data, 



this research could be replicated Ui other contexts. Subsequent studies that move beyond 

the most ofien studied cities of Toronto, Vancouver and Montreal, and examine the varied 

ways in which immigration impacts other Canadian urban centres would be a usefiil 

addition to this field. In particular, dies such as Hamilton, Calgary, Victoria, London, 

Edmonton and Wuinipeg ail have signifiant, and in many cases growing, immigrant 

populations (see Figure 1.1) that could be better understood with firrther research. 

The experiences that various cities in Canada are currently making to reach out to 

their multiculturd populations needs to be shared more widely among those interested in 

planning practice. While the culturd biases in a universal planning approach are far fiom 

acknowledged through broad structural changes at the local levei, there are instances, 

especially in the three largest cities of Toronto, Vancouver and Montreal, where urban 

plamers have stepped into the uncharteci territory of mdticultural planning. Although 

beyond the scope of this dissertation, uncovering and documenting both the successes and 

failures with multiculturai planning could help S o m  those interested in planning amidst 

diversity . 

This research couid also be extended to examine different variables. For example, 

the two case studies used in this dissertation were chosen in part for their ability to 

f'unction weil as communitiies in order to facüitate an examination of citizenship. An 

interesthg corollary to this work would be to examine relativeiy uasuccesd communities 

- commmîîïes with high immigrant populations where ethocultural diversity has proven 

to be socially, politidy 811dfor economically divisive. Altematively, another context of 

decision-making besides planning could be enmineci. From a political perspective, for 



example, the impact of ethnocultual diversity on a comxnunity could be Iooked at through 

the process of electiom or local political activism. 

Beyond the realm of planning practice, the exploratory research done in this 

dissertation aiso opens interesthg avenues for M e r  study Ui planning theory. As case 

studies highlighting the intersection of planning and ethnoculturai diversity in Canadian 

&es become more widely known, they provide support for Sandercuck's c d  for 

difference as a category of analysis in planning theory. Academic planners stnigghg to 

understand the multicultural city as it develops in rnany North Amerkm cities, should use 

ethnocultural diversity as a tool of analysis, just as class or gender is currently being used. 

The idea of substantive local citizenship also offers potential for fùture planning 

theory. This dissertation made the argument that planning can be a lem to examine local 

citizenship, and that planners need to move beyoad accornmodating ethnocuitural diversity 

and instead plan for "multiple publics". As academic and professional planners search for 

a way to articulate the social responsibibty planners have that avoids the problems of "the 

public interest", the connection between planning and citizenship may prove usefiil. Issues 

of mernbership and participation (citizenship) mut  inevitably be addressed when the 

reality of multiple publics is acknow1edged. 

What this dissertation offers is an exploration of the practice of planning in 

multiculhiral urban and suburban communities, and the broader implications of that 

ethnodtural diversity for participation and belonging in such cornmunities. Further 

research addresshg these issues wouid aid in both an academic and p d c a l  



understanding of the challenges of urban and suburban immigration and multiculturalism in 

Canadian cities. 



APPENDM A: Interview participants 

Kensingtort Case Strcdy (Ckapters 4 and 5) 

business interest A-K: (1997) May 1 
- a resident and business owner in the Market area. Was actively involved in the 
Kensington Market Business Association. 

business interest B-K: ( 1997) April 1 5 
- long time merchant in the Market, former resident of Kensington. 

develo~er interest A-K: (1997) May 29 
- a partwr in the developer group that has taken on the redevelopment of the George 
Brown College site. 

elected official A-K: ( 1997) May 20 
- politician in Kensington. 

elected officia1 B-K: (1997) Apd 16 
- politician in Kensington. 

interested oarty A-K: (1 997) April 1 5 
- a professional architect who has a history of working on projects at George Brown 
CoUege's Kensington campus. Was Uivolved in the Working Group's George Brown 
Steering Cornmittee. 

interested ~arty  Ba: (1 997) April2 1 
- a cornmwUty worker with an o r ~ t i o n  active in the Kensington area, this person has 
taken an obsaverl~litator role in the Kensington Market Working Group and the City's 
Action Plan. 

planner A-K: (1996a) Apd 1 
(1996b) October 28 

- a City of Toronto planner working with the Kensington area. 

resident A-K: (1 996) November 1 
- a resident of Kensington and a professional orchitect, this person was one of the ohginai 
Working Group members and was hegvily involved in the Worlgng Group's George 
Brown Steering Committee. 

resident B-K (1997) Aprü14 
- long time resident of Kensington, and was active in cornmunity efforts to prwent 
bulldozer-rend plans in the 1960s. 



resident C-K: ( 1997) April23 
- a resident of Kensington, and continued rnember of the Working Group. 

resident D-K: (1 996a) November 1 3 
(1 W6b) February 20 

- a resident of Kensington who was involved in George Brown Steering Cornmittee. Also 
involved in Kensington's local newspaper, the Drum. 

business interest A-M: (1997) April24 
- a ment immigrant from Hong Kong, currently managing a mal1 in Markham that has 
predominately Asian tenants. 

developer interest A M :  (1 997) April 14 
- a partner in one of the most active fhns in retaif condominium developments. Has Asian 
mails in Markham and neighbouring Richmond Hill. 

develo~er interest B-M: (1997) May 15 
- has a planning background and works with a development group backed by Asian 
investon. This firm's Asian mal1 development is considered in Markham to be one of the 
premier examples of retail condominiums. 

dweloper interest C-M: (1997) April13 
- an architect hired by the first development firm to propose an Asian mal1 in Markham. 

plected official A-M: (1997) April 14 
- politician in Markham. 

elected official B-M: (1 997) April2 1 
- politician in Markham. 

interested ~ a r t y  A-M: (1996) December 20 
- a spokesperson for the Town of Markham, works in the Econornic Development Ofnce. 

interested par& B-M: (1997) April9 
- a resident of M a r k  active in local politics. Was bolved in a ratepayers group, 
Markham's Race Relations Cornmittee, and the Mayor's Advisory Cornmittee. 

mterested oartv C-M: (1997) May 10 
- an architect who hm done a lot of work with clients interested in the Asian market in 
generai, and r d  condomirnums in pdcular. Client base in regionai, and includes 
Markham, Richmond W and Scarborough. 



planner A-M: (1 996) March 3 1 
- a planner with the Town of Markharn. 

plarmer B-M: (1996a) A p d  17 
(1996b) November 1 5 
(1996~) December 19 
(1997) March 20 

- a planner with the Town of Markham, major responsibility has been to process retail 
condominium applications. 

resident A-M: (1 997) May 12 
- a resident of Markham, president of a ratepayers group for a neighbourhood located 
adjacent to a conglomeration of Asian mails on the Markhm / Richmond Hi11 border. 

resident B-M: (1 997) May 26 
- a resident of Markham, president of a large ratepayers group representing the 
neighbourhoods where the first Asian mal1 was built in Markharn, and others have 
subsequently been built. 

resident C-M: (1 997) April30 
- a resident of Markham, president of an umbrela organization of ratepayer groups in 
Markham. 
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